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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We'll call
  


 2   this meeting of the Water Planning Council for
  


 3   Tuesday, September 11, 2018, to order.
  


 4                  The first order of business is the
  


 5   approval of the August 7, 2018, transcript.
  


 6                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.
  


 7                  DAVID KALIFA:  Second.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and
  


 9   seconded.
  


10                  Lori, did you hear that?
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  I could barely hear
  


12   what was said.  Sorry.
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We just made a
  


14   motion and seconded it to approve the transcript
  


15   in a previous meeting.  Can you hear us better
  


16   now?
  


17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yes, I can.  I can
  


18   hear you.
  


19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All those in
  


20   favor signify by saying, aye.
  


21                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcript is
  


23   approved.
  


24                  Who else is on the phone, by the
  


25   way, so we have it for our -- we have Lori Mathieu
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 1   from the Water Planning Council.  Who else is
  


 2   joining us on the phone, please?
  


 3                  BRIAN HURLBURT:  Brian Hurlburt
  


 4   From the Connecticut Farm Bureau Association.
  


 5                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  This is Kirk
  


 6   Westphal from Kleinfelder.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello, Kirk.  How
  


 8   are you?
  


 9                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good.  How are you?
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thanks.
  


11                  Anyone else?
  


12                  MARTHA SMITH:  Martha Smith from
  


13   Rivers Alliance.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyone else?
  


15
  


16                     (No response.)
  


17
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
  


19                  The next item on the agenda is
  


20   correspondence received.  You know, as my
  


21   colleagues on the Council know, we received a
  


22   letter from the Connecticut Waterworks Association
  


23   on the state water plan from Betsy Gara, who's
  


24   Executive Director, relative to the implementation
  


25   of the plan.  And I have responded to that on
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 1   behalf of the Council, and it will all be on our
  


 2   website.  It has it on there for people to review.
  


 3                  Who joined us?
  


 4                  BETSY GARA:  Betsy Gara, CWWA.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Betsy Gara.  Hello,
  


 6   Betsy Gara.
  


 7                  BETSY GARA:  I'm driving in, but
  


 8   I'm running late.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The next item
  


10   on the agenda is the discussion of a September 4th
  


11   e-mail from Virginia de Lima regarding WPC
  


12   minutes.
  


13                  It's come to our attention that
  


14   this Ms. de Lima would like us to have the minutes
  


15   more -- what?
  


16                  What would you like?
  


17                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Regular minutes.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is
  


19   better than us -- we pay this gentleman very well
  


20   to come here and take sentence by sentence
  


21   documentation of this.  So --
  


22                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'll give you a
  


23   specific example.  At the last Water Planning
  


24   Council advisory group meeting the discussion came
  


25   up, well, what did the Water Planning Council say?
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 1   Did they vote on this?  Did they decide this?  Did
  


 2   they tell us what the next steps -- and those of
  


 3   us that had been at the last meeting were sort of
  


 4   saying, oh, I don't remember.
  


 5                  And if we had normal minutes the
  


 6   way Gail used to take before we had the
  


 7   transcription, somebody could have flipped and
  


 8   quickly said, oh, yes.  This is what they said --
  


 9   but none of us could really remember clearly how
  


10   the discussion had gone at the meeting.
  


11                  And even if the official transcript
  


12   were available to find it in that moment, it would
  


13   have been very difficult.  Whereas when we had
  


14   minutes that were maybe two or three pages long we
  


15   could have checked to see what kinds of decisions
  


16   or guidance you had given us.
  


17                  JOHN HUDAK:  And Virginia did run
  


18   this by Alicea and I, and we both supported it.  I
  


19   think having a concise summary of what was decided
  


20   is very helpful.
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We can't win in this
  


22   game.  Well, then why doesn't somebody from your
  


23   group take minutes in here?  Why doesn't somebody
  


24   from your group take minutes?
  


25                  I mean, I like having an official
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 1   transcriber that we, PURA, pays for and it becomes
  


 2   part of the official record in the Water Planning
  


 3   Council meetings.
  


 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, this is Lori.
  


 5   If I might?  I agree with you.  I like the
  


 6   transcript -- because, Virginia, you may not
  


 7   recall this, but there was a time when the meeting
  


 8   minutes weren't capturing everybody's words
  


 9   appropriately.
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's right.
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  So there was a
  


12   concern there.  So I really appreciate PURA's, you
  


13   know, having a transcriber.  I think it's very
  


14   important to the process, and as we move forward I
  


15   think we want to keep that.
  


16                  But maybe there needs to be some
  


17   sort of summary that gets completed, but just of
  


18   the major decisions of what, you know, because I
  


19   would agree it would be nice to have a summary,
  


20   but not a word-for-word summary.
  


21                  Something that is usable
  


22   immediately after the meeting would be a help, but
  


23   who does it and who writes it becomes the
  


24   question.  And it has to be just word for word.
  


25   It can't be what somebody thinks somebody said.
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 1   So because it has to be fairly accurate that's why
  


 2   I like the transcription.
  


 3                  So I don't have the answer for you,
  


 4   but I don't want the transcriber to go away.  I
  


 5   think that's very important.
  


 6                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'm not
  


 7   proposing that the transcriber go away.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You can get a copy
  


 9   of this transcript and go through it prior to your
  


10   meetings.  There's nothing --
  


11                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Can I say that
  


12   outside of my activities within the advisory group
  


13   I have gone to both the minutes and the transcript
  


14   and found them both helpful as an involved citizen
  


15   in this process.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I just can't -- I
  


17   cannot justify having a transcriber and a person
  


18   here taking minutes personally.  That's my --
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So maybe the
  


20   middle ground here is -- because I understand
  


21   where you're coming from, Jack.  Maybe what we
  


22   should do is document those formal actions that
  


23   the Water Planning Council takes.  I don't know
  


24   whether the transcriber could potentially pull
  


25   those out in terms of formal actions where there's
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 1   actually a vote, so where the language becomes
  


 2   very important or could be highlighted in the
  


 3   transcript.
  


 4                  That's actually the point where
  


 5   we've made an affirmative decision and are moving
  


 6   forward on something based on the vote, and to
  


 7   highlight those.  But that should have very little
  


 8   interpretation to it and shouldn't require
  


 9   additional resources for me to get there.
  


10                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  There are staff
  


11   members from each of the agencies who attend these
  


12   meetings, and in the past it was Gail who was
  


13   attending these meetings and taking notes at the
  


14   same time and making those available to people,
  


15   just like Bruce Wittchen takes meeting notes from
  


16   the advisory group meetings.
  


17                  And as DEEP did when we had the
  


18   policy workgroup and the science and technical
  


19   workgroup, the agencies each took responsibility
  


20   for doing minutes of those meetings and it was
  


21   very, very helpful.
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to
  


23   weigh in on this?
  


24                  THE REPORTER:  Just one suggestion.
  


25   I know in court and for the late-file exhibits
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 1   that's just an addendum, that's added.  I could
  


 2   easily put in a vote tally.  That's something very
  


 3   easy, and would be fine if you'd like, if that
  


 4   would be acceptable.
  


 5                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The situation
  


 6   that I mentioned in terms of the Water Planning
  


 7   Council advisory group trying to remember the
  


 8   discussion, it was specifically around the
  


 9   implementation workgroup.
  


10                  I suppose if that kind of a summary
  


11   did not include a decision we would then surmise
  


12   that no decision was reached.  It was where you
  


13   were heading.  Were you telling us that you needed
  


14   more information?  Were you saying that you just
  


15   weren't ready to work on it?  That was the
  


16   question that was coming up.
  


17                  And if you had thrown it back to us
  


18   and asked us to give you more information, that
  


19   was missed.  And if that indeed had been the case
  


20   we failed.
  


21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  What was the
  


22   specific topic, Virginia?
  


23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The
  


24   implementation workgroup.
  


25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And what about
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 1   it?
  


 2                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We -- the
  


 3   advisory group was wondering what guidance you had
  


 4   given us, what next steps the advisory should be
  


 5   taking, or the implementation workgroup that was
  


 6   coming up with a structure, what the next steps
  


 7   were that you expected us to do.
  


 8                  JOHN HUDAK:  I would attribute part
  


 9   of the confusion to back-to-back vacations on part
  


10   of the cochairs as well.  So that led to a
  


11   continuity problem.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So Virginia, was
  


13   that not clear when you read the transcript?
  


14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I did not read
  


15   the transcript, because it came up in the meeting
  


16   and I didn't have the transcript available.  And
  


17   it would have been a lot to read through in the
  


18   meeting.
  


19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Is it a sense of
  


20   timing then that maybe your meeting should be
  


21   timed to assure that you have access to the
  


22   transcript, that you should read the transcript
  


23   before your meeting so that you're well aware of
  


24   what was said.
  


25                  I mean again, it's word for word.
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 1   It's not anybody's interpretation of what was said
  


 2   because that was happening in the past, and I
  


 3   would not want that to happen again.
  


 4                  I enjoy the transcript as it's
  


 5   clear.  It is what we said, and maybe as a Water
  


 6   Planning Council member maybe we just need to be
  


 7   more clear at the very end when we do take a vote,
  


 8   what are we voting on, what are we saying?  Here's
  


 9   the vote, and then repeat it for the record.
  


10   Maybe that could be, you know, where decisions are
  


11   made we could repeat it for the record and make
  


12   sure it's clear in the transcript.  Maybe that
  


13   might help.
  


14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be
  


15   helpful.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Rob -- and
  


17   why don't we try this.  I think Rob's suggestion
  


18   that we kind of handle things like that as we do
  


19   with the hearing like as our late files which is
  


20   our whole addendum, action items, if you will.  We
  


21   can make a conscious effort to do that with the
  


22   transcript.
  


23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be
  


24   helpful.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And we'll see how
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 1   that -- does that sound okay?
  


 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  I like that.
  


 3                  DAVID KALIFA:  David.  So that's a
  


 4   decision point we have to --
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So a decision point,
  


 6   Rob, that will be late file number -- I'm just
  


 7   kidding, but that somehow we can highlight what we
  


 8   just said.  Okay.
  


 9                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And on our part
  


10   we will be sure to ask for clarification if we
  


11   feel that it might have been -- that we were
  


12   unclear as to whether a decision was made by a
  


13   consensus.
  


14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And thank you for
  


15   that.  That's a good point and that's right.  You
  


16   can, as we go along, kind of be our backup to make
  


17   sure we get it reflected within the transcript
  


18   itself.  So thank you for that.  All right.  Thank
  


19   you.
  


20
  


21                  (Action item noted in index.)
  


22
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So next on the
  


24   agenda, we're pleased to -- Lori, would you like
  


25   to introduce our guest speaker?
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Sure.  Mike,
  


 2   I'm really sorry that I can't be there.  So Mike
  


 3   Dietz, Professor, Dr. Mike Dietz is the new
  


 4   Executive Director of the Institute of Water
  


 5   Resources.  And for many years we at the health
  


 6   department have worked with Mike and enjoy working
  


 7   with him and his expertise.
  


 8                  And now in the executive director
  


 9   role, we held a recent Institute of Water
  


10   Resources' board and gained -- and Mike is trying
  


11   to expand and think more broadly about the role
  


12   and the mission of the institute, and how that
  


13   institute could grow into other areas.
  


14                  And also then I thought at the last
  


15   board meeting that he could come present on the
  


16   institute and what the mission is up to the Water
  


17   Planning Council.  And now that we have a state
  


18   water plan, that we're moving forward with the
  


19   implementation, that it would be a good time to
  


20   learn what the institute does and how we could
  


21   possibly work together in the future.
  


22                  So I asked Mike to come present and
  


23   I'd really love to hear your presentation, Mike,
  


24   and thank you for being there.
  


25                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Okay.  Great.
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 1   Thank you, Lori.  So it seems like this may be a
  


 2   little more clear cut than the first item on the
  


 3   agenda.  It's just a simple presentation, but if
  


 4   there are questions, I'm happy to answer.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  And you
  


 6   have a PowerPoint to go with it.  Right?
  


 7                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Yes.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  We
  


 9   appreciate you being here.
  


10                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  My pleasure.  So
  


11   just a very brief background on the institute
  


12   itself.  Many of you probably are familiar with
  


13   the institute, or at least the previous director
  


14   who was involved with the state water planning
  


15   process.
  


16                  But the institute is part of a
  


17   national network of institutes from all of the
  


18   states that were funded by the Water Resources
  


19   Research Act of 1964.  So I'm not going to go to
  


20   the website, but there is a website that has
  


21   information about the entire program and how the
  


22   national institute funds the individual states.
  


23                  Just very briefly about me.  I took
  


24   over, as Lori said, this past January for Glenn
  


25   Warner who was the previous director for a number
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 1   of years.  And Glenn was involved with the process
  


 2   as you are aware.
  


 3                  I have been an extension educator
  


 4   at the university since 2010, and have worked on
  


 5   issues related to stormwater runoff, low impact
  


 6   development, green stormwater infrastructure, and
  


 7   more recently road salt impacts to surface water
  


 8   and into groundwaters.
  


 9                  So I have a few different hats that
  


10   I wear.  So I work for the Center for Land Use
  


11   Education and Research at UConn, part of the
  


12   Department of Extension, and also the Connecticut
  


13   NEMO, or Nonpoint Education for Municipal
  


14   Officials.  So we have a long history of working
  


15   with the municipalities in the state on issues
  


16   related to water.  And I also spent many years at
  


17   UConn as a student as well prior to 2010 both as
  


18   an undergrad and graduate programs.
  


19                  So we have a whopping staff of two
  


20   at the Connecticut Institute of Water Resources.
  


21   So it's myself and James Herd as my Associate
  


22   Director.  So it's really nice to have someone
  


23   there to transition me.  It's easy to, you know,
  


24   get all the fanfare.  Yay.  Yeah, you're the
  


25   director now, but then comes all the
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 1   behind-the-scene stuff that, you know, working
  


 2   with the budgets and other things I'll talk
  


 3   briefly about.
  


 4                  So James has been great for me for
  


 5   this transition and he really does handle a lot of
  


 6   that behind-that-scenes stuff that helps me to be
  


 7   able to think more broadly about where we want the
  


 8   institute to go.
  


 9                  So our simple mission is total
  


10   concern with all aspects of Connecticut's water
  


11   resources, the use, the preservation and the
  


12   proper management.  Okay?  That's the big picture.
  


13                  Some of our practical goals that we
  


14   like to talk about, we like to educate and train
  


15   future water scientists.  So that's a big part of
  


16   what we do.  And as an extension educator I was
  


17   actually the recipient of a couple of different
  


18   awards where we funded graduate students who do
  


19   research.  They're now working in various places,
  


20   agencies around the Northeast.  So it's been a
  


21   nice pipeline for that sort of training.
  


22                  We fund research that addresses
  


23   current water issues in the state.  So we give out
  


24   about $60,000 annually as part of our RFP process.
  


25   Our RFP for this year just came out.  So that's
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 1   available.  I can point anyone to that if they're
  


 2   interested.
  


 3                  And also the last practical goal
  


 4   that I'll list is translating the results to water
  


 5   managers, but also the public.  So I think we've
  


 6   been pretty good about getting our message out to
  


 7   managers, as I'll talk about in a second.  We have
  


 8   several on our advisory committee.  But the
  


 9   getting our message out, or the messages about
  


10   water in the state to the public is something that
  


11   we I don't think have done such a good job on in
  


12   the past.
  


13                  So our advisory committee has
  


14   representatives from water companies around the
  


15   state, from academia, from DEEP, and also from
  


16   DPH.  And historically we've had some nonprofit
  


17   representation and we're hoping to expand that in
  


18   the near future as well with Alicea.  She has
  


19   agreed to serve on the committee as well.  So
  


20   we'll be announcing that to the rest of our
  


21   committee in the next few days.
  


22                  So again, as I mentioned before, we
  


23   select research proposals to fund annually as part
  


24   of our RFP process, and that the advisory
  


25   committee also helps to guide the activities of
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 1   the institute.
  


 2                  So just a few recently funded
  


 3   research projects for this past year -- all three
  


 4   of these awards actually happen to be to
  


 5   researchers at the University of Connecticut.
  


 6   It's not always the case.  There are others from
  


 7   other institutions that have been funded, but you
  


 8   can see the issues that have been supported here.
  


 9                  So nitrogen and phosphorus leeching
  


10   from compost amended lawns, iron and organic
  


11   matter in relation to bioavailability.  So
  


12   nutrient metal interactions, and also in other
  


13   research projects and road salts looking at
  


14   influences on wetlands.
  


15                  As research has been related -- or
  


16   targeted at topics of concern, emerging
  


17   contaminants, pharmaceuticals, metals, E. coli.
  


18   Road salt has been a popular topic since it's such
  


19   a big issue in the State and will continue to be a
  


20   big issue here.
  


21                  Stormwater low-impact development
  


22   issues, that's some of the stuff that I had worked
  


23   on.  Nutrients, hypoxia -- and also this is one
  


24   that doesn't get a lot of attention, but the
  


25   societal and social interactions when it comes to
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 1   water issues.
  


 2                  So you know, I have often told
  


 3   students that I have that we could solve all of
  


 4   our water problems today technically.  We know how
  


 5   to fix our water problems.  We stop putting
  


 6   pollutants in the water.  It's pretty easy, but
  


 7   those societal interactions, that social piece is
  


 8   really critical because that's where we hit the
  


 9   stumbling blocks about how to make improvements in
  


10   our water.
  


11                  And some of those past research, or
  


12   all the ones passed this past year are available
  


13   on our website at this link here.
  


14                  So recent changes to our website.
  


15   So we paid someone in the Center for Land Use
  


16   Education Research this past year to go through
  


17   our website, give it a fresh look, add some
  


18   features.  So we do have that available at this
  


19   point.  It was just done this summer.
  


20                  Another topic, obviously as I
  


21   mentioned, Glenn Warner was involved with the
  


22   development of the plan and a few places in the
  


23   plan as, you know, reading over the executive
  


24   summary recently, the relevant recommendations in
  


25   the plan our partnerships with Sustainable CT
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 1   colleges and universities to address informational
  


 2   and analytical needs.  So I'll just mention that a
  


 3   couple of my colleagues, actually Chet Arnold and
  


 4   Dave Dixon are involved with evaluating some of
  


 5   the applications to Sustainable CT.  So for those
  


 6   who aren't aware of what that is, it's towns
  


 7   basically getting a certification showing that
  


 8   they are acting in a sustainable manner when it
  


 9   comes to water issues.
  


10                  And also another one is implement a
  


11   water quality testing and reporting system for
  


12   private wells.  So this is called out in the water
  


13   plan as well.  And so this is something that is a
  


14   big issue for me, some of my colleagues.  So Gary
  


15   Robbins, many of you may know Gary Robbins at the
  


16   University.  This has been on his radar for quite
  


17   a long time to have a better inventory of our
  


18   wells and where they are, and various
  


19   characteristics.
  


20                  So I -- you know, kind of unrelated
  


21   here -- just two weeks ago I asked James to add a
  


22   section to our website, a section for Connecticut
  


23   residents highlighting where to get their water
  


24   tested.  So I sent them -- or, you know, whoever
  


25   is going to read it, that's the issue, is getting
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 1   people to the site -- but highlighting the
  


 2   importance of getting your well water tested.
  


 3                  And other places, linkages on the
  


 4   plan where IWR has some expertise or context, the
  


 5   land use and water quality and quantity management
  


 6   section.  So low-impact development, green
  


 7   stormwater infrastructure is called out in there,
  


 8   and I do have some expertise in that.  Groundwater
  


 9   is called out in that.  Again, Gary Robbins, I
  


10   worked very closely with him.
  


11                  And then on the education side,
  


12   too, the outreach and public engagement.  I have,
  


13   you know, that's part of what I do at the
  


14   University, a big part of what I do at the
  


15   University is get this information out to the
  


16   public.  So I'll talk more about that in just a
  


17   second.
  


18                  So future directions.  Part of what
  


19   I've been trying to do is increase the visibility
  


20   of IWR, first of all, at UConn and around the
  


21   state.  So making just the people who are in the
  


22   field here more aware of what we do.  So this is
  


23   why -- part of why Lori asked me to come today.
  


24                  Assisting in some way with the
  


25   state water plan priorities.  So again, it's a
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 1   staff of, you know, James and me.  And I'm doing
  


 2   another full-time job as the rest of the day.  So
  


 3   I can't go out and go across the state and
  


 4   implement these new strategies, these things that
  


 5   are called on in the state water plan, but perhaps
  


 6   through some of the linkages I have with the
  


 7   programs that we already have in place there are
  


 8   ways that we can work together on this to, you
  


 9   know, kill two birds with one stone.  So just
  


10   something that has come up in discussions.
  


11                  I would also like to increase the
  


12   funding that we have available through the
  


13   institute to do more research in the state.  So
  


14   you know, $60,000 a year is okay.  We've done an
  


15   amazing amount of work with that in the past.  It
  


16   becomes a little difficult because there's a
  


17   two-to-one match requirement for these funds
  


18   through the federal government.  That can be a
  


19   little problematic for some folks.  So I'm trying
  


20   to get some more funding available for research
  


21   that doesn't have those sticky points.
  


22                  And lastly, to increase the
  


23   interaction with the citizens of the state.  So
  


24   again, this is part of what we're called to do
  


25   from the Water Resources Research Act, the
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 1   original documentation.  Most people don't know
  


 2   much about water issues at all in the state.  They
  


 3   certainly don't know about the institute.
  


 4                  Maybe they've heard a little bit
  


 5   about the state water plan through the governor's
  


 6   recent action with, you know, what they did just a
  


 7   couple of months ago here.  Maybe they heard that
  


 8   on the news, but that's probably about all they've
  


 9   heard.
  


10                  So I think the average person
  


11   really does need to know more about what's going
  


12   on.  I know what my family talks about at the
  


13   dinner table on Thanksgiving.  They know I do
  


14   something with water, but most of them really
  


15   don't know that much about what I do either.
  


16                  So I want to make that change, and
  


17   again it's just me and another person.  I can't do
  


18   it all myself, but perhaps we can talk about ways
  


19   to make that happen, and that's it.
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much,
  


21   Mike.
  


22                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  You're welcome.
  


23   Happy to answer questions from anyone.
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Questions from the
  


25   Council or questions from the audience?  Yes,
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 1   David?
  


 2                  DAVID RADKA:  David Radka,
  


 3   Connecticut Water Company.  By way of disclosure
  


 4   I'm an advisory board member to the institute and
  


 5   have been for probably 20 years now.  It's
  


 6   woefully --
  


 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  If somebody is
  


 8   speaking I can't hear them.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Come right up and
  


10   sit down so we can have Lori hear you.
  


11                  DAVID RADKA:  Howdy, Lori.  Dave
  


12   Radka here.  I just wanted to say that it is an
  


13   under utilized resource that we've pointed to for
  


14   a long time and struggled with, how do we get the
  


15   State to really support the institute?
  


16                  They've done wonderful work with
  


17   very limited resources, not only the number of
  


18   personnel, but the funding that they receive or
  


19   don't receive which is primarily through the USGS
  


20   program.
  


21                  The other thing I want to say is --
  


22   so if there's any way you all can support it, but
  


23   we also have the ability to do targeted RFPs.
  


24   We've done it once in my experience with the
  


25   institute, and that was when the Water Planning
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 1   Council -- we tried to move forward with, I
  


 2   believe it was the allocation process.
  


 3                  And so we did an RFP one year where
  


 4   we said, this is all -- we really are interested
  


 5   in it, and we entertained proposals for that
  


 6   specific topic and were awarded a grant on the
  


 7   basis of that.  So if there are items that you all
  


 8   think should be prioritized it's something I'm
  


 9   sure the institute would consider doing again as a
  


10   targeted RFP.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, David.
  


12                  Anyone else?
  


13                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.
  


14   So thank you for bringing that up.  So you know,
  


15   myself and David -- there's a number of people
  


16   probably in the audience that are members of the
  


17   board.  I know Betsey, you have two staff members
  


18   from DEEP.  There's a gentleman from fisheries, a
  


19   gentleman from your branch.
  


20                  So when we started talking to Mike
  


21   in the last board meeting, what David Radka just
  


22   mentioned is exactly the type of ideas that we
  


23   could come up with, targeted issues and items that
  


24   we would want some assistance with, and that's the
  


25   kind of ideas that we hoped would come of this
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 1   discussion and learning from Mike and what he
  


 2   does.
  


 3                  But also, Mike, there's a great
  


 4   connection to your students at the university.
  


 5   And you know, I don't think we use our students
  


 6   enough in our state, whether it's UConn or Yale,
  


 7   or Quinnipiac or Fairfield.  I think we need help
  


 8   and we don't have enough horsepower amongst
  


 9   ourselves to do everything, but I think in some
  


10   way, Mike, that you could help us think through
  


11   how we could link better with students in
  


12   internships.
  


13                  We have no money, but we certainly
  


14   have a lot of interest in water and the students
  


15   are wonderful to work with, and maybe there's some
  


16   projects that we could have students work on.
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
  


18                  Any further comments?
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think to just
  


20   add to what Lori said, and as a former board
  


21   member, I think Glenn Warner was really
  


22   instrumental in many of the things that the Water
  


23   Planning Council did especially about water
  


24   allocation and sort of instream flow.
  


25                  I think one of the things that Mike
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 1   brings to this, which is incredibly powerful, is
  


 2   his connection to extension and the work that DEEP
  


 3   has done with CLEAR and NEMO to really be
  


 4   educating municipal officials.  We're working with
  


 5   you guys on a big stormwater project right now,
  


 6   but sort of there's a lot of threads that need to
  


 7   come together to actually get some forward and
  


 8   address some of the challenges that we have.
  


 9                  If you had a research component to
  


10   it with the extension component to it, it can be
  


11   quite powerful.  I think the question is, where do
  


12   we find the money, Mike, which is the big
  


13   challenge.
  


14                  But I appreciate Lori inviting Mike
  


15   in.  I think it makes a lot of sense as we look at
  


16   implementation steps to identify ones that might
  


17   be suitable to partner, especially if we can sort
  


18   of get a triumvirate going between the institute
  


19   and the Water Planning Council to really move the
  


20   ball.
  


21                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Thanks, Betsey.
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mike, I think
  


23   raised a very good point in terms of people's
  


24   awareness.  It seems like as much as we try, as we
  


25   put together this plan we did have many hearings
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 1   and stakeholder groups throughout the state of
  


 2   Connecticut, but as hard as we tried it's still
  


 3   difficult -- unless you're without water.  Once
  


 4   you're without water, without electricity, then
  


 5   people think about it.
  


 6                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  That's right.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But I think that you
  


 8   should very much be a part of the whole
  


 9   implementation process of this.  So we really
  


10   appreciate you being here today and we'll look
  


11   forward to working with you.
  


12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So just as a point
  


13   from Virginia, why don't we come up with some
  


14   action items that we could work on.
  


15                  One, I would like the board, you
  


16   know, Mike, at your next meeting maybe to think of
  


17   ideas and to think up more about what Betsey
  


18   mentioned about using and working with the
  


19   extension on land use and some of the issues that
  


20   we have identified as priorities in the state
  


21   water plan.
  


22                  And then, I, you know, near and
  


23   dear to my heart are the students and I think that
  


24   there's a lot to be had there without -- very
  


25   little money, that there could be work done
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 1   working with students and interns.
  


 2                  So Mike, I guess there's a couple
  


 3   things I would like to have you think about -- are
  


 4   those two things.  Now work with student
  


 5   internships as well as at the next board meeting
  


 6   think about what projects the institute could work
  


 7   on together to implement important items under the
  


 8   state water plan.
  


 9                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Sounds good.
  


10   Thanks, Lori.
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Thank you, Mike.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So Rob, we've got
  


13   that as action items.  Thank you.
  


14
  


15                  (Action item noted in index.)
  


16
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Moving to the
  


18   state water plan implementation update -- I'm
  


19   going to go kind of in sequence here with the
  


20   Water Planning Council advisory group in terms
  


21   of -- first, let's start with your nominating
  


22   committee report, and then we'll move to the
  


23   implementation.
  


24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Before we get
  


25   there, Jack, before we sort of get to WPCAG, I
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 1   just wanted to update the Council.  We have
  


 2   reached out to the members who are going to help
  


 3   us from diversion reporting, and we are now having
  


 4   a dutiful -- for a meeting that's either going to
  


 5   be at the end of September or the beginning of
  


 6   October.  So we're moving forward with that piece.
  


 7   We appreciate the Council's support and will keep
  


 8   you posted as we move forward.
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Because before we
  


10   know it our reporting deadline is going to be
  


11   here.
  


12                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Right, and I
  


13   know we're going to get to the drought plan and
  


14   old business, but that was part of the
  


15   implementation piece, too.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.  We can do
  


17   it now.  Let's do it now.
  


18                  DAVID KALIFA:  Okay.  We'll do that
  


19   now.  Thanks.
  


20                  So prior to this meeting we
  


21   distributed an almost final draft of the updated
  


22   interim update to the drought plan that I guess
  


23   has been -- being worked on for long before I was
  


24   on the Water Planning Council.  So it's been a
  


25   several-year effort.
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 1                  Since distributing it for
  


 2   discussion and possibly action on it today there
  


 3   have been a couple of more -- comments that have
  


 4   come in, particularly from DPH that we feel need
  


 5   to be addressed and discussed and worked on.
  


 6                  So without going into great detail
  


 7   what the comments were, unless Lori, you'd like to
  


 8   do that I would recommend that we have the state
  


 9   agency drought working group meet again to discuss
  


10   those comments and how they're going to be handled
  


11   in this draft, and once that is done redistribute
  


12   the draft plan to the Water Planning Council and
  


13   others for consideration.
  


14                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.
  


15   Thank you for that.  I would appreciate having
  


16   that meeting.  I believe that having the agencies
  


17   together to speak to our comments, which has been
  


18   brought up in the past essentially -- we have a
  


19   number of minor comments, but one of the biggest
  


20   comments out there is the concern that we had of
  


21   the '16/'17 drought where we had water utilities
  


22   that had trigger levels that were different than
  


23   what the Governor was saying.
  


24                  And so we have some ideas about how
  


25   to address that, and we would need the input from
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 1   all of the committee and all of the agencies, and
  


 2   specifically I believe emergency management -- and
  


 3   Brenda Bergeron and her team, we should have a
  


 4   detailed discussion on how to work on that
  


 5   together.
  


 6                  So I appreciate having that meeting
  


 7   and I appreciate you considering our comments.
  


 8                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think
  


 9   that's fine.  I just do think that this is
  


10   something that we should be able to get over the
  


11   finish line this fall.  So I'd encourage us to
  


12   have that meeting as soon as we can to bring it
  


13   back hopefully in October.
  


14                  Is that a reasonable timeframe,
  


15   David?
  


16                  DAVID KALIFA:  I agree we should do
  


17   it as quickly as possible.  It would be preferred
  


18   if we could do it in October, but certainly if not
  


19   October, November at the latest.  So let's aim for
  


20   October and hopefully the agency working group can
  


21   meet that timeframe, but if not it may slip to
  


22   November.
  


23                  LORI MATHIEU:  And David, if I
  


24   might?  I want to give you a lot of credit, to
  


25   Eric Lindquist and Bruce Wittchen of your staff.
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 1   And it's certainly been a job rewriting the plan
  


 2   and addressing all of the comments.  I was very
  


 3   impressed with the way it's written and it's going
  


 4   to serve us well into the future.  So thank you,
  


 5   and to your staff.
  


 6                  DAVID KALIFA:  Thank you, Lori.
  


 7   And I echo the kudos to both of them as well.
  


 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Great.  Thank you
  


 9   very much.  Now we'll move onto the Water Planning
  


10   Council advisory group.
  


11                  JOHN HUDAK:  Nominating committee?
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
  


13                  JOHN HUDAK:  Okay.  So when we
  


14   passed our new operating procedures last year we
  


15   put together a process to prepare an annual slate
  


16   of members where we would present our slate to the
  


17   Water Planning Council in October for the
  


18   following year.
  


19                  So we've had a nominating committee
  


20   working for several months to put together kind of
  


21   a framework of terms and also people to put
  


22   forward in October.  So it's been a bipartisan
  


23   nominating committee.  We've had -- on the
  


24   committee was Aaron Budros, Len DeJong, Karen
  


25   Burnaska, Dan Lawrence and the committee was
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 1   chaired by Josh Cansler.
  


 2                  And their charge was to put
  


 3   together a slate with the objectives that the
  


 4   Council and the advisory group agreed on last
  


 5   February with three main parameters, one, that we
  


 6   limit it to 20 members; two, that work towards the
  


 7   statutory balance of instream and out-of-stream
  


 8   members; and three, that we achieve this balance
  


 9   through attrition so that participating active
  


10   members would not be allowed -- asked to leave,
  


11   but that we would do this over time.
  


12                  In that process of trying to
  


13   achieve all of those things there's been some
  


14   tradeoffs made.  It's been challenging.  We're
  


15   also trying to recognize the importance of
  


16   attendance and participation by those on the
  


17   group.
  


18                  And there was discussion at the
  


19   last Council when I gave a preliminary update of
  


20   what the nominating committee was up to, and since
  


21   that time I've sent out a report prepared by the
  


22   committee, and I have Josh here to kind of run
  


23   through the recommendations and the thought
  


24   process that went into those recommendations.
  


25                  So I'll turn it over to Josh for
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 1   him give us some of that.
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


 3                  Josh?
  


 4                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  All right.
  


 5   Thanks.  As John said, the task of the nominating
  


 6   committee was to prepare a draft slate for
  


 7   approval by the advisory group prior to the
  


 8   submitting it to the WPC for approval at your
  


 9   October meeting.
  


10                  Just a little background
  


11   information.  The committee was created to sort of
  


12   corroborate the operating procedures which were
  


13   approved by the WPC last year, and also the
  


14   membership composition report workgroup which was
  


15   approved by the WPC in February.  I'm not going to
  


16   go through the whole report.  I'll go through some
  


17   of the highlights.
  


18                  And amongst the things we discussed
  


19   as a committee, the first thing we tackled was
  


20   member attendance and whether members who have not
  


21   been attending regularly should be included in
  


22   next year's slate.  We decided that we do have
  


23   procedures in place to get rid of members who are
  


24   not participating.  So we didn't really tackle
  


25   that per se, other than we did reach out to
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 1   members with very poor attendance records and ask
  


 2   them to verify their desire to remain on the
  


 3   advisory group in the future.
  


 4                  A couple of the members that we did
  


 5   reach out to included Eric Brown from CBIA who
  


 6   said that his workload -- he would step down from
  


 7   the advisory group.  We also reached out to Kevin
  


 8   Sullivan with the Chestnut Hill Nursery who said
  


 9   that he represents the agriculture committee at
  


10   that time.  The category -- he notified the
  


11   Connecticut nursery landscaping Association, CNLA
  


12   that he would not be able to serve.  So he's also
  


13   stepping down.
  


14                  And we also reached out to Henry
  


15   Talmage with the State Farm Bureau.  And he has
  


16   left the state, however they do have a new
  


17   Executive Director Brian Hurlburt, who I believe
  


18   is on the line.  And they would like him to
  


19   replace him, Henry Talmage in next year's slate.
  


20                  The next thing we tackled was the
  


21   terms of the committee.  In the past I don't
  


22   believe there's been any terms for the
  


23   committee -- for the advisory members.  We decided
  


24   to go with four-year terms and take the 20 members
  


25   and divide them so that five members each year
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 1   would be reappointed.  And we would stagger those
  


 2   terms so that every five -- every year five
  


 3   members would be reappointed.
  


 4                  And we decided to do this on a
  


 5   seniority basis so that this year the most senior
  


 6   members of the advisory group would be reappointed
  


 7   for the 2019 through the end of 2022, and then the
  


 8   next year five more members through 2023 and on.
  


 9                  Some of the recommendations that we
  


10   have as the nominating committee -- and like John
  


11   said, we met several times.  We went over this and
  


12   also had several discussions at the advisory group
  


13   meetings.  Based on the membership composition
  


14   report we decided -- or we were recommending that
  


15   we change -- that we combine the recreation and
  


16   boating categories into one category.  The boating
  


17   category has been vacant for many years now.
  


18                  Also based on the membership
  


19   composition report we're recommending the
  


20   agriculture category be reduced to one
  


21   representative.  And at this time we're
  


22   recommending, because they came forward first,
  


23   that the Connecticut Farm Bureau provide the
  


24   representative for that category.
  


25                  We recommended that -- because
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 1   we're doing this you would have the opportunity to
  


 2   create two new instream categories.  And of course
  


 3   one of the goals of the composition report was to
  


 4   balance the instream and out-of-stream categories.
  


 5                  So by doing them -- or by combining
  


 6   the boating and recreation categories, and
  


 7   reducing agriculture to one you have the
  


 8   opportunity for two new instream categories.
  


 9   We're recommending that one of those new instream
  


10   categories be titled, water resources protection.
  


11   And we are recommending that Len DeJong from the
  


12   recreation category be moved into that category.
  


13                  We're also recommending the other
  


14   new instream category to be titled, conservation.
  


15   And we're recommending that a current member
  


16   Denise Savageau who was formerly in the
  


17   municipality category be moved into the
  


18   conservation category.  And then we recommend the
  


19   municipality category not be filled since we feel
  


20   it's represented through categories from municipal
  


21   utilities and regional COGs.
  


22                  Our last recommendation was to
  


23   reduce the investor-owned utility category to one
  


24   representative.  Robert Wisniewski will be leaving
  


25   in a year or two.  Our recommendation is we wait
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 1   until such time that he departs to reduce that
  


 2   category to one person.  And at that time we can
  


 3   create another category.  One of the names we came
  


 4   up with was, endangered species, but we decided to
  


 5   defer the category name until a later date.
  


 6                  With all those recommendations made
  


 7   we would be able to balance out the categories
  


 8   with -- currently there's six instream, ten out of
  


 9   stream and four neutral.  This year we would be to
  


10   have seven instream, nine out of stream and four
  


11   neutral.  And then once Robert left we would be
  


12   able to go eight, eight and four.
  


13                  So the last page in the report -- I
  


14   don't know how many of you have it in front of
  


15   you -- we have a list of the draft slate.  You'll
  


16   notice that the first category on there, business
  


17   and industry association, which was formerly Eric
  


18   Brown's position, is vacant.
  


19                  There has been some suggestion and
  


20   some talk at the last advisory group meeting of
  


21   putting a person from the Connecticut nursery
  


22   landscaping Association in there, and they do have
  


23   a candidate Mike Evans, who is interested in the
  


24   job.  There's also been discussion.  We did reach
  


25   out to CBIA.  They did not have anyone to replace
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 1   Eric Brown.  We have had some discussion of
  


 2   reaching out to CERC as well.
  


 3                  I'm not going to go through the
  


 4   whole slate.  Most of the people on the slate here
  


 5   are already in the positions they're in.  I will
  


 6   highlight the agriculture category which I
  


 7   mentioned earlier, which would be one person and
  


 8   would be the Connecticut Farm Bureau.  The
  


 9   recreation category which we do have a candidate,
  


10   Eric Hammerling from the Connecticut Forest and
  


11   Parks Association.
  


12                  Conservation, which is a new
  


13   instream category, Denise Savageau would move into
  


14   that position.  And water resources protection,
  


15   Len DeJong would move into that position.  I will
  


16   add that he is retiring at the end of the year --
  


17   we just found out, but he does have a person, or
  


18   is looking for a person to replace him.
  


19                  So that's where we're at.  Our goal
  


20   is to present this next week at the advisory group
  


21   for approval at that level, and then it would come
  


22   to the WPC next month.
  


23                  I think the biggest issue we're
  


24   facing right now is that one category, businesses
  


25   and industry association, the vacancy there.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  A lot of
  


 2   work and we appreciate that.  I might have missed
  


 3   it.  Was anything there from the golfers?  They
  


 4   were very -- the golf association was very
  


 5   involved with the formation of the plan and we
  


 6   actually went out and spoke to their
  


 7   association and --
  


 8                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There's no --
  


 9   nobody from the golfing industry per se.  Probably
  


10   the closest is under the business and industry,
  


11   water intensive business.  We have Curtis Anderson
  


12   from Anderson Turf Irrigation, but there's no one
  


13   from any golf association on the slate.  And to my
  


14   knowledge, there hasn't been anybody since I've
  


15   been on the advisory group at least.
  


16                  JOHN HUDAK:  No.
  


17                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just a
  


18   correction.  The water planning advisory group did
  


19   vote in favor of bringing this to the Water
  


20   Planning Council for their approval at the last
  


21   advisory group meeting.
  


22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  The slate?  I
  


23   think we agreed to present this at this meeting.
  


24   I don't think we have the slate quite ready,
  


25   though.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  To approve
  


 2   the report and to submit for their consideration?
  


 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  Correct.
  


 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  So we're looking for
  


 5   feedback.
  


 6                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.  And we
  


 7   would like either a consensus from the Water
  


 8   Planning Council on this report so we can forward
  


 9   with the nominations or a vote.
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well I mean, my only
  


11   comment.  I really think that we need to reach out
  


12   to business, CBIA and maybe we can consider the
  


13   golf industry as a business, but I really feel
  


14   that we should reach out to the -- I mean,
  


15   golfers -- golf courses use a great deal of water.
  


16   And I think that they were very concerned with the
  


17   water plan and we can certainly get you the names
  


18   of some people that we've dealt with during the
  


19   implementation plan.
  


20                  They might not be interested, but I
  


21   think we should at least give the opportunity to
  


22   say yes or no.
  


23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I think the spear
  


24   was broken reaching out to CBIA.
  


25                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We did reach out
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 1   to CBIA three times, and they basically said it's
  


 2   not going to happen.  They just don't have anyone.
  


 3   The golf association has not --
  


 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  There still is a
  


 5   sentiment, I think, to look for a general business
  


 6   slot first.
  


 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  If you look at
  


 8   consumptive diverters, if you're looking at golf
  


 9   courses and potentially the nurserymen you're
  


10   probably actually in a more active category than
  


11   you might be with CBIA and industry at this point.
  


12                  So I would actually advocate that
  


13   that's sort of how you frame your look.  I think
  


14   whether it's the golf association or whether it's
  


15   the nurserymen association, I think that gets you
  


16   business and industry actively involved in
  


17   consumptive --
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I know that I
  


19   forwarded a letter from the nursery association.
  


20   Did I not?
  


21                  JOHN HUDAK:  That's correct.
  


22                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I would be
  


23   interested in the Water Planning Council advisory
  


24   group's recommendation on, sort of, splitting the
  


25   baby on that one.
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 1                  JOHN HUDAK:  And I think even the
  


 2   nominating committee is still debating whether we
  


 3   can still find a general businessperson, or
  


 4   certainly CNLA has been thrown out as possibly a
  


 5   convenient way to get them back on and into this
  


 6   framework.
  


 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think it's
  


 8   convenient and relevant, John -- would be what I
  


 9   would say.
  


10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I'd like to
  


11   reemphasize that you don't have to be a member of
  


12   the advisory group to participate in the
  


13   activities of the advisory group.
  


14                  And we also have the implementation
  


15   group that's going forward where there is another
  


16   opportunity for participation and implementation
  


17   of the state water plan.
  


18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think the
  


19   feedback I'd give to the committee is I think
  


20   you've been very thoughtful and you've looked
  


21   through both how to approach this problem with the
  


22   existing challenges, and how to work through in a
  


23   very thoughtful way to get us to balance to
  


24   instream and out of stream, because that is one
  


25   thing the statute says.
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 1                  So I'm supportive of the approach
  


 2   that you've taken and would be interested in
  


 3   actually seeing the slate to fill the vacant
  


 4   categories at the October meeting in accordance
  


 5   with sort of the plan that you've outlined.
  


 6                  How about the other members?
  


 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  So this is Lori.
  


 8   Josh, I'd like to thank you for your summary.  The
  


 9   whole group has done a tremendous amount of work.
  


10                  I'm just curious.  Josh, you've
  


11   mentioned one thing about the municipal category
  


12   and that you would fill that category with a
  


13   municipal water industry person.  I'm just
  


14   curious -- and I don't have the list in front of
  


15   me unfortunately, but I'm just wondering if
  


16   there's any municipal town planner on the group
  


17   and/or a council of government planner?
  


18                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  You mean, not
  


19   currently on the group?  In the group?
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, is there a
  


21   planner?  Is there a town planner party?
  


22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There is a
  


23   category for regional COGs, and there is a person
  


24   from that, the Naugatuck Valley COG on the group.
  


25   I don't know that there's any town planners.
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  There's no town
  


 2   planners for that?
  


 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We had -- one of
  


 4   the things that came out of this, the membership
  


 5   composition report, even though we had a municipal
  


 6   person on the advisory group in the past, that
  


 7   wasn't an approved category per se in the advisory
  


 8   group.
  


 9                  So when Denise left her job with
  


10   the, I believe it was the Town of Greenwich, we
  


11   decided just to move her over to a category which
  


12   was more appropriate for what she was currently
  


13   doing, and not fill the municipal position that
  


14   she had since it was not in the statute.
  


15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Lori, I know you
  


16   don't have --
  


17                  LORI MATHIEU:  The reason why that
  


18   I bring it up is that I think that's a huge hole.
  


19   And Mike D brought up an interesting point about
  


20   people not knowing what our state water plan says.
  


21   Well you know, 169 towns in our state, and there's
  


22   169 town planners that do an awful lot of work on
  


23   the grounds with planning.
  


24                  And how water impacts their work is
  


25   really an important aspect that I think, you know,
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 1   that's something I'm hearing at this planning
  


 2   council here in Kansas, and I'm thinking a lot
  


 3   about that.
  


 4                  And so I think that that is
  


 5   something that's missing, somebody who actually
  


 6   does work day to day at the town planning level
  


 7   for a municipality in our state and I think that
  


 8   that is really an important aspect.  So anyway, I
  


 9   just wanted to bring that up.
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  David?
  


11                  DAVID KALIFA:  Yeah, just quickly
  


12   if we're going to act on this in October I just
  


13   want to get the slate prior to our next meeting so
  


14   at least I have time to digest it and get caught
  


15   up on things before we're asked to act on it.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, please.  When
  


17   is your next meeting?
  


18                  JOHN HUDAK:  Next week.
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But in fairness,
  


20   back at the beginning of August, in response to
  


21   the August meeting John and company sent us sort
  


22   of the detailed plan and what was on here.  And my
  


23   understanding is the slate is only about the
  


24   unappointed positions.  Correct?
  


25                  JOHN HUDAK:  It will be a full list
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 1   like you see here.  It's just updated from
  


 2   whatever happens from --
  


 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But some of
  


 4   these people have already been appointed by the
  


 5   Water Planning Council and don't need to be
  


 6   reappointed.  And the list would clarify --
  


 7                  JOHN HUDAK:  We have five people a
  


 8   year whose terms will expire.  So -- but we will
  


 9   have a full --
  


10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Including
  


11   starting this year?
  


12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes, starting in 2019,
  


13   so January 1st.
  


14                  DAVID KALIFA:  So will it clarify
  


15   which people are in which staggered group?
  


16                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.  Actually, we do
  


17   have a list.  We described it to the four groups,
  


18   and the list has the group that the person --
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So it will
  


20   include all of the vacant positions plus all the
  


21   group one positions based on the list?
  


22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
  


23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  However we do
  


24   need clarity from the Water Planning Council.
  


25   What I'm hearing is there is still some discussion
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 1   about the categories.  And we cannot present a
  


 2   slate to you if we are not clear that you can
  


 3   bless the categories as they are set up here in
  


 4   the report.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, I think that
  


 6   we pointed out this afternoon that we still would
  


 7   like to look at somebody from the nursery group
  


 8   and that letter that I submitted to you several
  


 9   months ago, I think it was.  Right?  They were --
  


10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a big
  


12   industry in the state that utilizes a lot of
  


13   water.
  


14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Where they possibly
  


15   could fit in as we have with the 20 members now
  


16   and it's been subject to discussion, is the
  


17   business and industry association or the water
  


18   intensive business -- and water intensive business
  


19   is occupied right now.  So that's something we can
  


20   take up.
  


21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I thought
  


22   that was a discussion we had earlier about, is it
  


23   the golf industry or was it the nursery industry
  


24   going into that business and industry association
  


25   piece?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I want to
  


 2   repeat again, anyone who wants to participate in
  


 3   the activities of the Water Planning Council is
  


 4   welcome to come and participate in the activities.
  


 5                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think the
  


 6   other place we might need some guidance is you
  


 7   guys have been very clear that 20 is the right
  


 8   number, and I can understand as you get above 20
  


 9   and your numbers get bigger you both move to
  


10   unbalance in stream and out of stream once you get
  


11   them balanced.
  


12                  In addition, the challenge then
  


13   becomes an unworkable group.  And as Alicea points
  


14   out, everybody can participate.  So I think one of
  


15   the things you need to hear from the Council is,
  


16   have you got the categories right?  My position
  


17   would be that you have, but that we need the slate
  


18   for that -- and I don't know what the other
  


19   members think.
  


20                  LORI MATHIEU:  This is Lori.  I've,
  


21   you know -- and I've said it a number of times at
  


22   probably every meeting.  You're probably sick of
  


23   hearing it, but you know, I do think that we
  


24   shouldn't set a number.  It shouldn't be a hard
  


25   and fast number.
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 1                  As Alicea points out, you know,
  


 2   people can come.  People can speak, but we've set
  


 3   this number at 20.  So what does the number then
  


 4   mean if everyone can come and speak?
  


 5                  So you know, I point back to the
  


 6   statute.  The statute allows certain groups, and I
  


 7   think the broader the better.  I agree with Jack
  


 8   on the nursery industry.  I also agree we should
  


 9   have somebody from the golf course industry.
  


10                  If you remember the hearing back in
  


11   April the gentleman who represented the golf
  


12   course industry at the hearing, he was well
  


13   spoken.  He attended just about every science and
  


14   technology meeting.  So they were very interested,
  


15   and I think someone from the general business
  


16   industry is really important, because again, you
  


17   know, if we're being seen as exclusionary of other
  


18   groups, that's not good for us.  It's not good for
  


19   the plan.
  


20                  So I think the more groups that
  


21   want to come and participate, I think that's a
  


22   good thing.
  


23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Actually, I
  


24   believe -- well, this work is a result of a
  


25   request from the Water Planning Council for the
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 1   water planning advisory group to have more
  


 2   structure.  So that number is important.  We can't
  


 3   have structure if we can't have a vote.  We can't
  


 4   have a vote if we don't have a membership.  We
  


 5   will have chaotic meetings and no one will have
  


 6   any idea what's going on.
  


 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, we actually
  


 8   have asked for structure and I'm glad that you've
  


 9   done all this work.  I just think that, as you
  


10   mentioned, people that come and want to speak
  


11   they're going to be allowed to speak and
  


12   participate, which is a good thing.  But I think
  


13   that giving us another month I think makes sense.
  


14                  And I would agree with Jack that
  


15   from my personal point of view I would want to
  


16   take a careful look at it and get back to you, but
  


17   I appreciate all the structure that you've been
  


18   providing to the advisory group, because that was
  


19   necessary.
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Alicea and John
  


21   as cochairs, you and Josh have done a great job in
  


22   terms of -- this is not easy.  It's never easy.
  


23   You're filling the requirements of the statute.
  


24                  So we're just making some
  


25   recommendations today.  If they don't work out,
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 1   you know, but whenever you come up with, get that
  


 2   to us at your next meeting.  We'll vote on it at
  


 3   the next Water Planning Council meeting.
  


 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I actually don't
  


 5   understand the charge.  What are we asking them to
  


 6   do?
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  They have come up
  


 8   with an outline today.  Okay?  But there's still
  


 9   some names missing on there.  Are there not?
  


10                  JOHN HUDAK:  There's one name
  


11   missing, one slot that's vacant.
  


12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  For the business
  


13   group?
  


14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So my feeling is
  


16   that if you can't get anybody from the business
  


17   group you get somebody from -- and again, I'm
  


18   repeating myself now -- I mean, when people send
  


19   me a letter and they're willing to serve on
  


20   something I'm pretty hard pressed unless I have a
  


21   darn good reason not to put them on, and that's
  


22   the nursing -- they're a business.  The nursery
  


23   association is a big business in the state of
  


24   Connecticut.
  


25                  And you know, unless you come up
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 1   with somebody else?  You have one spot to fill.
  


 2   Fill the spot and give us the slate and we'll act
  


 3   on it next meeting.  I can't get more direct.
  


 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  But are we still at 20
  


 5   members?
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We're still at 20
  


 7   members.  Lori is talking about you have people
  


 8   from the Naugatuck Valley COG, I understand.
  


 9   Correct?
  


10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.
  


11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a planning
  


12   agency.  So I think that fulfills the concern that
  


13   she had.  So the charge to be clear, Rob, make
  


14   sure we underline this.
  


15                  The action item here is the Water
  


16   Planning Council Advisory group with that one
  


17   spot -- and you can put a businessperson in there
  


18   if you have somebody.  My suggestion -- I'm not
  


19   telling you to do it, but that you look closely at
  


20   the nursery group and the golf association.
  


21                  That being said, Alicea is right.
  


22   Anybody can come to the meeting and give their
  


23   input, and the advisory group, capped at 20, can
  


24   make a recommendation.
  


25
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 1                  (Action item noted in index.)
  


 2
  


 3                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So the Water
  


 4   Planning Council as a whole is okay with the
  


 5   categories as outlined in the report?
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.
  


 7                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Submitted to the
  


 8   Water Planning Council?
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.
  


10                  Lori, you all right with that?
  


11                  LORI MATHIEU:  You know, yes,
  


12   however always thinking that, you know, public
  


13   health is underrepresented -- but I'll leave it at
  


14   that.
  


15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I was waiting for
  


16   you to say that, but --
  


17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Of course you were.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  -- so noted.  Okay.
  


19   So we're all clear on this.  Anything else?
  


20   Anything on the implementation that you'd like to
  


21   talk about?
  


22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.
  


23                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Josh.
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


25                  JOHN HUDAK:  So last month we
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 1   presented a report of an ad hoc committee that we
  


 2   convened including people outside the advisory
  


 3   group that came up with a report that was approved
  


 4   by the advisory group.  And the Water Planning
  


 5   Council, I think it's fair to say we're
  


 6   comfortable with it -- and directed us to start
  


 7   looking at populating members of this new
  


 8   implementation workgroup, or at least finding
  


 9   candidates.
  


10                  So we, when that process started,
  


11   we drafted a letter, but one thing we may have
  


12   missed in the conversations was actually -- and
  


13   this goes to Virginia's earlier item, is getting a
  


14   formal vote on that, that report by the ad hoc
  


15   committee on implementation or group structure and
  


16   governance.  So we would appreciate if we could
  


17   get a decision on that.
  


18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to
  


19   move --
  


20                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved that we
  


21   accept the July 17, 2018, Water Planning Council
  


22   advisory group ad hoc organizational planning
  


23   committee report recommended plan for the
  


24   organization of the state water plan
  


25   implementation group.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Seconded.
  


 2                  Lori, did you hear that?
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sort of -- but, yes.
  


 4   I got the gist of it.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Any
  


 6   discussion on that?
  


 7
  


 8                  (No response.)
  


 9
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?
  


11                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Thank you.
  


13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that all you
  


14   need?  Got any more?
  


15                  JOHN HUDAK:  I think we can go from
  


16   there.  We are looking at putting out kind of an
  


17   e-mail or letter, or solicitation out to Bruce's
  


18   big list, they call it.
  


19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Bruce's big
  


20   list?
  


21                  JOHN HUDAK:  And maybe Michael will
  


22   know people who want to be on this state water
  


23   plan implementation workgroup.  So I'll make sure
  


24   you get one, too.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah, I do.  To
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 1   repeat it, I think we should be working very
  


 2   closely with Michael's group.  I think they bring
  


 3   a lot to the table.  Anything else on the
  


 4   implementation?  Anything else from the Water
  


 5   Planning Council advisory group?
  


 6                  Thank you for all your work.  I
  


 7   know once we get everything settled here we'll be
  


 8   in good shape moving forward.
  


 9                  Alicea?
  


10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  During the public
  


11   comments in the last meeting the San Jose Water
  


12   Company acquisition of Connecticut Water Company
  


13   was brought up, but I think you'll probably be
  


14   hearing more on that during the public comment
  


15   hearing at the Water Planning Council.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.
  


17                  Any new business?
  


18
  


19                  (No response.)
  


20
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Old business.  Under
  


22   old business we have the environmental study for
  


23   change of use, New Britain Water Company land
  


24   discussion for the City of New Britain, a public
  


25   hearing and submission of a report to the
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 1   Legislature, and withdrawal of proposal.  We all
  


 2   know what has happened.  Our report was submitted,
  


 3   but at the 11th hour Mayor Stewart decided to
  


 4   withdraw the request for legislative intervention
  


 5   and the proposal was withdrawn.  But we submitted
  


 6   the report per statute even with that, and made a
  


 7   footnote to the report that the plan was
  


 8   withdrawn.
  


 9                  So I don't know if there's any
  


10   further discussion on that.  I just thank
  


11   everybody for working on the report and meeting
  


12   our statutory deadline.  Nobody is here from New
  


13   Britain today?
  


14
  


15                  (No response.)
  


16
  


17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello.  Paul, I
  


18   thought you were going to do a Snoopy dance up
  


19   here for us -- or something, Paul.  I thought you
  


20   were going to do a dance or something.
  


21                  Public comment?  You're going to
  


22   come up in a minute -- okay.  No, one second.
  


23                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  I'd just say it was
  


24   a bad movie with a good ending.  So thank you.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Drought plan,
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 1   we already discussed.
  


 2                  WUCC update.  Lori?
  


 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, this is Lori.
  


 4   Jack, you've got to tell me what the Snoopy dance
  


 5   is?
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I do it every time I
  


 7   get reappointed.
  


 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  All right.
  


 9   So WUCC update.  Yes, a lot to update here.  The
  


10   complete WUCC coordinator's plan for all three
  


11   regions are on the Department of Public Health's
  


12   webpage.
  


13                  Per the statute and regulation we
  


14   have published a legal notice in a number of
  


15   Connecticut newspapers and we have set a 30-day
  


16   public comment period which ends on
  


17   September 28th.  So it is out right now for public
  


18   comment.  Written comments can be directed to my
  


19   department through Richard Iozzo, I-o-z-z-o,
  


20   within the drinking water section at the
  


21   Department of Public Health.
  


22                  All of that information is up on
  


23   our webpage.  So -- and a legal notice was sent
  


24   out and again, was published in a variety of
  


25   newspapers across the state between Danbury,
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 1   Hartford Courant, New Haven Register, New London
  


 2   Day, Norwich Bulletin and two Spanish newspapers.
  


 3   So with that, that's all that I have.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
  


 5                  Any questions for Lori?
  


 6
  


 7                  (No response.)
  


 8
  


 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now we'll move on to
  


10   public comment.  Public comment?
  


11                  Margaret?  Good afternoon,
  


12   Margaret.
  


13                  MARGARET MINER:  First, thank you
  


14   for your Tilcon report and your very careful
  


15   Tilcon report, and your response on public trust.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You're welcome,
  


17   Margaret.
  


18                  MARGARET MINER:  Here we go.  I
  


19   just want to address the docket and the business,
  


20   and the process for responding to water company
  


21   acquisitions and mergers.  As you know --
  


22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret, we have to
  


23   be a little bit careful here, because this is an
  


24   active docket which I am presiding over.  I can
  


25   talk to you about process.  We can't get into the
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 1   specifics of the case.  It's like a court case.
  


 2                  MARGARET MINER:  I don't think I'm
  


 3   going to get into the specifics, but I am --
  


 4   strike it from the record.
  


 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I'm not going to ask
  


 6   you to strike anything, but I see Attorney Klein
  


 7   back there.  He'll jump up, I'm sure, if he sees
  


 8   something we're not doing correctly here.
  


 9                  MARGARET MINER:  You know our
  


10   position on the Eversource/Aquarion.  You know
  


11   that only about three members of the public
  


12   actually commented on that partly because the
  


13   process is so difficult, and partly because people
  


14   didn't know.  I still run into people who are
  


15   Aquarion customers who don't know.  So whoa.
  


16   So we'll leave that at whoa -- unless you want to
  


17   strike it from the record.
  


18                  So this time we made more -- we
  


19   have been trying to make more of an effort to let
  


20   people know starting with another move by
  


21   Eversource.  Now there is a docket open on an
  


22   acquisition or a change of management control of
  


23   Connecticut Water.
  


24                  So we have been trying to keep the
  


25   public up to date starting in May.  And on
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 1   May 11th there was a notice of a hearing on this
  


 2   docket and the usual boilerplate public comments
  


 3   will be accepted, and they'll be saved.  There's
  


 4   nowhere in here, by the way, that explains whether
  


 5   anybody needs to read or respond to the public
  


 6   comments.  And I got a lot of question about that.
  


 7   So if we comment will anybody answer, on will they
  


 8   group our comments together?  Or if we're not into
  


 9   meters, and we're not sworn, does anybody really
  


10   care?  So that's the sort of lack in the process.
  


11                  Then there was additional notice of
  


12   hearing on May 24th with more boilerplate on
  


13   public comments.  And then there was a notice of
  


14   written exceptions and oral argument on -- what
  


15   did I say?  It was May.  That was May, also May
  


16   18th, and again more boilerplate on public
  


17   comment.
  


18                  Then notice June 13th, stay of
  


19   proceeding cancellation.  At that point the
  


20   Authority has issued a proposed final decision
  


21   that the application is no longer right.  So the
  


22   Authority is not going to restart the clock.  So
  


23   the clock stops at that point.  The Authority
  


24   hereby stays the docket active on the date of the
  


25   filing and the amended agreement press release
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 1   pending final solution of the resolution of the
  


 2   issue set forth in the proposed final decision.
  


 3                  On 5/10 -- oh, no.  I'm sorry.  Oh,
  


 4   wait.  I'm sorry.  So I've been reading some of
  


 5   the docket things.  5/10, so we're still in May.
  


 6   PURA prefers that documents be filed with the
  


 7   Authority's executive secretary in electronic form
  


 8   along with one paper copy.
  


 9                  The date and time of the filing
  


10   shall be the date and time the Authority first
  


11   receives a complete electronic version of the
  


12   paper version, and the required number of paper
  


13   copies.  Otherwise specify -- unless otherwise
  


14   specified, filings are due by 4:30 p.m. on or
  


15   before the court required date.
  


16                  If the complete electronic version
  


17   of the filing is submitted through the Authority's
  


18   web filing system only one paper version of the
  


19   filing is generally required.  Then we get -- the
  


20   next notice is a schedule, a notice of a hearing
  


21   scheduled for eight -- the docket is eight-two.
  


22   Right?  This is eight-one.
  


23                  Letters will be accepted, blah,
  


24   blah, more boilerplate.  Notice of hearing, a
  


25   notice of cancellation.  The limited -- with a new
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 1   hearing.  The limited purpose of this hearing,
  


 2   which I think was in September, will be to receive
  


 3   public comments and address any scheduling
  


 4   procedural or administrative matters.
  


 5                  The hearing previously scheduled
  


 6   for September 5th is hereby canceled.  The
  


 7   Authority will schedule additional hearing dates
  


 8   to review the joint application.  Letters will be
  


 9   accepted from the members of the public, et
  


10   cetera.
  


11                  Then PURA encourages electronic
  


12   filings.  More on this.  Only one paper version of
  


13   the filing is usually required.  Notice of request
  


14   for written comments.  Okay?  People are asked to
  


15   comment and this is -- again this is on August 1,
  


16   I guess.
  


17                  And people are invited to comment
  


18   and in this -- and this is somewhere in here.  In
  


19   this -- I think it's the one where the 4 p.m.
  


20   deadline is given, and I gather that that was a
  


21   deadline for intervening, which may be the only --
  


22   so that was the next to last announcement.
  


23                  How are people supposed to follow
  


24   this?  How are they supposed to know if they're
  


25   deadlines or they're not deadlines?  We have, you
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 1   know, a string of messages or postings that say
  


 2   the comment period will be open and there will be
  


 3   lots of hearings.  Don't worry about it.
  


 4                  And then before that hearing, I
  


 5   think it was about three weeks ago with the 4 p.m.
  


 6   deadline someone called me and said, oh, there's a
  


 7   deadline.  I have to do something.
  


 8                  I said, whoa.  No.  I hear from
  


 9   PURA that it will just go on forever.
  


10                  No, they said.  This is a hearing
  


11   on proceedings and we have to file and maybe we
  


12   can make it, and that deadline may have been
  


13   extended.  It's extremely confusing.  It's
  


14   difficult to know where we are in the docket.  We
  


15   have a water plan that addresses everything, but
  


16   the question of who do we want owning all our
  


17   utilities?  What's the pattern of ownership and
  


18   management that we're aiming for in Connecticut?
  


19   Do we want regional systems?  Do we want private
  


20   systems?  What do we want?
  


21                  We're just sort of waiting for
  


22   things to happen and then the public, even when
  


23   they're trying gets hit with notice after notice
  


24   after notice, and very little explanation of how
  


25   they can make their voices heard, really heard as
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 1   opposed to, okay.  All your letters will be filed
  


 2   with the secretary at PURA, at that's it.
  


 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, Margaret I'm
  


 4   going to put on my PURA hat for a second, and not
  


 5   Chairman of the Water Planning Council -- is that
  


 6   we function like a Court, as you know.  And this
  


 7   is a very complex case that has come before us and
  


 8   the reason you're seeing -- most cases that come
  


 9   in are pretty straightforward in terms of your
  


10   beginning dates, your start dates.  You have your
  


11   hearing.  You have your time to intervene.  We're
  


12   pretty flexible with interveners.
  


13                  I know that Connecticut Fund for
  


14   the Environment has been granted intervenor
  


15   status.  Others have been granted intervenor.  You
  


16   and I talked a little bit, you could have been
  


17   granted, but it's a lot of work when you're
  


18   interveners, as you know.  And you have to have
  


19   the resources to do that.
  


20                  But this has taken us a little bit
  


21   longer because the company was submitting a
  


22   different type of applications and proposals to
  


23   us.  So every time they do that we have to revise
  


24   our schedules and look at when our hearing is
  


25   going to be held, and that kind of thing.
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 1                  So believe me, having been around
  


 2   here for some time when people see that there's a
  


 3   hearing that they want to be involved in, as we
  


 4   did when we had the tree trimming docket in
  


 5   Hamden, Connecticut, we had 400 people there.  So
  


 6   they knew, and they were heard.  And anytime we
  


 7   have -- we have coordinators.  Laura Lupoli is
  


 8   assigned.
  


 9                  Laura, you were assigned to that.
  


10   Right?  Sitting right there.  She'll walk you
  


11   through the whole process.  And we're trying to
  


12   make our computer system -- Mr. Neeley, aren't we
  


13   trying to make our computer system more business
  


14   friendly, consumer friendly right now?
  


15                  MR. NEELEY:  Absolutely.
  


16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We're working
  


17   on it right now.
  


18                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  I mean, I am
  


19   aware of that and I have been aware of that effort
  


20   for the last couple of years you have been working
  


21   on that.  You know, the previous acquisition I
  


22   thought the key elements were not analyzed.  A
  


23   power company, a power utility has needs for
  


24   cooling water.  It has hydro power interests.
  


25                  And the actual implications of the
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 1   acquisition I don't think we discussed.  And I
  


 2   have to say, I haven't met anyone who thought it
  


 3   was a good idea, but 99 percent of the customers
  


 4   involved didn't know it was happening.
  


 5                  So as I say, we're trying in this
  


 6   one where we haven't taken a position, but we're
  


 7   trying to at least get the public involved.  And
  


 8   you say 400 people spoke.  Well, what weight does
  


 9   that have?
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It has weight.  I
  


11   mean, when we have our hearings you can come to as
  


12   many hearings as you want and I'll put you at the
  


13   top of the list when you walk in.  And you can
  


14   talk and you can tell us what you feel about the
  


15   case.  I mean, you don't necessarily have to be an
  


16   intervener to do that.  You can come in.  So --
  


17                  MARGARET MINER:  Well, if it
  


18   operates like a court there are different levels
  


19   of evidence, and I'm not sure myself and I don't
  


20   think it's clear on the website what weight will
  


21   be given to different types of evidence, and does
  


22   it make a difference if you have 300 people on a
  


23   point as opposed to 3?
  


24                  It probably does, but that isn't,
  


25   you know, that's very vague under the process.  So
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 1   perhaps this can be clearer as we go along and the
  


 2   public -- and there might be more discussion of
  


 3   the implication for the water planning impact on
  


 4   the resource as part of the discussion of the
  


 5   acquisition.
  


 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Point well noted.  I
  


 7   mean, this case -- and again, you have three
  


 8   commissioners that sit and hear the evidence.  And
  


 9   you hear from the companies.  You hear from the
  


10   Office of Consumer Counsel.  You hear from the
  


11   Connecticut Fund For the Environment.  And you
  


12   hear from anybody else that has become part of the
  


13   proceeding.  Rob or somebody from his office will
  


14   be transcribing it, and based upon the evidence we
  


15   come up with a recommendation moving forward.  It
  


16   could go one way or the other.
  


17                  MARGARET MINER:  I can only say
  


18   that the last acquisition hearing did not inspire
  


19   confidence that the relevant issues were all going
  


20   to be examined and weighed and discussed.  I
  


21   thought -- although the comment period was open
  


22   forever, there were like three comments and it
  


23   zipped right through.
  


24                  And a lot of times the comments
  


25   that people need to look at before they can
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 1   comment.  Like you know, where are the filings?
  


 2   Where are the interrogatories?  They will come in
  


 3   the same morning as the deadline for commenting.
  


 4                  So the public, unless they happen
  


 5   to know, you know, one of the lawyers that will be
  


 6   sitting there going through the papers, they don't
  


 7   get to see the material they're supposed to be
  


 8   commenting on until the deadline is almost upon
  


 9   them.
  


10                  And that's fairly often, and that's
  


11   certainly -- I remember -- I don't think any of
  


12   the agencies commented in the previous Eversource
  


13   case, which I think is odd for a big water case,
  


14   but the AG's comment I think came in the final
  


15   morning.  So people might have benefited.  The
  


16   public might have benefited from being able to
  


17   read the State's position and the AG's position,
  


18   the information that was being offered, but it's
  


19   not available in time to comment.  So you
  


20   understand my complaint?
  


21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I certainly do.
  


22                  MARGARET MINER:  Thank you.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
  


24                  Any other public comment?  Yes,
  


25   Alicea?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just to be clear,
  


 2   I'm taking off my advisory group hat and I'm
  


 3   putting on the other two or three.
  


 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sure.
  


 5                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  First of all, I'd
  


 6   like to thank the Water Planning Council for their
  


 7   response on the executive order from the Governor.
  


 8   I think it's very important that we don't let the
  


 9   money and the time invested in the consensus-based
  


10   recommendations wait until we can get all of our
  


11   legislators to decide to approve our state water
  


12   plan.
  


13                  So thank you.  We're very excited
  


14   about the ability to actually utilize the plan and
  


15   the recommendations in it.
  


16                  And second of all, I have to echo
  


17   Margaret's concerns.  In the last CEQ meeting we
  


18   were trying to figure out what was going to happen
  


19   when on this acquisition, and it was very
  


20   difficult to tell from a lot of the notifications
  


21   that came out.
  


22                  So just for some rarity on my part
  


23   process-wise we have until the end of the month.
  


24   Correct?  To -- at this time to submit comment,
  


25   the public and anyone else?
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Even longer, I
  


 2   believe.  Nick, Laura, even longer?  They can go
  


 3   longer than that.  Right?
  


 4                  MS. LUPOLI:  Yeah.  I mean, you
  


 5   could file comments that go in the docket at any
  


 6   time.
  


 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right to the end of
  


 8   it.  I mean, you can file comments right until the
  


 9   end, until I bang the gavel down and say, the
  


10   hearing is closed.  That can go on for a while.
  


11                  MS. LUPOLI:  We generally have
  


12   deadlines when we issue a notice for comment,
  


13   which goes out to the participants and parties.
  


14   That will have a specific deadline.
  


15                  For a public comment you can write
  


16   into us and it will go in the file, just like the
  


17   Chairman said, at any time throughout the docket.
  


18                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  And
  


19   Margaret had a lot of very good questions in the
  


20   comments that she submitted.  They are questions
  


21   that are on a lot of people's minds.  Will there
  


22   be an opportunity for any of that to be answered
  


23   before the public comment period closes?
  


24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Those questions can
  


25   be addressed at hearings.  Yes.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And as I said
  


 3   earlier, the Connecticut Fund for the Environment
  


 4   is -- they're interveners and they're, I'm sure,
  


 5   going to be representing everyone quite well.
  


 6                  All right.  Anything, anyone else?
  


 7
  


 8                  (No response.)
  


 9
  


10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If there's no one
  


11   else, our next meeting is October 2nd.  I will be
  


12   away, but I will call in.  So maybe the
  


13   undersecretary could chair the meeting and I'll do
  


14   it remotely, but we'll have the agenda.  I don't
  


15   want to reschedule -- as Lori did today I'll call
  


16   in.  Anything else to come before us?
  


17
  


18                  (No response.)
  


19
  


20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori, safe travels.
  


21   Maybe Lori has left already.  Motion to adjourn?
  


22                  DAVID KALIFA:  Seconded.
  


23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?
  


24                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The meeting is
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 1   adjourned.  Thank you all very much.
  


 2
  


 3                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings
  


 4   were concluded at 2:51 p.m.)
  


 5
  


 6
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 1   A p p e a r a n c e s:

 2   WATER PLANNING COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We'll call

 2   this meeting of the Water Planning Council for

 3   Tuesday, September 11, 2018, to order.

 4                  The first order of business is the

 5   approval of the August 7, 2018, transcript.

 6                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.

 7                  DAVID KALIFA:  Second.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and

 9   seconded.

10                  Lori, did you hear that?

11                  LORI MATHIEU:  I could barely hear

12   what was said.  Sorry.

13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We just made a

14   motion and seconded it to approve the transcript

15   in a previous meeting.  Can you hear us better

16   now?

17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yes, I can.  I can

18   hear you.

19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All those in

20   favor signify by saying, aye.

21                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcript is

23   approved.

24                  Who else is on the phone, by the

25   way, so we have it for our -- we have Lori Mathieu
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 1   from the Water Planning Council.  Who else is

 2   joining us on the phone, please?

 3                  BRIAN HURLBURT:  Brian Hurlburt

 4   From the Connecticut Farm Bureau Association.

 5                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  This is Kirk

 6   Westphal from Kleinfelder.

 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello, Kirk.  How

 8   are you?

 9                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good.  How are you?

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thanks.

11                  Anyone else?

12                  MARTHA SMITH:  Martha Smith from

13   Rivers Alliance.

14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyone else?

15

16                     (No response.)

17

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.

19                  The next item on the agenda is

20   correspondence received.  You know, as my

21   colleagues on the Council know, we received a

22   letter from the Connecticut Waterworks Association

23   on the state water plan from Betsy Gara, who's

24   Executive Director, relative to the implementation

25   of the plan.  And I have responded to that on
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 1   behalf of the Council, and it will all be on our

 2   website.  It has it on there for people to review.

 3                  Who joined us?

 4                  BETSY GARA:  Betsy Gara, CWWA.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Betsy Gara.  Hello,

 6   Betsy Gara.

 7                  BETSY GARA:  I'm driving in, but

 8   I'm running late.

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The next item

10   on the agenda is the discussion of a September 4th

11   e-mail from Virginia de Lima regarding WPC

12   minutes.

13                  It's come to our attention that

14   this Ms. de Lima would like us to have the minutes

15   more -- what?

16                  What would you like?

17                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Regular minutes.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is

19   better than us -- we pay this gentleman very well

20   to come here and take sentence by sentence

21   documentation of this.  So --

22                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'll give you a

23   specific example.  At the last Water Planning

24   Council advisory group meeting the discussion came

25   up, well, what did the Water Planning Council say?
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 1   Did they vote on this?  Did they decide this?  Did

 2   they tell us what the next steps -- and those of

 3   us that had been at the last meeting were sort of

 4   saying, oh, I don't remember.

 5                  And if we had normal minutes the

 6   way Gail used to take before we had the

 7   transcription, somebody could have flipped and

 8   quickly said, oh, yes.  This is what they said --

 9   but none of us could really remember clearly how

10   the discussion had gone at the meeting.

11                  And even if the official transcript

12   were available to find it in that moment, it would

13   have been very difficult.  Whereas when we had

14   minutes that were maybe two or three pages long we

15   could have checked to see what kinds of decisions

16   or guidance you had given us.

17                  JOHN HUDAK:  And Virginia did run

18   this by Alicea and I, and we both supported it.  I

19   think having a concise summary of what was decided

20   is very helpful.

21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We can't win in this

22   game.  Well, then why doesn't somebody from your

23   group take minutes in here?  Why doesn't somebody

24   from your group take minutes?

25                  I mean, I like having an official
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 1   transcriber that we, PURA, pays for and it becomes

 2   part of the official record in the Water Planning

 3   Council meetings.

 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, this is Lori.

 5   If I might?  I agree with you.  I like the

 6   transcript -- because, Virginia, you may not

 7   recall this, but there was a time when the meeting

 8   minutes weren't capturing everybody's words

 9   appropriately.

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's right.

11                  LORI MATHIEU:  So there was a

12   concern there.  So I really appreciate PURA's, you

13   know, having a transcriber.  I think it's very

14   important to the process, and as we move forward I

15   think we want to keep that.

16                  But maybe there needs to be some

17   sort of summary that gets completed, but just of

18   the major decisions of what, you know, because I

19   would agree it would be nice to have a summary,

20   but not a word-for-word summary.

21                  Something that is usable

22   immediately after the meeting would be a help, but

23   who does it and who writes it becomes the

24   question.  And it has to be just word for word.

25   It can't be what somebody thinks somebody said.
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 1   So because it has to be fairly accurate that's why

 2   I like the transcription.

 3                  So I don't have the answer for you,

 4   but I don't want the transcriber to go away.  I

 5   think that's very important.

 6                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'm not

 7   proposing that the transcriber go away.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You can get a copy

 9   of this transcript and go through it prior to your

10   meetings.  There's nothing --

11                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Can I say that

12   outside of my activities within the advisory group

13   I have gone to both the minutes and the transcript

14   and found them both helpful as an involved citizen

15   in this process.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I just can't -- I

17   cannot justify having a transcriber and a person

18   here taking minutes personally.  That's my --

19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So maybe the

20   middle ground here is -- because I understand

21   where you're coming from, Jack.  Maybe what we

22   should do is document those formal actions that

23   the Water Planning Council takes.  I don't know

24   whether the transcriber could potentially pull

25   those out in terms of formal actions where there's
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 1   actually a vote, so where the language becomes

 2   very important or could be highlighted in the

 3   transcript.

 4                  That's actually the point where

 5   we've made an affirmative decision and are moving

 6   forward on something based on the vote, and to

 7   highlight those.  But that should have very little

 8   interpretation to it and shouldn't require

 9   additional resources for me to get there.

10                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  There are staff

11   members from each of the agencies who attend these

12   meetings, and in the past it was Gail who was

13   attending these meetings and taking notes at the

14   same time and making those available to people,

15   just like Bruce Wittchen takes meeting notes from

16   the advisory group meetings.

17                  And as DEEP did when we had the

18   policy workgroup and the science and technical

19   workgroup, the agencies each took responsibility

20   for doing minutes of those meetings and it was

21   very, very helpful.

22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to

23   weigh in on this?

24                  THE REPORTER:  Just one suggestion.

25   I know in court and for the late-file exhibits
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 1   that's just an addendum, that's added.  I could

 2   easily put in a vote tally.  That's something very

 3   easy, and would be fine if you'd like, if that

 4   would be acceptable.

 5                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The situation

 6   that I mentioned in terms of the Water Planning

 7   Council advisory group trying to remember the

 8   discussion, it was specifically around the

 9   implementation workgroup.

10                  I suppose if that kind of a summary

11   did not include a decision we would then surmise

12   that no decision was reached.  It was where you

13   were heading.  Were you telling us that you needed

14   more information?  Were you saying that you just

15   weren't ready to work on it?  That was the

16   question that was coming up.

17                  And if you had thrown it back to us

18   and asked us to give you more information, that

19   was missed.  And if that indeed had been the case

20   we failed.

21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  What was the

22   specific topic, Virginia?

23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The

24   implementation workgroup.

25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And what about
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 1   it?

 2                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We -- the

 3   advisory group was wondering what guidance you had

 4   given us, what next steps the advisory should be

 5   taking, or the implementation workgroup that was

 6   coming up with a structure, what the next steps

 7   were that you expected us to do.

 8                  JOHN HUDAK:  I would attribute part

 9   of the confusion to back-to-back vacations on part

10   of the cochairs as well.  So that led to a

11   continuity problem.

12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So Virginia, was

13   that not clear when you read the transcript?

14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I did not read

15   the transcript, because it came up in the meeting

16   and I didn't have the transcript available.  And

17   it would have been a lot to read through in the

18   meeting.

19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Is it a sense of

20   timing then that maybe your meeting should be

21   timed to assure that you have access to the

22   transcript, that you should read the transcript

23   before your meeting so that you're well aware of

24   what was said.

25                  I mean again, it's word for word.
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 1   It's not anybody's interpretation of what was said

 2   because that was happening in the past, and I

 3   would not want that to happen again.

 4                  I enjoy the transcript as it's

 5   clear.  It is what we said, and maybe as a Water

 6   Planning Council member maybe we just need to be

 7   more clear at the very end when we do take a vote,

 8   what are we voting on, what are we saying?  Here's

 9   the vote, and then repeat it for the record.

10   Maybe that could be, you know, where decisions are

11   made we could repeat it for the record and make

12   sure it's clear in the transcript.  Maybe that

13   might help.

14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be

15   helpful.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Rob -- and

17   why don't we try this.  I think Rob's suggestion

18   that we kind of handle things like that as we do

19   with the hearing like as our late files which is

20   our whole addendum, action items, if you will.  We

21   can make a conscious effort to do that with the

22   transcript.

23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be

24   helpful.

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And we'll see how
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 1   that -- does that sound okay?

 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  I like that.

 3                  DAVID KALIFA:  David.  So that's a

 4   decision point we have to --

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So a decision point,

 6   Rob, that will be late file number -- I'm just

 7   kidding, but that somehow we can highlight what we

 8   just said.  Okay.

 9                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And on our part

10   we will be sure to ask for clarification if we

11   feel that it might have been -- that we were

12   unclear as to whether a decision was made by a

13   consensus.

14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And thank you for

15   that.  That's a good point and that's right.  You

16   can, as we go along, kind of be our backup to make

17   sure we get it reflected within the transcript

18   itself.  So thank you for that.  All right.  Thank

19   you.

20

21                  (Action item noted in index.)

22

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So next on the

24   agenda, we're pleased to -- Lori, would you like

25   to introduce our guest speaker?
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Sure.  Mike,

 2   I'm really sorry that I can't be there.  So Mike

 3   Dietz, Professor, Dr. Mike Dietz is the new

 4   Executive Director of the Institute of Water

 5   Resources.  And for many years we at the health

 6   department have worked with Mike and enjoy working

 7   with him and his expertise.

 8                  And now in the executive director

 9   role, we held a recent Institute of Water

10   Resources' board and gained -- and Mike is trying

11   to expand and think more broadly about the role

12   and the mission of the institute, and how that

13   institute could grow into other areas.

14                  And also then I thought at the last

15   board meeting that he could come present on the

16   institute and what the mission is up to the Water

17   Planning Council.  And now that we have a state

18   water plan, that we're moving forward with the

19   implementation, that it would be a good time to

20   learn what the institute does and how we could

21   possibly work together in the future.

22                  So I asked Mike to come present and

23   I'd really love to hear your presentation, Mike,

24   and thank you for being there.

25                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Okay.  Great.
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 1   Thank you, Lori.  So it seems like this may be a

 2   little more clear cut than the first item on the

 3   agenda.  It's just a simple presentation, but if

 4   there are questions, I'm happy to answer.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  And you

 6   have a PowerPoint to go with it.  Right?

 7                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Yes.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  We

 9   appreciate you being here.

10                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  My pleasure.  So

11   just a very brief background on the institute

12   itself.  Many of you probably are familiar with

13   the institute, or at least the previous director

14   who was involved with the state water planning

15   process.

16                  But the institute is part of a

17   national network of institutes from all of the

18   states that were funded by the Water Resources

19   Research Act of 1964.  So I'm not going to go to

20   the website, but there is a website that has

21   information about the entire program and how the

22   national institute funds the individual states.

23                  Just very briefly about me.  I took

24   over, as Lori said, this past January for Glenn

25   Warner who was the previous director for a number
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 1   of years.  And Glenn was involved with the process

 2   as you are aware.

 3                  I have been an extension educator

 4   at the university since 2010, and have worked on

 5   issues related to stormwater runoff, low impact

 6   development, green stormwater infrastructure, and

 7   more recently road salt impacts to surface water

 8   and into groundwaters.

 9                  So I have a few different hats that

10   I wear.  So I work for the Center for Land Use

11   Education and Research at UConn, part of the

12   Department of Extension, and also the Connecticut

13   NEMO, or Nonpoint Education for Municipal

14   Officials.  So we have a long history of working

15   with the municipalities in the state on issues

16   related to water.  And I also spent many years at

17   UConn as a student as well prior to 2010 both as

18   an undergrad and graduate programs.

19                  So we have a whopping staff of two

20   at the Connecticut Institute of Water Resources.

21   So it's myself and James Herd as my Associate

22   Director.  So it's really nice to have someone

23   there to transition me.  It's easy to, you know,

24   get all the fanfare.  Yay.  Yeah, you're the

25   director now, but then comes all the
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 1   behind-the-scene stuff that, you know, working

 2   with the budgets and other things I'll talk

 3   briefly about.

 4                  So James has been great for me for

 5   this transition and he really does handle a lot of

 6   that behind-that-scenes stuff that helps me to be

 7   able to think more broadly about where we want the

 8   institute to go.

 9                  So our simple mission is total

10   concern with all aspects of Connecticut's water

11   resources, the use, the preservation and the

12   proper management.  Okay?  That's the big picture.

13                  Some of our practical goals that we

14   like to talk about, we like to educate and train

15   future water scientists.  So that's a big part of

16   what we do.  And as an extension educator I was

17   actually the recipient of a couple of different

18   awards where we funded graduate students who do

19   research.  They're now working in various places,

20   agencies around the Northeast.  So it's been a

21   nice pipeline for that sort of training.

22                  We fund research that addresses

23   current water issues in the state.  So we give out

24   about $60,000 annually as part of our RFP process.

25   Our RFP for this year just came out.  So that's
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 1   available.  I can point anyone to that if they're

 2   interested.

 3                  And also the last practical goal

 4   that I'll list is translating the results to water

 5   managers, but also the public.  So I think we've

 6   been pretty good about getting our message out to

 7   managers, as I'll talk about in a second.  We have

 8   several on our advisory committee.  But the

 9   getting our message out, or the messages about

10   water in the state to the public is something that

11   we I don't think have done such a good job on in

12   the past.

13                  So our advisory committee has

14   representatives from water companies around the

15   state, from academia, from DEEP, and also from

16   DPH.  And historically we've had some nonprofit

17   representation and we're hoping to expand that in

18   the near future as well with Alicea.  She has

19   agreed to serve on the committee as well.  So

20   we'll be announcing that to the rest of our

21   committee in the next few days.

22                  So again, as I mentioned before, we

23   select research proposals to fund annually as part

24   of our RFP process, and that the advisory

25   committee also helps to guide the activities of
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 1   the institute.

 2                  So just a few recently funded

 3   research projects for this past year -- all three

 4   of these awards actually happen to be to

 5   researchers at the University of Connecticut.

 6   It's not always the case.  There are others from

 7   other institutions that have been funded, but you

 8   can see the issues that have been supported here.

 9                  So nitrogen and phosphorus leeching

10   from compost amended lawns, iron and organic

11   matter in relation to bioavailability.  So

12   nutrient metal interactions, and also in other

13   research projects and road salts looking at

14   influences on wetlands.

15                  As research has been related -- or

16   targeted at topics of concern, emerging

17   contaminants, pharmaceuticals, metals, E. coli.

18   Road salt has been a popular topic since it's such

19   a big issue in the State and will continue to be a

20   big issue here.

21                  Stormwater low-impact development

22   issues, that's some of the stuff that I had worked

23   on.  Nutrients, hypoxia -- and also this is one

24   that doesn't get a lot of attention, but the

25   societal and social interactions when it comes to
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 1   water issues.

 2                  So you know, I have often told

 3   students that I have that we could solve all of

 4   our water problems today technically.  We know how

 5   to fix our water problems.  We stop putting

 6   pollutants in the water.  It's pretty easy, but

 7   those societal interactions, that social piece is

 8   really critical because that's where we hit the

 9   stumbling blocks about how to make improvements in

10   our water.

11                  And some of those past research, or

12   all the ones passed this past year are available

13   on our website at this link here.

14                  So recent changes to our website.

15   So we paid someone in the Center for Land Use

16   Education Research this past year to go through

17   our website, give it a fresh look, add some

18   features.  So we do have that available at this

19   point.  It was just done this summer.

20                  Another topic, obviously as I

21   mentioned, Glenn Warner was involved with the

22   development of the plan and a few places in the

23   plan as, you know, reading over the executive

24   summary recently, the relevant recommendations in

25   the plan our partnerships with Sustainable CT
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 1   colleges and universities to address informational

 2   and analytical needs.  So I'll just mention that a

 3   couple of my colleagues, actually Chet Arnold and

 4   Dave Dixon are involved with evaluating some of

 5   the applications to Sustainable CT.  So for those

 6   who aren't aware of what that is, it's towns

 7   basically getting a certification showing that

 8   they are acting in a sustainable manner when it

 9   comes to water issues.

10                  And also another one is implement a

11   water quality testing and reporting system for

12   private wells.  So this is called out in the water

13   plan as well.  And so this is something that is a

14   big issue for me, some of my colleagues.  So Gary

15   Robbins, many of you may know Gary Robbins at the

16   University.  This has been on his radar for quite

17   a long time to have a better inventory of our

18   wells and where they are, and various

19   characteristics.

20                  So I -- you know, kind of unrelated

21   here -- just two weeks ago I asked James to add a

22   section to our website, a section for Connecticut

23   residents highlighting where to get their water

24   tested.  So I sent them -- or, you know, whoever

25   is going to read it, that's the issue, is getting
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 1   people to the site -- but highlighting the

 2   importance of getting your well water tested.

 3                  And other places, linkages on the

 4   plan where IWR has some expertise or context, the

 5   land use and water quality and quantity management

 6   section.  So low-impact development, green

 7   stormwater infrastructure is called out in there,

 8   and I do have some expertise in that.  Groundwater

 9   is called out in that.  Again, Gary Robbins, I

10   worked very closely with him.

11                  And then on the education side,

12   too, the outreach and public engagement.  I have,

13   you know, that's part of what I do at the

14   University, a big part of what I do at the

15   University is get this information out to the

16   public.  So I'll talk more about that in just a

17   second.

18                  So future directions.  Part of what

19   I've been trying to do is increase the visibility

20   of IWR, first of all, at UConn and around the

21   state.  So making just the people who are in the

22   field here more aware of what we do.  So this is

23   why -- part of why Lori asked me to come today.

24                  Assisting in some way with the

25   state water plan priorities.  So again, it's a
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 1   staff of, you know, James and me.  And I'm doing

 2   another full-time job as the rest of the day.  So

 3   I can't go out and go across the state and

 4   implement these new strategies, these things that

 5   are called on in the state water plan, but perhaps

 6   through some of the linkages I have with the

 7   programs that we already have in place there are

 8   ways that we can work together on this to, you

 9   know, kill two birds with one stone.  So just

10   something that has come up in discussions.

11                  I would also like to increase the

12   funding that we have available through the

13   institute to do more research in the state.  So

14   you know, $60,000 a year is okay.  We've done an

15   amazing amount of work with that in the past.  It

16   becomes a little difficult because there's a

17   two-to-one match requirement for these funds

18   through the federal government.  That can be a

19   little problematic for some folks.  So I'm trying

20   to get some more funding available for research

21   that doesn't have those sticky points.

22                  And lastly, to increase the

23   interaction with the citizens of the state.  So

24   again, this is part of what we're called to do

25   from the Water Resources Research Act, the
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 1   original documentation.  Most people don't know

 2   much about water issues at all in the state.  They

 3   certainly don't know about the institute.

 4                  Maybe they've heard a little bit

 5   about the state water plan through the governor's

 6   recent action with, you know, what they did just a

 7   couple of months ago here.  Maybe they heard that

 8   on the news, but that's probably about all they've

 9   heard.

10                  So I think the average person

11   really does need to know more about what's going

12   on.  I know what my family talks about at the

13   dinner table on Thanksgiving.  They know I do

14   something with water, but most of them really

15   don't know that much about what I do either.

16                  So I want to make that change, and

17   again it's just me and another person.  I can't do

18   it all myself, but perhaps we can talk about ways

19   to make that happen, and that's it.

20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much,

21   Mike.

22                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  You're welcome.

23   Happy to answer questions from anyone.

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Questions from the

25   Council or questions from the audience?  Yes,
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 1   David?

 2                  DAVID RADKA:  David Radka,

 3   Connecticut Water Company.  By way of disclosure

 4   I'm an advisory board member to the institute and

 5   have been for probably 20 years now.  It's

 6   woefully --

 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  If somebody is

 8   speaking I can't hear them.

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Come right up and

10   sit down so we can have Lori hear you.

11                  DAVID RADKA:  Howdy, Lori.  Dave

12   Radka here.  I just wanted to say that it is an

13   under utilized resource that we've pointed to for

14   a long time and struggled with, how do we get the

15   State to really support the institute?

16                  They've done wonderful work with

17   very limited resources, not only the number of

18   personnel, but the funding that they receive or

19   don't receive which is primarily through the USGS

20   program.

21                  The other thing I want to say is --

22   so if there's any way you all can support it, but

23   we also have the ability to do targeted RFPs.

24   We've done it once in my experience with the

25   institute, and that was when the Water Planning
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 1   Council -- we tried to move forward with, I

 2   believe it was the allocation process.

 3                  And so we did an RFP one year where

 4   we said, this is all -- we really are interested

 5   in it, and we entertained proposals for that

 6   specific topic and were awarded a grant on the

 7   basis of that.  So if there are items that you all

 8   think should be prioritized it's something I'm

 9   sure the institute would consider doing again as a

10   targeted RFP.

11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, David.

12                  Anyone else?

13                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.

14   So thank you for bringing that up.  So you know,

15   myself and David -- there's a number of people

16   probably in the audience that are members of the

17   board.  I know Betsey, you have two staff members

18   from DEEP.  There's a gentleman from fisheries, a

19   gentleman from your branch.

20                  So when we started talking to Mike

21   in the last board meeting, what David Radka just

22   mentioned is exactly the type of ideas that we

23   could come up with, targeted issues and items that

24   we would want some assistance with, and that's the

25   kind of ideas that we hoped would come of this
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 1   discussion and learning from Mike and what he

 2   does.

 3                  But also, Mike, there's a great

 4   connection to your students at the university.

 5   And you know, I don't think we use our students

 6   enough in our state, whether it's UConn or Yale,

 7   or Quinnipiac or Fairfield.  I think we need help

 8   and we don't have enough horsepower amongst

 9   ourselves to do everything, but I think in some

10   way, Mike, that you could help us think through

11   how we could link better with students in

12   internships.

13                  We have no money, but we certainly

14   have a lot of interest in water and the students

15   are wonderful to work with, and maybe there's some

16   projects that we could have students work on.

17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.

18                  Any further comments?

19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think to just

20   add to what Lori said, and as a former board

21   member, I think Glenn Warner was really

22   instrumental in many of the things that the Water

23   Planning Council did especially about water

24   allocation and sort of instream flow.

25                  I think one of the things that Mike
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 1   brings to this, which is incredibly powerful, is

 2   his connection to extension and the work that DEEP

 3   has done with CLEAR and NEMO to really be

 4   educating municipal officials.  We're working with

 5   you guys on a big stormwater project right now,

 6   but sort of there's a lot of threads that need to

 7   come together to actually get some forward and

 8   address some of the challenges that we have.

 9                  If you had a research component to

10   it with the extension component to it, it can be

11   quite powerful.  I think the question is, where do

12   we find the money, Mike, which is the big

13   challenge.

14                  But I appreciate Lori inviting Mike

15   in.  I think it makes a lot of sense as we look at

16   implementation steps to identify ones that might

17   be suitable to partner, especially if we can sort

18   of get a triumvirate going between the institute

19   and the Water Planning Council to really move the

20   ball.

21                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Thanks, Betsey.

22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mike, I think

23   raised a very good point in terms of people's

24   awareness.  It seems like as much as we try, as we

25   put together this plan we did have many hearings
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 1   and stakeholder groups throughout the state of

 2   Connecticut, but as hard as we tried it's still

 3   difficult -- unless you're without water.  Once

 4   you're without water, without electricity, then

 5   people think about it.

 6                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  That's right.

 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But I think that you

 8   should very much be a part of the whole

 9   implementation process of this.  So we really

10   appreciate you being here today and we'll look

11   forward to working with you.

12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So just as a point

13   from Virginia, why don't we come up with some

14   action items that we could work on.

15                  One, I would like the board, you

16   know, Mike, at your next meeting maybe to think of

17   ideas and to think up more about what Betsey

18   mentioned about using and working with the

19   extension on land use and some of the issues that

20   we have identified as priorities in the state

21   water plan.

22                  And then, I, you know, near and

23   dear to my heart are the students and I think that

24   there's a lot to be had there without -- very

25   little money, that there could be work done
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 1   working with students and interns.

 2                  So Mike, I guess there's a couple

 3   things I would like to have you think about -- are

 4   those two things.  Now work with student

 5   internships as well as at the next board meeting

 6   think about what projects the institute could work

 7   on together to implement important items under the

 8   state water plan.

 9                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Sounds good.

10   Thanks, Lori.

11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Thank you, Mike.

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So Rob, we've got

13   that as action items.  Thank you.

14

15                  (Action item noted in index.)

16

17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Moving to the

18   state water plan implementation update -- I'm

19   going to go kind of in sequence here with the

20   Water Planning Council advisory group in terms

21   of -- first, let's start with your nominating

22   committee report, and then we'll move to the

23   implementation.

24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Before we get

25   there, Jack, before we sort of get to WPCAG, I
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 1   just wanted to update the Council.  We have

 2   reached out to the members who are going to help

 3   us from diversion reporting, and we are now having

 4   a dutiful -- for a meeting that's either going to

 5   be at the end of September or the beginning of

 6   October.  So we're moving forward with that piece.

 7   We appreciate the Council's support and will keep

 8   you posted as we move forward.

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Because before we

10   know it our reporting deadline is going to be

11   here.

12                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Right, and I

13   know we're going to get to the drought plan and

14   old business, but that was part of the

15   implementation piece, too.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.  We can do

17   it now.  Let's do it now.

18                  DAVID KALIFA:  Okay.  We'll do that

19   now.  Thanks.

20                  So prior to this meeting we

21   distributed an almost final draft of the updated

22   interim update to the drought plan that I guess

23   has been -- being worked on for long before I was

24   on the Water Planning Council.  So it's been a

25   several-year effort.
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 1                  Since distributing it for

 2   discussion and possibly action on it today there

 3   have been a couple of more -- comments that have

 4   come in, particularly from DPH that we feel need

 5   to be addressed and discussed and worked on.

 6                  So without going into great detail

 7   what the comments were, unless Lori, you'd like to

 8   do that I would recommend that we have the state

 9   agency drought working group meet again to discuss

10   those comments and how they're going to be handled

11   in this draft, and once that is done redistribute

12   the draft plan to the Water Planning Council and

13   others for consideration.

14                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.

15   Thank you for that.  I would appreciate having

16   that meeting.  I believe that having the agencies

17   together to speak to our comments, which has been

18   brought up in the past essentially -- we have a

19   number of minor comments, but one of the biggest

20   comments out there is the concern that we had of

21   the '16/'17 drought where we had water utilities

22   that had trigger levels that were different than

23   what the Governor was saying.

24                  And so we have some ideas about how

25   to address that, and we would need the input from
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 1   all of the committee and all of the agencies, and

 2   specifically I believe emergency management -- and

 3   Brenda Bergeron and her team, we should have a

 4   detailed discussion on how to work on that

 5   together.

 6                  So I appreciate having that meeting

 7   and I appreciate you considering our comments.

 8                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think

 9   that's fine.  I just do think that this is

10   something that we should be able to get over the

11   finish line this fall.  So I'd encourage us to

12   have that meeting as soon as we can to bring it

13   back hopefully in October.

14                  Is that a reasonable timeframe,

15   David?

16                  DAVID KALIFA:  I agree we should do

17   it as quickly as possible.  It would be preferred

18   if we could do it in October, but certainly if not

19   October, November at the latest.  So let's aim for

20   October and hopefully the agency working group can

21   meet that timeframe, but if not it may slip to

22   November.

23                  LORI MATHIEU:  And David, if I

24   might?  I want to give you a lot of credit, to

25   Eric Lindquist and Bruce Wittchen of your staff.
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 1   And it's certainly been a job rewriting the plan

 2   and addressing all of the comments.  I was very

 3   impressed with the way it's written and it's going

 4   to serve us well into the future.  So thank you,

 5   and to your staff.

 6                  DAVID KALIFA:  Thank you, Lori.

 7   And I echo the kudos to both of them as well.

 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Great.  Thank you

 9   very much.  Now we'll move onto the Water Planning

10   Council advisory group.

11                  JOHN HUDAK:  Nominating committee?

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

13                  JOHN HUDAK:  Okay.  So when we

14   passed our new operating procedures last year we

15   put together a process to prepare an annual slate

16   of members where we would present our slate to the

17   Water Planning Council in October for the

18   following year.

19                  So we've had a nominating committee

20   working for several months to put together kind of

21   a framework of terms and also people to put

22   forward in October.  So it's been a bipartisan

23   nominating committee.  We've had -- on the

24   committee was Aaron Budros, Len DeJong, Karen

25   Burnaska, Dan Lawrence and the committee was
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 1   chaired by Josh Cansler.

 2                  And their charge was to put

 3   together a slate with the objectives that the

 4   Council and the advisory group agreed on last

 5   February with three main parameters, one, that we

 6   limit it to 20 members; two, that work towards the

 7   statutory balance of instream and out-of-stream

 8   members; and three, that we achieve this balance

 9   through attrition so that participating active

10   members would not be allowed -- asked to leave,

11   but that we would do this over time.

12                  In that process of trying to

13   achieve all of those things there's been some

14   tradeoffs made.  It's been challenging.  We're

15   also trying to recognize the importance of

16   attendance and participation by those on the

17   group.

18                  And there was discussion at the

19   last Council when I gave a preliminary update of

20   what the nominating committee was up to, and since

21   that time I've sent out a report prepared by the

22   committee, and I have Josh here to kind of run

23   through the recommendations and the thought

24   process that went into those recommendations.

25                  So I'll turn it over to Josh for
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 1   him give us some of that.

 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

 3                  Josh?

 4                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  All right.

 5   Thanks.  As John said, the task of the nominating

 6   committee was to prepare a draft slate for

 7   approval by the advisory group prior to the

 8   submitting it to the WPC for approval at your

 9   October meeting.

10                  Just a little background

11   information.  The committee was created to sort of

12   corroborate the operating procedures which were

13   approved by the WPC last year, and also the

14   membership composition report workgroup which was

15   approved by the WPC in February.  I'm not going to

16   go through the whole report.  I'll go through some

17   of the highlights.

18                  And amongst the things we discussed

19   as a committee, the first thing we tackled was

20   member attendance and whether members who have not

21   been attending regularly should be included in

22   next year's slate.  We decided that we do have

23   procedures in place to get rid of members who are

24   not participating.  So we didn't really tackle

25   that per se, other than we did reach out to
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 1   members with very poor attendance records and ask

 2   them to verify their desire to remain on the

 3   advisory group in the future.

 4                  A couple of the members that we did

 5   reach out to included Eric Brown from CBIA who

 6   said that his workload -- he would step down from

 7   the advisory group.  We also reached out to Kevin

 8   Sullivan with the Chestnut Hill Nursery who said

 9   that he represents the agriculture committee at

10   that time.  The category -- he notified the

11   Connecticut nursery landscaping Association, CNLA

12   that he would not be able to serve.  So he's also

13   stepping down.

14                  And we also reached out to Henry

15   Talmage with the State Farm Bureau.  And he has

16   left the state, however they do have a new

17   Executive Director Brian Hurlburt, who I believe

18   is on the line.  And they would like him to

19   replace him, Henry Talmage in next year's slate.

20                  The next thing we tackled was the

21   terms of the committee.  In the past I don't

22   believe there's been any terms for the

23   committee -- for the advisory members.  We decided

24   to go with four-year terms and take the 20 members

25   and divide them so that five members each year
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 1   would be reappointed.  And we would stagger those

 2   terms so that every five -- every year five

 3   members would be reappointed.

 4                  And we decided to do this on a

 5   seniority basis so that this year the most senior

 6   members of the advisory group would be reappointed

 7   for the 2019 through the end of 2022, and then the

 8   next year five more members through 2023 and on.

 9                  Some of the recommendations that we

10   have as the nominating committee -- and like John

11   said, we met several times.  We went over this and

12   also had several discussions at the advisory group

13   meetings.  Based on the membership composition

14   report we decided -- or we were recommending that

15   we change -- that we combine the recreation and

16   boating categories into one category.  The boating

17   category has been vacant for many years now.

18                  Also based on the membership

19   composition report we're recommending the

20   agriculture category be reduced to one

21   representative.  And at this time we're

22   recommending, because they came forward first,

23   that the Connecticut Farm Bureau provide the

24   representative for that category.

25                  We recommended that -- because
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 1   we're doing this you would have the opportunity to

 2   create two new instream categories.  And of course

 3   one of the goals of the composition report was to

 4   balance the instream and out-of-stream categories.

 5                  So by doing them -- or by combining

 6   the boating and recreation categories, and

 7   reducing agriculture to one you have the

 8   opportunity for two new instream categories.

 9   We're recommending that one of those new instream

10   categories be titled, water resources protection.

11   And we are recommending that Len DeJong from the

12   recreation category be moved into that category.

13                  We're also recommending the other

14   new instream category to be titled, conservation.

15   And we're recommending that a current member

16   Denise Savageau who was formerly in the

17   municipality category be moved into the

18   conservation category.  And then we recommend the

19   municipality category not be filled since we feel

20   it's represented through categories from municipal

21   utilities and regional COGs.

22                  Our last recommendation was to

23   reduce the investor-owned utility category to one

24   representative.  Robert Wisniewski will be leaving

25   in a year or two.  Our recommendation is we wait
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 1   until such time that he departs to reduce that

 2   category to one person.  And at that time we can

 3   create another category.  One of the names we came

 4   up with was, endangered species, but we decided to

 5   defer the category name until a later date.

 6                  With all those recommendations made

 7   we would be able to balance out the categories

 8   with -- currently there's six instream, ten out of

 9   stream and four neutral.  This year we would be to

10   have seven instream, nine out of stream and four

11   neutral.  And then once Robert left we would be

12   able to go eight, eight and four.

13                  So the last page in the report -- I

14   don't know how many of you have it in front of

15   you -- we have a list of the draft slate.  You'll

16   notice that the first category on there, business

17   and industry association, which was formerly Eric

18   Brown's position, is vacant.

19                  There has been some suggestion and

20   some talk at the last advisory group meeting of

21   putting a person from the Connecticut nursery

22   landscaping Association in there, and they do have

23   a candidate Mike Evans, who is interested in the

24   job.  There's also been discussion.  We did reach

25   out to CBIA.  They did not have anyone to replace
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 1   Eric Brown.  We have had some discussion of

 2   reaching out to CERC as well.

 3                  I'm not going to go through the

 4   whole slate.  Most of the people on the slate here

 5   are already in the positions they're in.  I will

 6   highlight the agriculture category which I

 7   mentioned earlier, which would be one person and

 8   would be the Connecticut Farm Bureau.  The

 9   recreation category which we do have a candidate,

10   Eric Hammerling from the Connecticut Forest and

11   Parks Association.

12                  Conservation, which is a new

13   instream category, Denise Savageau would move into

14   that position.  And water resources protection,

15   Len DeJong would move into that position.  I will

16   add that he is retiring at the end of the year --

17   we just found out, but he does have a person, or

18   is looking for a person to replace him.

19                  So that's where we're at.  Our goal

20   is to present this next week at the advisory group

21   for approval at that level, and then it would come

22   to the WPC next month.

23                  I think the biggest issue we're

24   facing right now is that one category, businesses

25   and industry association, the vacancy there.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  A lot of

 2   work and we appreciate that.  I might have missed

 3   it.  Was anything there from the golfers?  They

 4   were very -- the golf association was very

 5   involved with the formation of the plan and we

 6   actually went out and spoke to their

 7   association and --

 8                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There's no --

 9   nobody from the golfing industry per se.  Probably

10   the closest is under the business and industry,

11   water intensive business.  We have Curtis Anderson

12   from Anderson Turf Irrigation, but there's no one

13   from any golf association on the slate.  And to my

14   knowledge, there hasn't been anybody since I've

15   been on the advisory group at least.

16                  JOHN HUDAK:  No.

17                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just a

18   correction.  The water planning advisory group did

19   vote in favor of bringing this to the Water

20   Planning Council for their approval at the last

21   advisory group meeting.

22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  The slate?  I

23   think we agreed to present this at this meeting.

24   I don't think we have the slate quite ready,

25   though.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  To approve

 2   the report and to submit for their consideration?

 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  Correct.

 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  So we're looking for

 5   feedback.

 6                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.  And we

 7   would like either a consensus from the Water

 8   Planning Council on this report so we can forward

 9   with the nominations or a vote.

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well I mean, my only

11   comment.  I really think that we need to reach out

12   to business, CBIA and maybe we can consider the

13   golf industry as a business, but I really feel

14   that we should reach out to the -- I mean,

15   golfers -- golf courses use a great deal of water.

16   And I think that they were very concerned with the

17   water plan and we can certainly get you the names

18   of some people that we've dealt with during the

19   implementation plan.

20                  They might not be interested, but I

21   think we should at least give the opportunity to

22   say yes or no.

23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I think the spear

24   was broken reaching out to CBIA.

25                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We did reach out
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 1   to CBIA three times, and they basically said it's

 2   not going to happen.  They just don't have anyone.

 3   The golf association has not --

 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  There still is a

 5   sentiment, I think, to look for a general business

 6   slot first.

 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  If you look at

 8   consumptive diverters, if you're looking at golf

 9   courses and potentially the nurserymen you're

10   probably actually in a more active category than

11   you might be with CBIA and industry at this point.

12                  So I would actually advocate that

13   that's sort of how you frame your look.  I think

14   whether it's the golf association or whether it's

15   the nurserymen association, I think that gets you

16   business and industry actively involved in

17   consumptive --

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I know that I

19   forwarded a letter from the nursery association.

20   Did I not?

21                  JOHN HUDAK:  That's correct.

22                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I would be

23   interested in the Water Planning Council advisory

24   group's recommendation on, sort of, splitting the

25   baby on that one.
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 1                  JOHN HUDAK:  And I think even the

 2   nominating committee is still debating whether we

 3   can still find a general businessperson, or

 4   certainly CNLA has been thrown out as possibly a

 5   convenient way to get them back on and into this

 6   framework.

 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think it's

 8   convenient and relevant, John -- would be what I

 9   would say.

10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I'd like to

11   reemphasize that you don't have to be a member of

12   the advisory group to participate in the

13   activities of the advisory group.

14                  And we also have the implementation

15   group that's going forward where there is another

16   opportunity for participation and implementation

17   of the state water plan.

18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think the

19   feedback I'd give to the committee is I think

20   you've been very thoughtful and you've looked

21   through both how to approach this problem with the

22   existing challenges, and how to work through in a

23   very thoughtful way to get us to balance to

24   instream and out of stream, because that is one

25   thing the statute says.
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 1                  So I'm supportive of the approach

 2   that you've taken and would be interested in

 3   actually seeing the slate to fill the vacant

 4   categories at the October meeting in accordance

 5   with sort of the plan that you've outlined.

 6                  How about the other members?

 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  So this is Lori.

 8   Josh, I'd like to thank you for your summary.  The

 9   whole group has done a tremendous amount of work.

10                  I'm just curious.  Josh, you've

11   mentioned one thing about the municipal category

12   and that you would fill that category with a

13   municipal water industry person.  I'm just

14   curious -- and I don't have the list in front of

15   me unfortunately, but I'm just wondering if

16   there's any municipal town planner on the group

17   and/or a council of government planner?

18                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  You mean, not

19   currently on the group?  In the group?

20                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, is there a

21   planner?  Is there a town planner party?

22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There is a

23   category for regional COGs, and there is a person

24   from that, the Naugatuck Valley COG on the group.

25   I don't know that there's any town planners.
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  There's no town

 2   planners for that?

 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We had -- one of

 4   the things that came out of this, the membership

 5   composition report, even though we had a municipal

 6   person on the advisory group in the past, that

 7   wasn't an approved category per se in the advisory

 8   group.

 9                  So when Denise left her job with

10   the, I believe it was the Town of Greenwich, we

11   decided just to move her over to a category which

12   was more appropriate for what she was currently

13   doing, and not fill the municipal position that

14   she had since it was not in the statute.

15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Lori, I know you

16   don't have --

17                  LORI MATHIEU:  The reason why that

18   I bring it up is that I think that's a huge hole.

19   And Mike D brought up an interesting point about

20   people not knowing what our state water plan says.

21   Well you know, 169 towns in our state, and there's

22   169 town planners that do an awful lot of work on

23   the grounds with planning.

24                  And how water impacts their work is

25   really an important aspect that I think, you know,
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 1   that's something I'm hearing at this planning

 2   council here in Kansas, and I'm thinking a lot

 3   about that.

 4                  And so I think that that is

 5   something that's missing, somebody who actually

 6   does work day to day at the town planning level

 7   for a municipality in our state and I think that

 8   that is really an important aspect.  So anyway, I

 9   just wanted to bring that up.

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  David?

11                  DAVID KALIFA:  Yeah, just quickly

12   if we're going to act on this in October I just

13   want to get the slate prior to our next meeting so

14   at least I have time to digest it and get caught

15   up on things before we're asked to act on it.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, please.  When

17   is your next meeting?

18                  JOHN HUDAK:  Next week.

19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But in fairness,

20   back at the beginning of August, in response to

21   the August meeting John and company sent us sort

22   of the detailed plan and what was on here.  And my

23   understanding is the slate is only about the

24   unappointed positions.  Correct?

25                  JOHN HUDAK:  It will be a full list
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 1   like you see here.  It's just updated from

 2   whatever happens from --

 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But some of

 4   these people have already been appointed by the

 5   Water Planning Council and don't need to be

 6   reappointed.  And the list would clarify --

 7                  JOHN HUDAK:  We have five people a

 8   year whose terms will expire.  So -- but we will

 9   have a full --

10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Including

11   starting this year?

12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes, starting in 2019,

13   so January 1st.

14                  DAVID KALIFA:  So will it clarify

15   which people are in which staggered group?

16                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.  Actually, we do

17   have a list.  We described it to the four groups,

18   and the list has the group that the person --

19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So it will

20   include all of the vacant positions plus all the

21   group one positions based on the list?

22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.

23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  However we do

24   need clarity from the Water Planning Council.

25   What I'm hearing is there is still some discussion
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 1   about the categories.  And we cannot present a

 2   slate to you if we are not clear that you can

 3   bless the categories as they are set up here in

 4   the report.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, I think that

 6   we pointed out this afternoon that we still would

 7   like to look at somebody from the nursery group

 8   and that letter that I submitted to you several

 9   months ago, I think it was.  Right?  They were --

10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.

11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a big

12   industry in the state that utilizes a lot of

13   water.

14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Where they possibly

15   could fit in as we have with the 20 members now

16   and it's been subject to discussion, is the

17   business and industry association or the water

18   intensive business -- and water intensive business

19   is occupied right now.  So that's something we can

20   take up.

21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I thought

22   that was a discussion we had earlier about, is it

23   the golf industry or was it the nursery industry

24   going into that business and industry association

25   piece?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I want to

 2   repeat again, anyone who wants to participate in

 3   the activities of the Water Planning Council is

 4   welcome to come and participate in the activities.

 5                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think the

 6   other place we might need some guidance is you

 7   guys have been very clear that 20 is the right

 8   number, and I can understand as you get above 20

 9   and your numbers get bigger you both move to

10   unbalance in stream and out of stream once you get

11   them balanced.

12                  In addition, the challenge then

13   becomes an unworkable group.  And as Alicea points

14   out, everybody can participate.  So I think one of

15   the things you need to hear from the Council is,

16   have you got the categories right?  My position

17   would be that you have, but that we need the slate

18   for that -- and I don't know what the other

19   members think.

20                  LORI MATHIEU:  This is Lori.  I've,

21   you know -- and I've said it a number of times at

22   probably every meeting.  You're probably sick of

23   hearing it, but you know, I do think that we

24   shouldn't set a number.  It shouldn't be a hard

25   and fast number.
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 1                  As Alicea points out, you know,

 2   people can come.  People can speak, but we've set

 3   this number at 20.  So what does the number then

 4   mean if everyone can come and speak?

 5                  So you know, I point back to the

 6   statute.  The statute allows certain groups, and I

 7   think the broader the better.  I agree with Jack

 8   on the nursery industry.  I also agree we should

 9   have somebody from the golf course industry.

10                  If you remember the hearing back in

11   April the gentleman who represented the golf

12   course industry at the hearing, he was well

13   spoken.  He attended just about every science and

14   technology meeting.  So they were very interested,

15   and I think someone from the general business

16   industry is really important, because again, you

17   know, if we're being seen as exclusionary of other

18   groups, that's not good for us.  It's not good for

19   the plan.

20                  So I think the more groups that

21   want to come and participate, I think that's a

22   good thing.

23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Actually, I

24   believe -- well, this work is a result of a

25   request from the Water Planning Council for the
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 1   water planning advisory group to have more

 2   structure.  So that number is important.  We can't

 3   have structure if we can't have a vote.  We can't

 4   have a vote if we don't have a membership.  We

 5   will have chaotic meetings and no one will have

 6   any idea what's going on.

 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, we actually

 8   have asked for structure and I'm glad that you've

 9   done all this work.  I just think that, as you

10   mentioned, people that come and want to speak

11   they're going to be allowed to speak and

12   participate, which is a good thing.  But I think

13   that giving us another month I think makes sense.

14                  And I would agree with Jack that

15   from my personal point of view I would want to

16   take a careful look at it and get back to you, but

17   I appreciate all the structure that you've been

18   providing to the advisory group, because that was

19   necessary.

20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Alicea and John

21   as cochairs, you and Josh have done a great job in

22   terms of -- this is not easy.  It's never easy.

23   You're filling the requirements of the statute.

24                  So we're just making some

25   recommendations today.  If they don't work out,
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 1   you know, but whenever you come up with, get that

 2   to us at your next meeting.  We'll vote on it at

 3   the next Water Planning Council meeting.

 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I actually don't

 5   understand the charge.  What are we asking them to

 6   do?

 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  They have come up

 8   with an outline today.  Okay?  But there's still

 9   some names missing on there.  Are there not?

10                  JOHN HUDAK:  There's one name

11   missing, one slot that's vacant.

12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  For the business

13   group?

14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.

15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So my feeling is

16   that if you can't get anybody from the business

17   group you get somebody from -- and again, I'm

18   repeating myself now -- I mean, when people send

19   me a letter and they're willing to serve on

20   something I'm pretty hard pressed unless I have a

21   darn good reason not to put them on, and that's

22   the nursing -- they're a business.  The nursery

23   association is a big business in the state of

24   Connecticut.

25                  And you know, unless you come up
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 1   with somebody else?  You have one spot to fill.

 2   Fill the spot and give us the slate and we'll act

 3   on it next meeting.  I can't get more direct.

 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  But are we still at 20

 5   members?

 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We're still at 20

 7   members.  Lori is talking about you have people

 8   from the Naugatuck Valley COG, I understand.

 9   Correct?

10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.

11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a planning

12   agency.  So I think that fulfills the concern that

13   she had.  So the charge to be clear, Rob, make

14   sure we underline this.

15                  The action item here is the Water

16   Planning Council Advisory group with that one

17   spot -- and you can put a businessperson in there

18   if you have somebody.  My suggestion -- I'm not

19   telling you to do it, but that you look closely at

20   the nursery group and the golf association.

21                  That being said, Alicea is right.

22   Anybody can come to the meeting and give their

23   input, and the advisory group, capped at 20, can

24   make a recommendation.

25
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 1                  (Action item noted in index.)

 2

 3                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So the Water

 4   Planning Council as a whole is okay with the

 5   categories as outlined in the report?

 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.

 7                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Submitted to the

 8   Water Planning Council?

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.

10                  Lori, you all right with that?

11                  LORI MATHIEU:  You know, yes,

12   however always thinking that, you know, public

13   health is underrepresented -- but I'll leave it at

14   that.

15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I was waiting for

16   you to say that, but --

17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Of course you were.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  -- so noted.  Okay.

19   So we're all clear on this.  Anything else?

20   Anything on the implementation that you'd like to

21   talk about?

22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.

23                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Josh.

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

25                  JOHN HUDAK:  So last month we
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 1   presented a report of an ad hoc committee that we

 2   convened including people outside the advisory

 3   group that came up with a report that was approved

 4   by the advisory group.  And the Water Planning

 5   Council, I think it's fair to say we're

 6   comfortable with it -- and directed us to start

 7   looking at populating members of this new

 8   implementation workgroup, or at least finding

 9   candidates.

10                  So we, when that process started,

11   we drafted a letter, but one thing we may have

12   missed in the conversations was actually -- and

13   this goes to Virginia's earlier item, is getting a

14   formal vote on that, that report by the ad hoc

15   committee on implementation or group structure and

16   governance.  So we would appreciate if we could

17   get a decision on that.

18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to

19   move --

20                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved that we

21   accept the July 17, 2018, Water Planning Council

22   advisory group ad hoc organizational planning

23   committee report recommended plan for the

24   organization of the state water plan

25   implementation group.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Seconded.

 2                  Lori, did you hear that?

 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sort of -- but, yes.

 4   I got the gist of it.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Any

 6   discussion on that?

 7

 8                  (No response.)

 9

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?

11                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Thank you.

13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that all you

14   need?  Got any more?

15                  JOHN HUDAK:  I think we can go from

16   there.  We are looking at putting out kind of an

17   e-mail or letter, or solicitation out to Bruce's

18   big list, they call it.

19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Bruce's big

20   list?

21                  JOHN HUDAK:  And maybe Michael will

22   know people who want to be on this state water

23   plan implementation workgroup.  So I'll make sure

24   you get one, too.

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah, I do.  To
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 1   repeat it, I think we should be working very

 2   closely with Michael's group.  I think they bring

 3   a lot to the table.  Anything else on the

 4   implementation?  Anything else from the Water

 5   Planning Council advisory group?

 6                  Thank you for all your work.  I

 7   know once we get everything settled here we'll be

 8   in good shape moving forward.

 9                  Alicea?

10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  During the public

11   comments in the last meeting the San Jose Water

12   Company acquisition of Connecticut Water Company

13   was brought up, but I think you'll probably be

14   hearing more on that during the public comment

15   hearing at the Water Planning Council.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.

17                  Any new business?

18

19                  (No response.)

20

21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Old business.  Under

22   old business we have the environmental study for

23   change of use, New Britain Water Company land

24   discussion for the City of New Britain, a public

25   hearing and submission of a report to the
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 1   Legislature, and withdrawal of proposal.  We all

 2   know what has happened.  Our report was submitted,

 3   but at the 11th hour Mayor Stewart decided to

 4   withdraw the request for legislative intervention

 5   and the proposal was withdrawn.  But we submitted

 6   the report per statute even with that, and made a

 7   footnote to the report that the plan was

 8   withdrawn.

 9                  So I don't know if there's any

10   further discussion on that.  I just thank

11   everybody for working on the report and meeting

12   our statutory deadline.  Nobody is here from New

13   Britain today?

14

15                  (No response.)

16

17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello.  Paul, I

18   thought you were going to do a Snoopy dance up

19   here for us -- or something, Paul.  I thought you

20   were going to do a dance or something.

21                  Public comment?  You're going to

22   come up in a minute -- okay.  No, one second.

23                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  I'd just say it was

24   a bad movie with a good ending.  So thank you.

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Drought plan,
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 1   we already discussed.

 2                  WUCC update.  Lori?

 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, this is Lori.

 4   Jack, you've got to tell me what the Snoopy dance

 5   is?

 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I do it every time I

 7   get reappointed.

 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  All right.

 9   So WUCC update.  Yes, a lot to update here.  The

10   complete WUCC coordinator's plan for all three

11   regions are on the Department of Public Health's

12   webpage.

13                  Per the statute and regulation we

14   have published a legal notice in a number of

15   Connecticut newspapers and we have set a 30-day

16   public comment period which ends on

17   September 28th.  So it is out right now for public

18   comment.  Written comments can be directed to my

19   department through Richard Iozzo, I-o-z-z-o,

20   within the drinking water section at the

21   Department of Public Health.

22                  All of that information is up on

23   our webpage.  So -- and a legal notice was sent

24   out and again, was published in a variety of

25   newspapers across the state between Danbury,
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 1   Hartford Courant, New Haven Register, New London

 2   Day, Norwich Bulletin and two Spanish newspapers.

 3   So with that, that's all that I have.

 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.

 5                  Any questions for Lori?

 6

 7                  (No response.)

 8

 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now we'll move on to

10   public comment.  Public comment?

11                  Margaret?  Good afternoon,

12   Margaret.

13                  MARGARET MINER:  First, thank you

14   for your Tilcon report and your very careful

15   Tilcon report, and your response on public trust.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You're welcome,

17   Margaret.

18                  MARGARET MINER:  Here we go.  I

19   just want to address the docket and the business,

20   and the process for responding to water company

21   acquisitions and mergers.  As you know --

22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret, we have to

23   be a little bit careful here, because this is an

24   active docket which I am presiding over.  I can

25   talk to you about process.  We can't get into the
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 1   specifics of the case.  It's like a court case.

 2                  MARGARET MINER:  I don't think I'm

 3   going to get into the specifics, but I am --

 4   strike it from the record.

 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I'm not going to ask

 6   you to strike anything, but I see Attorney Klein

 7   back there.  He'll jump up, I'm sure, if he sees

 8   something we're not doing correctly here.

 9                  MARGARET MINER:  You know our

10   position on the Eversource/Aquarion.  You know

11   that only about three members of the public

12   actually commented on that partly because the

13   process is so difficult, and partly because people

14   didn't know.  I still run into people who are

15   Aquarion customers who don't know.  So whoa.

16   So we'll leave that at whoa -- unless you want to

17   strike it from the record.

18                  So this time we made more -- we

19   have been trying to make more of an effort to let

20   people know starting with another move by

21   Eversource.  Now there is a docket open on an

22   acquisition or a change of management control of

23   Connecticut Water.

24                  So we have been trying to keep the

25   public up to date starting in May.  And on
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 1   May 11th there was a notice of a hearing on this

 2   docket and the usual boilerplate public comments

 3   will be accepted, and they'll be saved.  There's

 4   nowhere in here, by the way, that explains whether

 5   anybody needs to read or respond to the public

 6   comments.  And I got a lot of question about that.

 7   So if we comment will anybody answer, on will they

 8   group our comments together?  Or if we're not into

 9   meters, and we're not sworn, does anybody really

10   care?  So that's the sort of lack in the process.

11                  Then there was additional notice of

12   hearing on May 24th with more boilerplate on

13   public comments.  And then there was a notice of

14   written exceptions and oral argument on -- what

15   did I say?  It was May.  That was May, also May

16   18th, and again more boilerplate on public

17   comment.

18                  Then notice June 13th, stay of

19   proceeding cancellation.  At that point the

20   Authority has issued a proposed final decision

21   that the application is no longer right.  So the

22   Authority is not going to restart the clock.  So

23   the clock stops at that point.  The Authority

24   hereby stays the docket active on the date of the

25   filing and the amended agreement press release
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 1   pending final solution of the resolution of the

 2   issue set forth in the proposed final decision.

 3                  On 5/10 -- oh, no.  I'm sorry.  Oh,

 4   wait.  I'm sorry.  So I've been reading some of

 5   the docket things.  5/10, so we're still in May.

 6   PURA prefers that documents be filed with the

 7   Authority's executive secretary in electronic form

 8   along with one paper copy.

 9                  The date and time of the filing

10   shall be the date and time the Authority first

11   receives a complete electronic version of the

12   paper version, and the required number of paper

13   copies.  Otherwise specify -- unless otherwise

14   specified, filings are due by 4:30 p.m. on or

15   before the court required date.

16                  If the complete electronic version

17   of the filing is submitted through the Authority's

18   web filing system only one paper version of the

19   filing is generally required.  Then we get -- the

20   next notice is a schedule, a notice of a hearing

21   scheduled for eight -- the docket is eight-two.

22   Right?  This is eight-one.

23                  Letters will be accepted, blah,

24   blah, more boilerplate.  Notice of hearing, a

25   notice of cancellation.  The limited -- with a new
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 1   hearing.  The limited purpose of this hearing,

 2   which I think was in September, will be to receive

 3   public comments and address any scheduling

 4   procedural or administrative matters.

 5                  The hearing previously scheduled

 6   for September 5th is hereby canceled.  The

 7   Authority will schedule additional hearing dates

 8   to review the joint application.  Letters will be

 9   accepted from the members of the public, et

10   cetera.

11                  Then PURA encourages electronic

12   filings.  More on this.  Only one paper version of

13   the filing is usually required.  Notice of request

14   for written comments.  Okay?  People are asked to

15   comment and this is -- again this is on August 1,

16   I guess.

17                  And people are invited to comment

18   and in this -- and this is somewhere in here.  In

19   this -- I think it's the one where the 4 p.m.

20   deadline is given, and I gather that that was a

21   deadline for intervening, which may be the only --

22   so that was the next to last announcement.

23                  How are people supposed to follow

24   this?  How are they supposed to know if they're

25   deadlines or they're not deadlines?  We have, you
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 1   know, a string of messages or postings that say

 2   the comment period will be open and there will be

 3   lots of hearings.  Don't worry about it.

 4                  And then before that hearing, I

 5   think it was about three weeks ago with the 4 p.m.

 6   deadline someone called me and said, oh, there's a

 7   deadline.  I have to do something.

 8                  I said, whoa.  No.  I hear from

 9   PURA that it will just go on forever.

10                  No, they said.  This is a hearing

11   on proceedings and we have to file and maybe we

12   can make it, and that deadline may have been

13   extended.  It's extremely confusing.  It's

14   difficult to know where we are in the docket.  We

15   have a water plan that addresses everything, but

16   the question of who do we want owning all our

17   utilities?  What's the pattern of ownership and

18   management that we're aiming for in Connecticut?

19   Do we want regional systems?  Do we want private

20   systems?  What do we want?

21                  We're just sort of waiting for

22   things to happen and then the public, even when

23   they're trying gets hit with notice after notice

24   after notice, and very little explanation of how

25   they can make their voices heard, really heard as
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 1   opposed to, okay.  All your letters will be filed

 2   with the secretary at PURA, at that's it.

 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, Margaret I'm

 4   going to put on my PURA hat for a second, and not

 5   Chairman of the Water Planning Council -- is that

 6   we function like a Court, as you know.  And this

 7   is a very complex case that has come before us and

 8   the reason you're seeing -- most cases that come

 9   in are pretty straightforward in terms of your

10   beginning dates, your start dates.  You have your

11   hearing.  You have your time to intervene.  We're

12   pretty flexible with interveners.

13                  I know that Connecticut Fund for

14   the Environment has been granted intervenor

15   status.  Others have been granted intervenor.  You

16   and I talked a little bit, you could have been

17   granted, but it's a lot of work when you're

18   interveners, as you know.  And you have to have

19   the resources to do that.

20                  But this has taken us a little bit

21   longer because the company was submitting a

22   different type of applications and proposals to

23   us.  So every time they do that we have to revise

24   our schedules and look at when our hearing is

25   going to be held, and that kind of thing.
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 1                  So believe me, having been around

 2   here for some time when people see that there's a

 3   hearing that they want to be involved in, as we

 4   did when we had the tree trimming docket in

 5   Hamden, Connecticut, we had 400 people there.  So

 6   they knew, and they were heard.  And anytime we

 7   have -- we have coordinators.  Laura Lupoli is

 8   assigned.

 9                  Laura, you were assigned to that.

10   Right?  Sitting right there.  She'll walk you

11   through the whole process.  And we're trying to

12   make our computer system -- Mr. Neeley, aren't we

13   trying to make our computer system more business

14   friendly, consumer friendly right now?

15                  MR. NEELEY:  Absolutely.

16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We're working

17   on it right now.

18                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  I mean, I am

19   aware of that and I have been aware of that effort

20   for the last couple of years you have been working

21   on that.  You know, the previous acquisition I

22   thought the key elements were not analyzed.  A

23   power company, a power utility has needs for

24   cooling water.  It has hydro power interests.

25                  And the actual implications of the
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 1   acquisition I don't think we discussed.  And I

 2   have to say, I haven't met anyone who thought it

 3   was a good idea, but 99 percent of the customers

 4   involved didn't know it was happening.

 5                  So as I say, we're trying in this

 6   one where we haven't taken a position, but we're

 7   trying to at least get the public involved.  And

 8   you say 400 people spoke.  Well, what weight does

 9   that have?

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It has weight.  I

11   mean, when we have our hearings you can come to as

12   many hearings as you want and I'll put you at the

13   top of the list when you walk in.  And you can

14   talk and you can tell us what you feel about the

15   case.  I mean, you don't necessarily have to be an

16   intervener to do that.  You can come in.  So --

17                  MARGARET MINER:  Well, if it

18   operates like a court there are different levels

19   of evidence, and I'm not sure myself and I don't

20   think it's clear on the website what weight will

21   be given to different types of evidence, and does

22   it make a difference if you have 300 people on a

23   point as opposed to 3?

24                  It probably does, but that isn't,

25   you know, that's very vague under the process.  So
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 1   perhaps this can be clearer as we go along and the

 2   public -- and there might be more discussion of

 3   the implication for the water planning impact on

 4   the resource as part of the discussion of the

 5   acquisition.

 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Point well noted.  I

 7   mean, this case -- and again, you have three

 8   commissioners that sit and hear the evidence.  And

 9   you hear from the companies.  You hear from the

10   Office of Consumer Counsel.  You hear from the

11   Connecticut Fund For the Environment.  And you

12   hear from anybody else that has become part of the

13   proceeding.  Rob or somebody from his office will

14   be transcribing it, and based upon the evidence we

15   come up with a recommendation moving forward.  It

16   could go one way or the other.

17                  MARGARET MINER:  I can only say

18   that the last acquisition hearing did not inspire

19   confidence that the relevant issues were all going

20   to be examined and weighed and discussed.  I

21   thought -- although the comment period was open

22   forever, there were like three comments and it

23   zipped right through.

24                  And a lot of times the comments

25   that people need to look at before they can
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 1   comment.  Like you know, where are the filings?

 2   Where are the interrogatories?  They will come in

 3   the same morning as the deadline for commenting.

 4                  So the public, unless they happen

 5   to know, you know, one of the lawyers that will be

 6   sitting there going through the papers, they don't

 7   get to see the material they're supposed to be

 8   commenting on until the deadline is almost upon

 9   them.

10                  And that's fairly often, and that's

11   certainly -- I remember -- I don't think any of

12   the agencies commented in the previous Eversource

13   case, which I think is odd for a big water case,

14   but the AG's comment I think came in the final

15   morning.  So people might have benefited.  The

16   public might have benefited from being able to

17   read the State's position and the AG's position,

18   the information that was being offered, but it's

19   not available in time to comment.  So you

20   understand my complaint?

21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I certainly do.

22                  MARGARET MINER:  Thank you.

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.

24                  Any other public comment?  Yes,

25   Alicea?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just to be clear,

 2   I'm taking off my advisory group hat and I'm

 3   putting on the other two or three.

 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sure.

 5                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  First of all, I'd

 6   like to thank the Water Planning Council for their

 7   response on the executive order from the Governor.

 8   I think it's very important that we don't let the

 9   money and the time invested in the consensus-based

10   recommendations wait until we can get all of our

11   legislators to decide to approve our state water

12   plan.

13                  So thank you.  We're very excited

14   about the ability to actually utilize the plan and

15   the recommendations in it.

16                  And second of all, I have to echo

17   Margaret's concerns.  In the last CEQ meeting we

18   were trying to figure out what was going to happen

19   when on this acquisition, and it was very

20   difficult to tell from a lot of the notifications

21   that came out.

22                  So just for some rarity on my part

23   process-wise we have until the end of the month.

24   Correct?  To -- at this time to submit comment,

25   the public and anyone else?
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Even longer, I

 2   believe.  Nick, Laura, even longer?  They can go

 3   longer than that.  Right?

 4                  MS. LUPOLI:  Yeah.  I mean, you

 5   could file comments that go in the docket at any

 6   time.

 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right to the end of

 8   it.  I mean, you can file comments right until the

 9   end, until I bang the gavel down and say, the

10   hearing is closed.  That can go on for a while.

11                  MS. LUPOLI:  We generally have

12   deadlines when we issue a notice for comment,

13   which goes out to the participants and parties.

14   That will have a specific deadline.

15                  For a public comment you can write

16   into us and it will go in the file, just like the

17   Chairman said, at any time throughout the docket.

18                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  And

19   Margaret had a lot of very good questions in the

20   comments that she submitted.  They are questions

21   that are on a lot of people's minds.  Will there

22   be an opportunity for any of that to be answered

23   before the public comment period closes?

24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Those questions can

25   be addressed at hearings.  Yes.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  Thank you.

 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And as I said

 3   earlier, the Connecticut Fund for the Environment

 4   is -- they're interveners and they're, I'm sure,

 5   going to be representing everyone quite well.

 6                  All right.  Anything, anyone else?

 7

 8                  (No response.)

 9

10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If there's no one

11   else, our next meeting is October 2nd.  I will be

12   away, but I will call in.  So maybe the

13   undersecretary could chair the meeting and I'll do

14   it remotely, but we'll have the agenda.  I don't

15   want to reschedule -- as Lori did today I'll call

16   in.  Anything else to come before us?

17

18                  (No response.)

19

20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori, safe travels.

21   Maybe Lori has left already.  Motion to adjourn?

22                  DAVID KALIFA:  Seconded.

23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?

24                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The meeting is
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 1   adjourned.  Thank you all very much.

 2

 3                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings

 4   were concluded at 2:51 p.m.)

 5
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 2
 3
 4                  STATE OF CONNECTICUT
 5               DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND
 6                ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
 7         PUBLIC UTILITIES REGULATORY AUTHORITY
 8
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10
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15
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 1   A p p e a r a n c e s:
 2   WATER PLANNING COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT:
 3        LORI MATHIEU  (via telephone)
 4        BETSEY WINGFIELD
 5        DAVID KALAFA
 6
 7   ALSO PRESENT:
 8        JOHN HUDAK
 9        ALICEA CHARAMUT
10        JOSHUA CANSLER
11        MICHAEL DEITZ
12
13   WPC Staff:
14        LAURA LUPOLI
15        NICK NEELEY
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  We'll call
 2   this meeting of the Water Planning Council for
 3   Tuesday, September 11, 2018, to order.
 4                  The first order of business is the
 5   approval of the August 7, 2018, transcript.
 6                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved.
 7                  DAVID KALIFA:  Second.
 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Motion made and
 9   seconded.
10                  Lori, did you hear that?
11                  LORI MATHIEU:  I could barely hear
12   what was said.  Sorry.
13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We just made a
14   motion and seconded it to approve the transcript
15   in a previous meeting.  Can you hear us better
16   now?
17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yes, I can.  I can
18   hear you.
19                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  All those in
20   favor signify by saying, aye.
21                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The transcript is
23   approved.
24                  Who else is on the phone, by the
25   way, so we have it for our -- we have Lori Mathieu
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 1   from the Water Planning Council.  Who else is
 2   joining us on the phone, please?
 3                  BRIAN HURLBURT:  Brian Hurlburt
 4   From the Connecticut Farm Bureau Association.
 5                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  This is Kirk
 6   Westphal from Kleinfelder.
 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello, Kirk.  How
 8   are you?
 9                  KIRK WESTPHAL:  Good.  How are you?
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Good thanks.
11                  Anyone else?
12                  MARTHA SMITH:  Martha Smith from
13   Rivers Alliance.
14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Anyone else?
15
16                     (No response.)
17
18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.
19                  The next item on the agenda is
20   correspondence received.  You know, as my
21   colleagues on the Council know, we received a
22   letter from the Connecticut Waterworks Association
23   on the state water plan from Betsy Gara, who's
24   Executive Director, relative to the implementation
25   of the plan.  And I have responded to that on
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 1   behalf of the Council, and it will all be on our
 2   website.  It has it on there for people to review.
 3                  Who joined us?
 4                  BETSY GARA:  Betsy Gara, CWWA.
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Betsy Gara.  Hello,
 6   Betsy Gara.
 7                  BETSY GARA:  I'm driving in, but
 8   I'm running late.
 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  The next item
10   on the agenda is the discussion of a September 4th
11   e-mail from Virginia de Lima regarding WPC
12   minutes.
13                  It's come to our attention that
14   this Ms. de Lima would like us to have the minutes
15   more -- what?
16                  What would you like?
17                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Regular minutes.
18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  What is
19   better than us -- we pay this gentleman very well
20   to come here and take sentence by sentence
21   documentation of this.  So --
22                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'll give you a
23   specific example.  At the last Water Planning
24   Council advisory group meeting the discussion came
25   up, well, what did the Water Planning Council say?
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 1   Did they vote on this?  Did they decide this?  Did
 2   they tell us what the next steps -- and those of
 3   us that had been at the last meeting were sort of
 4   saying, oh, I don't remember.
 5                  And if we had normal minutes the
 6   way Gail used to take before we had the
 7   transcription, somebody could have flipped and
 8   quickly said, oh, yes.  This is what they said --
 9   but none of us could really remember clearly how
10   the discussion had gone at the meeting.
11                  And even if the official transcript
12   were available to find it in that moment, it would
13   have been very difficult.  Whereas when we had
14   minutes that were maybe two or three pages long we
15   could have checked to see what kinds of decisions
16   or guidance you had given us.
17                  JOHN HUDAK:  And Virginia did run
18   this by Alicea and I, and we both supported it.  I
19   think having a concise summary of what was decided
20   is very helpful.
21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We can't win in this
22   game.  Well, then why doesn't somebody from your
23   group take minutes in here?  Why doesn't somebody
24   from your group take minutes?
25                  I mean, I like having an official
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 1   transcriber that we, PURA, pays for and it becomes
 2   part of the official record in the Water Planning
 3   Council meetings.
 4                  LORI MATHIEU:  Jack, this is Lori.
 5   If I might?  I agree with you.  I like the
 6   transcript -- because, Virginia, you may not
 7   recall this, but there was a time when the meeting
 8   minutes weren't capturing everybody's words
 9   appropriately.
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's right.
11                  LORI MATHIEU:  So there was a
12   concern there.  So I really appreciate PURA's, you
13   know, having a transcriber.  I think it's very
14   important to the process, and as we move forward I
15   think we want to keep that.
16                  But maybe there needs to be some
17   sort of summary that gets completed, but just of
18   the major decisions of what, you know, because I
19   would agree it would be nice to have a summary,
20   but not a word-for-word summary.
21                  Something that is usable
22   immediately after the meeting would be a help, but
23   who does it and who writes it becomes the
24   question.  And it has to be just word for word.
25   It can't be what somebody thinks somebody said.
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 1   So because it has to be fairly accurate that's why
 2   I like the transcription.
 3                  So I don't have the answer for you,
 4   but I don't want the transcriber to go away.  I
 5   think that's very important.
 6                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I'm not
 7   proposing that the transcriber go away.
 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You can get a copy
 9   of this transcript and go through it prior to your
10   meetings.  There's nothing --
11                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Can I say that
12   outside of my activities within the advisory group
13   I have gone to both the minutes and the transcript
14   and found them both helpful as an involved citizen
15   in this process.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I just can't -- I
17   cannot justify having a transcriber and a person
18   here taking minutes personally.  That's my --
19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So maybe the
20   middle ground here is -- because I understand
21   where you're coming from, Jack.  Maybe what we
22   should do is document those formal actions that
23   the Water Planning Council takes.  I don't know
24   whether the transcriber could potentially pull
25   those out in terms of formal actions where there's
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 1   actually a vote, so where the language becomes
 2   very important or could be highlighted in the
 3   transcript.
 4                  That's actually the point where
 5   we've made an affirmative decision and are moving
 6   forward on something based on the vote, and to
 7   highlight those.  But that should have very little
 8   interpretation to it and shouldn't require
 9   additional resources for me to get there.
10                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  There are staff
11   members from each of the agencies who attend these
12   meetings, and in the past it was Gail who was
13   attending these meetings and taking notes at the
14   same time and making those available to people,
15   just like Bruce Wittchen takes meeting notes from
16   the advisory group meetings.
17                  And as DEEP did when we had the
18   policy workgroup and the science and technical
19   workgroup, the agencies each took responsibility
20   for doing minutes of those meetings and it was
21   very, very helpful.
22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to
23   weigh in on this?
24                  THE REPORTER:  Just one suggestion.
25   I know in court and for the late-file exhibits
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 1   that's just an addendum, that's added.  I could
 2   easily put in a vote tally.  That's something very
 3   easy, and would be fine if you'd like, if that
 4   would be acceptable.
 5                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The situation
 6   that I mentioned in terms of the Water Planning
 7   Council advisory group trying to remember the
 8   discussion, it was specifically around the
 9   implementation workgroup.
10                  I suppose if that kind of a summary
11   did not include a decision we would then surmise
12   that no decision was reached.  It was where you
13   were heading.  Were you telling us that you needed
14   more information?  Were you saying that you just
15   weren't ready to work on it?  That was the
16   question that was coming up.
17                  And if you had thrown it back to us
18   and asked us to give you more information, that
19   was missed.  And if that indeed had been the case
20   we failed.
21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  What was the
22   specific topic, Virginia?
23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  The
24   implementation workgroup.
25                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  And what about
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 1   it?
 2                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We -- the
 3   advisory group was wondering what guidance you had
 4   given us, what next steps the advisory should be
 5   taking, or the implementation workgroup that was
 6   coming up with a structure, what the next steps
 7   were that you expected us to do.
 8                  JOHN HUDAK:  I would attribute part
 9   of the confusion to back-to-back vacations on part
10   of the cochairs as well.  So that led to a
11   continuity problem.
12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So Virginia, was
13   that not clear when you read the transcript?
14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I did not read
15   the transcript, because it came up in the meeting
16   and I didn't have the transcript available.  And
17   it would have been a lot to read through in the
18   meeting.
19                  LORI MATHIEU:  Is it a sense of
20   timing then that maybe your meeting should be
21   timed to assure that you have access to the
22   transcript, that you should read the transcript
23   before your meeting so that you're well aware of
24   what was said.
25                  I mean again, it's word for word.
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 1   It's not anybody's interpretation of what was said
 2   because that was happening in the past, and I
 3   would not want that to happen again.
 4                  I enjoy the transcript as it's
 5   clear.  It is what we said, and maybe as a Water
 6   Planning Council member maybe we just need to be
 7   more clear at the very end when we do take a vote,
 8   what are we voting on, what are we saying?  Here's
 9   the vote, and then repeat it for the record.
10   Maybe that could be, you know, where decisions are
11   made we could repeat it for the record and make
12   sure it's clear in the transcript.  Maybe that
13   might help.
14                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be
15   helpful.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I think Rob -- and
17   why don't we try this.  I think Rob's suggestion
18   that we kind of handle things like that as we do
19   with the hearing like as our late files which is
20   our whole addendum, action items, if you will.  We
21   can make a conscious effort to do that with the
22   transcript.
23                  VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That would be
24   helpful.
25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And we'll see how
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 1   that -- does that sound okay?
 2                  LORI MATHIEU:  I like that.
 3                  DAVID KALIFA:  David.  So that's a
 4   decision point we have to --
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So a decision point,
 6   Rob, that will be late file number -- I'm just
 7   kidding, but that somehow we can highlight what we
 8   just said.  Okay.
 9                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And on our part
10   we will be sure to ask for clarification if we
11   feel that it might have been -- that we were
12   unclear as to whether a decision was made by a
13   consensus.
14                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And thank you for
15   that.  That's a good point and that's right.  You
16   can, as we go along, kind of be our backup to make
17   sure we get it reflected within the transcript
18   itself.  So thank you for that.  All right.  Thank
19   you.
20
21                  (Action item noted in index.)
22
23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So next on the
24   agenda, we're pleased to -- Lori, would you like
25   to introduce our guest speaker?
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sure.  Sure.  Mike,
 2   I'm really sorry that I can't be there.  So Mike
 3   Dietz, Professor, Dr. Mike Dietz is the new
 4   Executive Director of the Institute of Water
 5   Resources.  And for many years we at the health
 6   department have worked with Mike and enjoy working
 7   with him and his expertise.
 8                  And now in the executive director
 9   role, we held a recent Institute of Water
10   Resources' board and gained -- and Mike is trying
11   to expand and think more broadly about the role
12   and the mission of the institute, and how that
13   institute could grow into other areas.
14                  And also then I thought at the last
15   board meeting that he could come present on the
16   institute and what the mission is up to the Water
17   Planning Council.  And now that we have a state
18   water plan, that we're moving forward with the
19   implementation, that it would be a good time to
20   learn what the institute does and how we could
21   possibly work together in the future.
22                  So I asked Mike to come present and
23   I'd really love to hear your presentation, Mike,
24   and thank you for being there.
25                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Okay.  Great.
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 1   Thank you, Lori.  So it seems like this may be a
 2   little more clear cut than the first item on the
 3   agenda.  It's just a simple presentation, but if
 4   there are questions, I'm happy to answer.
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  And you
 6   have a PowerPoint to go with it.  Right?
 7                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Yes.
 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  We
 9   appreciate you being here.
10                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  My pleasure.  So
11   just a very brief background on the institute
12   itself.  Many of you probably are familiar with
13   the institute, or at least the previous director
14   who was involved with the state water planning
15   process.
16                  But the institute is part of a
17   national network of institutes from all of the
18   states that were funded by the Water Resources
19   Research Act of 1964.  So I'm not going to go to
20   the website, but there is a website that has
21   information about the entire program and how the
22   national institute funds the individual states.
23                  Just very briefly about me.  I took
24   over, as Lori said, this past January for Glenn
25   Warner who was the previous director for a number
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 1   of years.  And Glenn was involved with the process
 2   as you are aware.
 3                  I have been an extension educator
 4   at the university since 2010, and have worked on
 5   issues related to stormwater runoff, low impact
 6   development, green stormwater infrastructure, and
 7   more recently road salt impacts to surface water
 8   and into groundwaters.
 9                  So I have a few different hats that
10   I wear.  So I work for the Center for Land Use
11   Education and Research at UConn, part of the
12   Department of Extension, and also the Connecticut
13   NEMO, or Nonpoint Education for Municipal
14   Officials.  So we have a long history of working
15   with the municipalities in the state on issues
16   related to water.  And I also spent many years at
17   UConn as a student as well prior to 2010 both as
18   an undergrad and graduate programs.
19                  So we have a whopping staff of two
20   at the Connecticut Institute of Water Resources.
21   So it's myself and James Herd as my Associate
22   Director.  So it's really nice to have someone
23   there to transition me.  It's easy to, you know,
24   get all the fanfare.  Yay.  Yeah, you're the
25   director now, but then comes all the
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 1   behind-the-scene stuff that, you know, working
 2   with the budgets and other things I'll talk
 3   briefly about.
 4                  So James has been great for me for
 5   this transition and he really does handle a lot of
 6   that behind-that-scenes stuff that helps me to be
 7   able to think more broadly about where we want the
 8   institute to go.
 9                  So our simple mission is total
10   concern with all aspects of Connecticut's water
11   resources, the use, the preservation and the
12   proper management.  Okay?  That's the big picture.
13                  Some of our practical goals that we
14   like to talk about, we like to educate and train
15   future water scientists.  So that's a big part of
16   what we do.  And as an extension educator I was
17   actually the recipient of a couple of different
18   awards where we funded graduate students who do
19   research.  They're now working in various places,
20   agencies around the Northeast.  So it's been a
21   nice pipeline for that sort of training.
22                  We fund research that addresses
23   current water issues in the state.  So we give out
24   about $60,000 annually as part of our RFP process.
25   Our RFP for this year just came out.  So that's
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 1   available.  I can point anyone to that if they're
 2   interested.
 3                  And also the last practical goal
 4   that I'll list is translating the results to water
 5   managers, but also the public.  So I think we've
 6   been pretty good about getting our message out to
 7   managers, as I'll talk about in a second.  We have
 8   several on our advisory committee.  But the
 9   getting our message out, or the messages about
10   water in the state to the public is something that
11   we I don't think have done such a good job on in
12   the past.
13                  So our advisory committee has
14   representatives from water companies around the
15   state, from academia, from DEEP, and also from
16   DPH.  And historically we've had some nonprofit
17   representation and we're hoping to expand that in
18   the near future as well with Alicea.  She has
19   agreed to serve on the committee as well.  So
20   we'll be announcing that to the rest of our
21   committee in the next few days.
22                  So again, as I mentioned before, we
23   select research proposals to fund annually as part
24   of our RFP process, and that the advisory
25   committee also helps to guide the activities of
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 1   the institute.
 2                  So just a few recently funded
 3   research projects for this past year -- all three
 4   of these awards actually happen to be to
 5   researchers at the University of Connecticut.
 6   It's not always the case.  There are others from
 7   other institutions that have been funded, but you
 8   can see the issues that have been supported here.
 9                  So nitrogen and phosphorus leeching
10   from compost amended lawns, iron and organic
11   matter in relation to bioavailability.  So
12   nutrient metal interactions, and also in other
13   research projects and road salts looking at
14   influences on wetlands.
15                  As research has been related -- or
16   targeted at topics of concern, emerging
17   contaminants, pharmaceuticals, metals, E. coli.
18   Road salt has been a popular topic since it's such
19   a big issue in the State and will continue to be a
20   big issue here.
21                  Stormwater low-impact development
22   issues, that's some of the stuff that I had worked
23   on.  Nutrients, hypoxia -- and also this is one
24   that doesn't get a lot of attention, but the
25   societal and social interactions when it comes to
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 1   water issues.
 2                  So you know, I have often told
 3   students that I have that we could solve all of
 4   our water problems today technically.  We know how
 5   to fix our water problems.  We stop putting
 6   pollutants in the water.  It's pretty easy, but
 7   those societal interactions, that social piece is
 8   really critical because that's where we hit the
 9   stumbling blocks about how to make improvements in
10   our water.
11                  And some of those past research, or
12   all the ones passed this past year are available
13   on our website at this link here.
14                  So recent changes to our website.
15   So we paid someone in the Center for Land Use
16   Education Research this past year to go through
17   our website, give it a fresh look, add some
18   features.  So we do have that available at this
19   point.  It was just done this summer.
20                  Another topic, obviously as I
21   mentioned, Glenn Warner was involved with the
22   development of the plan and a few places in the
23   plan as, you know, reading over the executive
24   summary recently, the relevant recommendations in
25   the plan our partnerships with Sustainable CT
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 1   colleges and universities to address informational
 2   and analytical needs.  So I'll just mention that a
 3   couple of my colleagues, actually Chet Arnold and
 4   Dave Dixon are involved with evaluating some of
 5   the applications to Sustainable CT.  So for those
 6   who aren't aware of what that is, it's towns
 7   basically getting a certification showing that
 8   they are acting in a sustainable manner when it
 9   comes to water issues.
10                  And also another one is implement a
11   water quality testing and reporting system for
12   private wells.  So this is called out in the water
13   plan as well.  And so this is something that is a
14   big issue for me, some of my colleagues.  So Gary
15   Robbins, many of you may know Gary Robbins at the
16   University.  This has been on his radar for quite
17   a long time to have a better inventory of our
18   wells and where they are, and various
19   characteristics.
20                  So I -- you know, kind of unrelated
21   here -- just two weeks ago I asked James to add a
22   section to our website, a section for Connecticut
23   residents highlighting where to get their water
24   tested.  So I sent them -- or, you know, whoever
25   is going to read it, that's the issue, is getting
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 1   people to the site -- but highlighting the
 2   importance of getting your well water tested.
 3                  And other places, linkages on the
 4   plan where IWR has some expertise or context, the
 5   land use and water quality and quantity management
 6   section.  So low-impact development, green
 7   stormwater infrastructure is called out in there,
 8   and I do have some expertise in that.  Groundwater
 9   is called out in that.  Again, Gary Robbins, I
10   worked very closely with him.
11                  And then on the education side,
12   too, the outreach and public engagement.  I have,
13   you know, that's part of what I do at the
14   University, a big part of what I do at the
15   University is get this information out to the
16   public.  So I'll talk more about that in just a
17   second.
18                  So future directions.  Part of what
19   I've been trying to do is increase the visibility
20   of IWR, first of all, at UConn and around the
21   state.  So making just the people who are in the
22   field here more aware of what we do.  So this is
23   why -- part of why Lori asked me to come today.
24                  Assisting in some way with the
25   state water plan priorities.  So again, it's a
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 1   staff of, you know, James and me.  And I'm doing
 2   another full-time job as the rest of the day.  So
 3   I can't go out and go across the state and
 4   implement these new strategies, these things that
 5   are called on in the state water plan, but perhaps
 6   through some of the linkages I have with the
 7   programs that we already have in place there are
 8   ways that we can work together on this to, you
 9   know, kill two birds with one stone.  So just
10   something that has come up in discussions.
11                  I would also like to increase the
12   funding that we have available through the
13   institute to do more research in the state.  So
14   you know, $60,000 a year is okay.  We've done an
15   amazing amount of work with that in the past.  It
16   becomes a little difficult because there's a
17   two-to-one match requirement for these funds
18   through the federal government.  That can be a
19   little problematic for some folks.  So I'm trying
20   to get some more funding available for research
21   that doesn't have those sticky points.
22                  And lastly, to increase the
23   interaction with the citizens of the state.  So
24   again, this is part of what we're called to do
25   from the Water Resources Research Act, the
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 1   original documentation.  Most people don't know
 2   much about water issues at all in the state.  They
 3   certainly don't know about the institute.
 4                  Maybe they've heard a little bit
 5   about the state water plan through the governor's
 6   recent action with, you know, what they did just a
 7   couple of months ago here.  Maybe they heard that
 8   on the news, but that's probably about all they've
 9   heard.
10                  So I think the average person
11   really does need to know more about what's going
12   on.  I know what my family talks about at the
13   dinner table on Thanksgiving.  They know I do
14   something with water, but most of them really
15   don't know that much about what I do either.
16                  So I want to make that change, and
17   again it's just me and another person.  I can't do
18   it all myself, but perhaps we can talk about ways
19   to make that happen, and that's it.
20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much,
21   Mike.
22                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  You're welcome.
23   Happy to answer questions from anyone.
24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Questions from the
25   Council or questions from the audience?  Yes,
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 1   David?
 2                  DAVID RADKA:  David Radka,
 3   Connecticut Water Company.  By way of disclosure
 4   I'm an advisory board member to the institute and
 5   have been for probably 20 years now.  It's
 6   woefully --
 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  If somebody is
 8   speaking I can't hear them.
 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Come right up and
10   sit down so we can have Lori hear you.
11                  DAVID RADKA:  Howdy, Lori.  Dave
12   Radka here.  I just wanted to say that it is an
13   under utilized resource that we've pointed to for
14   a long time and struggled with, how do we get the
15   State to really support the institute?
16                  They've done wonderful work with
17   very limited resources, not only the number of
18   personnel, but the funding that they receive or
19   don't receive which is primarily through the USGS
20   program.
21                  The other thing I want to say is --
22   so if there's any way you all can support it, but
23   we also have the ability to do targeted RFPs.
24   We've done it once in my experience with the
25   institute, and that was when the Water Planning
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 1   Council -- we tried to move forward with, I
 2   believe it was the allocation process.
 3                  And so we did an RFP one year where
 4   we said, this is all -- we really are interested
 5   in it, and we entertained proposals for that
 6   specific topic and were awarded a grant on the
 7   basis of that.  So if there are items that you all
 8   think should be prioritized it's something I'm
 9   sure the institute would consider doing again as a
10   targeted RFP.
11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, David.
12                  Anyone else?
13                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.
14   So thank you for bringing that up.  So you know,
15   myself and David -- there's a number of people
16   probably in the audience that are members of the
17   board.  I know Betsey, you have two staff members
18   from DEEP.  There's a gentleman from fisheries, a
19   gentleman from your branch.
20                  So when we started talking to Mike
21   in the last board meeting, what David Radka just
22   mentioned is exactly the type of ideas that we
23   could come up with, targeted issues and items that
24   we would want some assistance with, and that's the
25   kind of ideas that we hoped would come of this
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 1   discussion and learning from Mike and what he
 2   does.
 3                  But also, Mike, there's a great
 4   connection to your students at the university.
 5   And you know, I don't think we use our students
 6   enough in our state, whether it's UConn or Yale,
 7   or Quinnipiac or Fairfield.  I think we need help
 8   and we don't have enough horsepower amongst
 9   ourselves to do everything, but I think in some
10   way, Mike, that you could help us think through
11   how we could link better with students in
12   internships.
13                  We have no money, but we certainly
14   have a lot of interest in water and the students
15   are wonderful to work with, and maybe there's some
16   projects that we could have students work on.
17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
18                  Any further comments?
19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think to just
20   add to what Lori said, and as a former board
21   member, I think Glenn Warner was really
22   instrumental in many of the things that the Water
23   Planning Council did especially about water
24   allocation and sort of instream flow.
25                  I think one of the things that Mike
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 1   brings to this, which is incredibly powerful, is
 2   his connection to extension and the work that DEEP
 3   has done with CLEAR and NEMO to really be
 4   educating municipal officials.  We're working with
 5   you guys on a big stormwater project right now,
 6   but sort of there's a lot of threads that need to
 7   come together to actually get some forward and
 8   address some of the challenges that we have.
 9                  If you had a research component to
10   it with the extension component to it, it can be
11   quite powerful.  I think the question is, where do
12   we find the money, Mike, which is the big
13   challenge.
14                  But I appreciate Lori inviting Mike
15   in.  I think it makes a lot of sense as we look at
16   implementation steps to identify ones that might
17   be suitable to partner, especially if we can sort
18   of get a triumvirate going between the institute
19   and the Water Planning Council to really move the
20   ball.
21                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Thanks, Betsey.
22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Mike, I think
23   raised a very good point in terms of people's
24   awareness.  It seems like as much as we try, as we
25   put together this plan we did have many hearings
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 1   and stakeholder groups throughout the state of
 2   Connecticut, but as hard as we tried it's still
 3   difficult -- unless you're without water.  Once
 4   you're without water, without electricity, then
 5   people think about it.
 6                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  That's right.
 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  But I think that you
 8   should very much be a part of the whole
 9   implementation process of this.  So we really
10   appreciate you being here today and we'll look
11   forward to working with you.
12                  LORI MATHIEU:  So just as a point
13   from Virginia, why don't we come up with some
14   action items that we could work on.
15                  One, I would like the board, you
16   know, Mike, at your next meeting maybe to think of
17   ideas and to think up more about what Betsey
18   mentioned about using and working with the
19   extension on land use and some of the issues that
20   we have identified as priorities in the state
21   water plan.
22                  And then, I, you know, near and
23   dear to my heart are the students and I think that
24   there's a lot to be had there without -- very
25   little money, that there could be work done
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 1   working with students and interns.
 2                  So Mike, I guess there's a couple
 3   things I would like to have you think about -- are
 4   those two things.  Now work with student
 5   internships as well as at the next board meeting
 6   think about what projects the institute could work
 7   on together to implement important items under the
 8   state water plan.
 9                  MICHAEL DEITZ:  Sounds good.
10   Thanks, Lori.
11                  LORI MATHIEU:  Thank you, Mike.
12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So Rob, we've got
13   that as action items.  Thank you.
14
15                  (Action item noted in index.)
16
17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Moving to the
18   state water plan implementation update -- I'm
19   going to go kind of in sequence here with the
20   Water Planning Council advisory group in terms
21   of -- first, let's start with your nominating
22   committee report, and then we'll move to the
23   implementation.
24                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Before we get
25   there, Jack, before we sort of get to WPCAG, I
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 1   just wanted to update the Council.  We have
 2   reached out to the members who are going to help
 3   us from diversion reporting, and we are now having
 4   a dutiful -- for a meeting that's either going to
 5   be at the end of September or the beginning of
 6   October.  So we're moving forward with that piece.
 7   We appreciate the Council's support and will keep
 8   you posted as we move forward.
 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Because before we
10   know it our reporting deadline is going to be
11   here.
12                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Right, and I
13   know we're going to get to the drought plan and
14   old business, but that was part of the
15   implementation piece, too.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.  We can do
17   it now.  Let's do it now.
18                  DAVID KALIFA:  Okay.  We'll do that
19   now.  Thanks.
20                  So prior to this meeting we
21   distributed an almost final draft of the updated
22   interim update to the drought plan that I guess
23   has been -- being worked on for long before I was
24   on the Water Planning Council.  So it's been a
25   several-year effort.
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 1                  Since distributing it for
 2   discussion and possibly action on it today there
 3   have been a couple of more -- comments that have
 4   come in, particularly from DPH that we feel need
 5   to be addressed and discussed and worked on.
 6                  So without going into great detail
 7   what the comments were, unless Lori, you'd like to
 8   do that I would recommend that we have the state
 9   agency drought working group meet again to discuss
10   those comments and how they're going to be handled
11   in this draft, and once that is done redistribute
12   the draft plan to the Water Planning Council and
13   others for consideration.
14                  LORI MATHIEU:  David, this is Lori.
15   Thank you for that.  I would appreciate having
16   that meeting.  I believe that having the agencies
17   together to speak to our comments, which has been
18   brought up in the past essentially -- we have a
19   number of minor comments, but one of the biggest
20   comments out there is the concern that we had of
21   the '16/'17 drought where we had water utilities
22   that had trigger levels that were different than
23   what the Governor was saying.
24                  And so we have some ideas about how
25   to address that, and we would need the input from
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 1   all of the committee and all of the agencies, and
 2   specifically I believe emergency management -- and
 3   Brenda Bergeron and her team, we should have a
 4   detailed discussion on how to work on that
 5   together.
 6                  So I appreciate having that meeting
 7   and I appreciate you considering our comments.
 8                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think
 9   that's fine.  I just do think that this is
10   something that we should be able to get over the
11   finish line this fall.  So I'd encourage us to
12   have that meeting as soon as we can to bring it
13   back hopefully in October.
14                  Is that a reasonable timeframe,
15   David?
16                  DAVID KALIFA:  I agree we should do
17   it as quickly as possible.  It would be preferred
18   if we could do it in October, but certainly if not
19   October, November at the latest.  So let's aim for
20   October and hopefully the agency working group can
21   meet that timeframe, but if not it may slip to
22   November.
23                  LORI MATHIEU:  And David, if I
24   might?  I want to give you a lot of credit, to
25   Eric Lindquist and Bruce Wittchen of your staff.
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 1   And it's certainly been a job rewriting the plan
 2   and addressing all of the comments.  I was very
 3   impressed with the way it's written and it's going
 4   to serve us well into the future.  So thank you,
 5   and to your staff.
 6                  DAVID KALIFA:  Thank you, Lori.
 7   And I echo the kudos to both of them as well.
 8                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Great.  Thank you
 9   very much.  Now we'll move onto the Water Planning
10   Council advisory group.
11                  JOHN HUDAK:  Nominating committee?
12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.
13                  JOHN HUDAK:  Okay.  So when we
14   passed our new operating procedures last year we
15   put together a process to prepare an annual slate
16   of members where we would present our slate to the
17   Water Planning Council in October for the
18   following year.
19                  So we've had a nominating committee
20   working for several months to put together kind of
21   a framework of terms and also people to put
22   forward in October.  So it's been a bipartisan
23   nominating committee.  We've had -- on the
24   committee was Aaron Budros, Len DeJong, Karen
25   Burnaska, Dan Lawrence and the committee was
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 1   chaired by Josh Cansler.
 2                  And their charge was to put
 3   together a slate with the objectives that the
 4   Council and the advisory group agreed on last
 5   February with three main parameters, one, that we
 6   limit it to 20 members; two, that work towards the
 7   statutory balance of instream and out-of-stream
 8   members; and three, that we achieve this balance
 9   through attrition so that participating active
10   members would not be allowed -- asked to leave,
11   but that we would do this over time.
12                  In that process of trying to
13   achieve all of those things there's been some
14   tradeoffs made.  It's been challenging.  We're
15   also trying to recognize the importance of
16   attendance and participation by those on the
17   group.
18                  And there was discussion at the
19   last Council when I gave a preliminary update of
20   what the nominating committee was up to, and since
21   that time I've sent out a report prepared by the
22   committee, and I have Josh here to kind of run
23   through the recommendations and the thought
24   process that went into those recommendations.
25                  So I'll turn it over to Josh for
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 1   him give us some of that.
 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
 3                  Josh?
 4                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  All right.
 5   Thanks.  As John said, the task of the nominating
 6   committee was to prepare a draft slate for
 7   approval by the advisory group prior to the
 8   submitting it to the WPC for approval at your
 9   October meeting.
10                  Just a little background
11   information.  The committee was created to sort of
12   corroborate the operating procedures which were
13   approved by the WPC last year, and also the
14   membership composition report workgroup which was
15   approved by the WPC in February.  I'm not going to
16   go through the whole report.  I'll go through some
17   of the highlights.
18                  And amongst the things we discussed
19   as a committee, the first thing we tackled was
20   member attendance and whether members who have not
21   been attending regularly should be included in
22   next year's slate.  We decided that we do have
23   procedures in place to get rid of members who are
24   not participating.  So we didn't really tackle
25   that per se, other than we did reach out to
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 1   members with very poor attendance records and ask
 2   them to verify their desire to remain on the
 3   advisory group in the future.
 4                  A couple of the members that we did
 5   reach out to included Eric Brown from CBIA who
 6   said that his workload -- he would step down from
 7   the advisory group.  We also reached out to Kevin
 8   Sullivan with the Chestnut Hill Nursery who said
 9   that he represents the agriculture committee at
10   that time.  The category -- he notified the
11   Connecticut nursery landscaping Association, CNLA
12   that he would not be able to serve.  So he's also
13   stepping down.
14                  And we also reached out to Henry
15   Talmage with the State Farm Bureau.  And he has
16   left the state, however they do have a new
17   Executive Director Brian Hurlburt, who I believe
18   is on the line.  And they would like him to
19   replace him, Henry Talmage in next year's slate.
20                  The next thing we tackled was the
21   terms of the committee.  In the past I don't
22   believe there's been any terms for the
23   committee -- for the advisory members.  We decided
24   to go with four-year terms and take the 20 members
25   and divide them so that five members each year
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 1   would be reappointed.  And we would stagger those
 2   terms so that every five -- every year five
 3   members would be reappointed.
 4                  And we decided to do this on a
 5   seniority basis so that this year the most senior
 6   members of the advisory group would be reappointed
 7   for the 2019 through the end of 2022, and then the
 8   next year five more members through 2023 and on.
 9                  Some of the recommendations that we
10   have as the nominating committee -- and like John
11   said, we met several times.  We went over this and
12   also had several discussions at the advisory group
13   meetings.  Based on the membership composition
14   report we decided -- or we were recommending that
15   we change -- that we combine the recreation and
16   boating categories into one category.  The boating
17   category has been vacant for many years now.
18                  Also based on the membership
19   composition report we're recommending the
20   agriculture category be reduced to one
21   representative.  And at this time we're
22   recommending, because they came forward first,
23   that the Connecticut Farm Bureau provide the
24   representative for that category.
25                  We recommended that -- because
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 1   we're doing this you would have the opportunity to
 2   create two new instream categories.  And of course
 3   one of the goals of the composition report was to
 4   balance the instream and out-of-stream categories.
 5                  So by doing them -- or by combining
 6   the boating and recreation categories, and
 7   reducing agriculture to one you have the
 8   opportunity for two new instream categories.
 9   We're recommending that one of those new instream
10   categories be titled, water resources protection.
11   And we are recommending that Len DeJong from the
12   recreation category be moved into that category.
13                  We're also recommending the other
14   new instream category to be titled, conservation.
15   And we're recommending that a current member
16   Denise Savageau who was formerly in the
17   municipality category be moved into the
18   conservation category.  And then we recommend the
19   municipality category not be filled since we feel
20   it's represented through categories from municipal
21   utilities and regional COGs.
22                  Our last recommendation was to
23   reduce the investor-owned utility category to one
24   representative.  Robert Wisniewski will be leaving
25   in a year or two.  Our recommendation is we wait
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 1   until such time that he departs to reduce that
 2   category to one person.  And at that time we can
 3   create another category.  One of the names we came
 4   up with was, endangered species, but we decided to
 5   defer the category name until a later date.
 6                  With all those recommendations made
 7   we would be able to balance out the categories
 8   with -- currently there's six instream, ten out of
 9   stream and four neutral.  This year we would be to
10   have seven instream, nine out of stream and four
11   neutral.  And then once Robert left we would be
12   able to go eight, eight and four.
13                  So the last page in the report -- I
14   don't know how many of you have it in front of
15   you -- we have a list of the draft slate.  You'll
16   notice that the first category on there, business
17   and industry association, which was formerly Eric
18   Brown's position, is vacant.
19                  There has been some suggestion and
20   some talk at the last advisory group meeting of
21   putting a person from the Connecticut nursery
22   landscaping Association in there, and they do have
23   a candidate Mike Evans, who is interested in the
24   job.  There's also been discussion.  We did reach
25   out to CBIA.  They did not have anyone to replace
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 1   Eric Brown.  We have had some discussion of
 2   reaching out to CERC as well.
 3                  I'm not going to go through the
 4   whole slate.  Most of the people on the slate here
 5   are already in the positions they're in.  I will
 6   highlight the agriculture category which I
 7   mentioned earlier, which would be one person and
 8   would be the Connecticut Farm Bureau.  The
 9   recreation category which we do have a candidate,
10   Eric Hammerling from the Connecticut Forest and
11   Parks Association.
12                  Conservation, which is a new
13   instream category, Denise Savageau would move into
14   that position.  And water resources protection,
15   Len DeJong would move into that position.  I will
16   add that he is retiring at the end of the year --
17   we just found out, but he does have a person, or
18   is looking for a person to replace him.
19                  So that's where we're at.  Our goal
20   is to present this next week at the advisory group
21   for approval at that level, and then it would come
22   to the WPC next month.
23                  I think the biggest issue we're
24   facing right now is that one category, businesses
25   and industry association, the vacancy there.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.  A lot of
 2   work and we appreciate that.  I might have missed
 3   it.  Was anything there from the golfers?  They
 4   were very -- the golf association was very
 5   involved with the formation of the plan and we
 6   actually went out and spoke to their
 7   association and --
 8                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There's no --
 9   nobody from the golfing industry per se.  Probably
10   the closest is under the business and industry,
11   water intensive business.  We have Curtis Anderson
12   from Anderson Turf Irrigation, but there's no one
13   from any golf association on the slate.  And to my
14   knowledge, there hasn't been anybody since I've
15   been on the advisory group at least.
16                  JOHN HUDAK:  No.
17                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just a
18   correction.  The water planning advisory group did
19   vote in favor of bringing this to the Water
20   Planning Council for their approval at the last
21   advisory group meeting.
22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  The slate?  I
23   think we agreed to present this at this meeting.
24   I don't think we have the slate quite ready,
25   though.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  To approve
 2   the report and to submit for their consideration?
 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  Correct.
 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  So we're looking for
 5   feedback.
 6                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.  And we
 7   would like either a consensus from the Water
 8   Planning Council on this report so we can forward
 9   with the nominations or a vote.
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well I mean, my only
11   comment.  I really think that we need to reach out
12   to business, CBIA and maybe we can consider the
13   golf industry as a business, but I really feel
14   that we should reach out to the -- I mean,
15   golfers -- golf courses use a great deal of water.
16   And I think that they were very concerned with the
17   water plan and we can certainly get you the names
18   of some people that we've dealt with during the
19   implementation plan.
20                  They might not be interested, but I
21   think we should at least give the opportunity to
22   say yes or no.
23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I think the spear
24   was broken reaching out to CBIA.
25                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We did reach out
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 1   to CBIA three times, and they basically said it's
 2   not going to happen.  They just don't have anyone.
 3   The golf association has not --
 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  There still is a
 5   sentiment, I think, to look for a general business
 6   slot first.
 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  If you look at
 8   consumptive diverters, if you're looking at golf
 9   courses and potentially the nurserymen you're
10   probably actually in a more active category than
11   you might be with CBIA and industry at this point.
12                  So I would actually advocate that
13   that's sort of how you frame your look.  I think
14   whether it's the golf association or whether it's
15   the nurserymen association, I think that gets you
16   business and industry actively involved in
17   consumptive --
18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I know that I
19   forwarded a letter from the nursery association.
20   Did I not?
21                  JOHN HUDAK:  That's correct.
22                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I would be
23   interested in the Water Planning Council advisory
24   group's recommendation on, sort of, splitting the
25   baby on that one.
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 1                  JOHN HUDAK:  And I think even the
 2   nominating committee is still debating whether we
 3   can still find a general businessperson, or
 4   certainly CNLA has been thrown out as possibly a
 5   convenient way to get them back on and into this
 6   framework.
 7                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think it's
 8   convenient and relevant, John -- would be what I
 9   would say.
10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I'd like to
11   reemphasize that you don't have to be a member of
12   the advisory group to participate in the
13   activities of the advisory group.
14                  And we also have the implementation
15   group that's going forward where there is another
16   opportunity for participation and implementation
17   of the state water plan.
18                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I think the
19   feedback I'd give to the committee is I think
20   you've been very thoughtful and you've looked
21   through both how to approach this problem with the
22   existing challenges, and how to work through in a
23   very thoughtful way to get us to balance to
24   instream and out of stream, because that is one
25   thing the statute says.
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 1                  So I'm supportive of the approach
 2   that you've taken and would be interested in
 3   actually seeing the slate to fill the vacant
 4   categories at the October meeting in accordance
 5   with sort of the plan that you've outlined.
 6                  How about the other members?
 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  So this is Lori.
 8   Josh, I'd like to thank you for your summary.  The
 9   whole group has done a tremendous amount of work.
10                  I'm just curious.  Josh, you've
11   mentioned one thing about the municipal category
12   and that you would fill that category with a
13   municipal water industry person.  I'm just
14   curious -- and I don't have the list in front of
15   me unfortunately, but I'm just wondering if
16   there's any municipal town planner on the group
17   and/or a council of government planner?
18                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  You mean, not
19   currently on the group?  In the group?
20                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, is there a
21   planner?  Is there a town planner party?
22                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  There is a
23   category for regional COGs, and there is a person
24   from that, the Naugatuck Valley COG on the group.
25   I don't know that there's any town planners.
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 1                  LORI MATHIEU:  There's no town
 2   planners for that?
 3                  JOSHUA CANSLER:  We had -- one of
 4   the things that came out of this, the membership
 5   composition report, even though we had a municipal
 6   person on the advisory group in the past, that
 7   wasn't an approved category per se in the advisory
 8   group.
 9                  So when Denise left her job with
10   the, I believe it was the Town of Greenwich, we
11   decided just to move her over to a category which
12   was more appropriate for what she was currently
13   doing, and not fill the municipal position that
14   she had since it was not in the statute.
15                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Lori, I know you
16   don't have --
17                  LORI MATHIEU:  The reason why that
18   I bring it up is that I think that's a huge hole.
19   And Mike D brought up an interesting point about
20   people not knowing what our state water plan says.
21   Well you know, 169 towns in our state, and there's
22   169 town planners that do an awful lot of work on
23   the grounds with planning.
24                  And how water impacts their work is
25   really an important aspect that I think, you know,
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 1   that's something I'm hearing at this planning
 2   council here in Kansas, and I'm thinking a lot
 3   about that.
 4                  And so I think that that is
 5   something that's missing, somebody who actually
 6   does work day to day at the town planning level
 7   for a municipality in our state and I think that
 8   that is really an important aspect.  So anyway, I
 9   just wanted to bring that up.
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All right.  David?
11                  DAVID KALIFA:  Yeah, just quickly
12   if we're going to act on this in October I just
13   want to get the slate prior to our next meeting so
14   at least I have time to digest it and get caught
15   up on things before we're asked to act on it.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes, please.  When
17   is your next meeting?
18                  JOHN HUDAK:  Next week.
19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But in fairness,
20   back at the beginning of August, in response to
21   the August meeting John and company sent us sort
22   of the detailed plan and what was on here.  And my
23   understanding is the slate is only about the
24   unappointed positions.  Correct?
25                  JOHN HUDAK:  It will be a full list
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 1   like you see here.  It's just updated from
 2   whatever happens from --
 3                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  But some of
 4   these people have already been appointed by the
 5   Water Planning Council and don't need to be
 6   reappointed.  And the list would clarify --
 7                  JOHN HUDAK:  We have five people a
 8   year whose terms will expire.  So -- but we will
 9   have a full --
10                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Including
11   starting this year?
12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes, starting in 2019,
13   so January 1st.
14                  DAVID KALIFA:  So will it clarify
15   which people are in which staggered group?
16                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.  Actually, we do
17   have a list.  We described it to the four groups,
18   and the list has the group that the person --
19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So it will
20   include all of the vacant positions plus all the
21   group one positions based on the list?
22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  However we do
24   need clarity from the Water Planning Council.
25   What I'm hearing is there is still some discussion
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 1   about the categories.  And we cannot present a
 2   slate to you if we are not clear that you can
 3   bless the categories as they are set up here in
 4   the report.
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, I think that
 6   we pointed out this afternoon that we still would
 7   like to look at somebody from the nursery group
 8   and that letter that I submitted to you several
 9   months ago, I think it was.  Right?  They were --
10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yeah.
11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a big
12   industry in the state that utilizes a lot of
13   water.
14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Where they possibly
15   could fit in as we have with the 20 members now
16   and it's been subject to discussion, is the
17   business and industry association or the water
18   intensive business -- and water intensive business
19   is occupied right now.  So that's something we can
20   take up.
21                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So I thought
22   that was a discussion we had earlier about, is it
23   the golf industry or was it the nursery industry
24   going into that business and industry association
25   piece?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  And I want to
 2   repeat again, anyone who wants to participate in
 3   the activities of the Water Planning Council is
 4   welcome to come and participate in the activities.
 5                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I think the
 6   other place we might need some guidance is you
 7   guys have been very clear that 20 is the right
 8   number, and I can understand as you get above 20
 9   and your numbers get bigger you both move to
10   unbalance in stream and out of stream once you get
11   them balanced.
12                  In addition, the challenge then
13   becomes an unworkable group.  And as Alicea points
14   out, everybody can participate.  So I think one of
15   the things you need to hear from the Council is,
16   have you got the categories right?  My position
17   would be that you have, but that we need the slate
18   for that -- and I don't know what the other
19   members think.
20                  LORI MATHIEU:  This is Lori.  I've,
21   you know -- and I've said it a number of times at
22   probably every meeting.  You're probably sick of
23   hearing it, but you know, I do think that we
24   shouldn't set a number.  It shouldn't be a hard
25   and fast number.
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 1                  As Alicea points out, you know,
 2   people can come.  People can speak, but we've set
 3   this number at 20.  So what does the number then
 4   mean if everyone can come and speak?
 5                  So you know, I point back to the
 6   statute.  The statute allows certain groups, and I
 7   think the broader the better.  I agree with Jack
 8   on the nursery industry.  I also agree we should
 9   have somebody from the golf course industry.
10                  If you remember the hearing back in
11   April the gentleman who represented the golf
12   course industry at the hearing, he was well
13   spoken.  He attended just about every science and
14   technology meeting.  So they were very interested,
15   and I think someone from the general business
16   industry is really important, because again, you
17   know, if we're being seen as exclusionary of other
18   groups, that's not good for us.  It's not good for
19   the plan.
20                  So I think the more groups that
21   want to come and participate, I think that's a
22   good thing.
23                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Actually, I
24   believe -- well, this work is a result of a
25   request from the Water Planning Council for the
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 1   water planning advisory group to have more
 2   structure.  So that number is important.  We can't
 3   have structure if we can't have a vote.  We can't
 4   have a vote if we don't have a membership.  We
 5   will have chaotic meetings and no one will have
 6   any idea what's going on.
 7                  LORI MATHIEU:  Well, we actually
 8   have asked for structure and I'm glad that you've
 9   done all this work.  I just think that, as you
10   mentioned, people that come and want to speak
11   they're going to be allowed to speak and
12   participate, which is a good thing.  But I think
13   that giving us another month I think makes sense.
14                  And I would agree with Jack that
15   from my personal point of view I would want to
16   take a careful look at it and get back to you, but
17   I appreciate all the structure that you've been
18   providing to the advisory group, because that was
19   necessary.
20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And Alicea and John
21   as cochairs, you and Josh have done a great job in
22   terms of -- this is not easy.  It's never easy.
23   You're filling the requirements of the statute.
24                  So we're just making some
25   recommendations today.  If they don't work out,
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 1   you know, but whenever you come up with, get that
 2   to us at your next meeting.  We'll vote on it at
 3   the next Water Planning Council meeting.
 4                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  I actually don't
 5   understand the charge.  What are we asking them to
 6   do?
 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  They have come up
 8   with an outline today.  Okay?  But there's still
 9   some names missing on there.  Are there not?
10                  JOHN HUDAK:  There's one name
11   missing, one slot that's vacant.
12                  THE CHAIRMAN:  For the business
13   group?
14                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.
15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  So my feeling is
16   that if you can't get anybody from the business
17   group you get somebody from -- and again, I'm
18   repeating myself now -- I mean, when people send
19   me a letter and they're willing to serve on
20   something I'm pretty hard pressed unless I have a
21   darn good reason not to put them on, and that's
22   the nursing -- they're a business.  The nursery
23   association is a big business in the state of
24   Connecticut.
25                  And you know, unless you come up
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 1   with somebody else?  You have one spot to fill.
 2   Fill the spot and give us the slate and we'll act
 3   on it next meeting.  I can't get more direct.
 4                  JOHN HUDAK:  But are we still at 20
 5   members?
 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  We're still at 20
 7   members.  Lori is talking about you have people
 8   from the Naugatuck Valley COG, I understand.
 9   Correct?
10                  JOHN HUDAK:  Correct.
11                  THE CHAIRMAN:  That's a planning
12   agency.  So I think that fulfills the concern that
13   she had.  So the charge to be clear, Rob, make
14   sure we underline this.
15                  The action item here is the Water
16   Planning Council Advisory group with that one
17   spot -- and you can put a businessperson in there
18   if you have somebody.  My suggestion -- I'm not
19   telling you to do it, but that you look closely at
20   the nursery group and the golf association.
21                  That being said, Alicea is right.
22   Anybody can come to the meeting and give their
23   input, and the advisory group, capped at 20, can
24   make a recommendation.
25
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 1                  (Action item noted in index.)
 2
 3                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So the Water
 4   Planning Council as a whole is okay with the
 5   categories as outlined in the report?
 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.
 7                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Submitted to the
 8   Water Planning Council?
 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Correct.
10                  Lori, you all right with that?
11                  LORI MATHIEU:  You know, yes,
12   however always thinking that, you know, public
13   health is underrepresented -- but I'll leave it at
14   that.
15                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I was waiting for
16   you to say that, but --
17                  LORI MATHIEU:  Of course you were.
18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  -- so noted.  Okay.
19   So we're all clear on this.  Anything else?
20   Anything on the implementation that you'd like to
21   talk about?
22                  JOHN HUDAK:  Yes.
23                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Thank you, Josh.
24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
25                  JOHN HUDAK:  So last month we
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 1   presented a report of an ad hoc committee that we
 2   convened including people outside the advisory
 3   group that came up with a report that was approved
 4   by the advisory group.  And the Water Planning
 5   Council, I think it's fair to say we're
 6   comfortable with it -- and directed us to start
 7   looking at populating members of this new
 8   implementation workgroup, or at least finding
 9   candidates.
10                  So we, when that process started,
11   we drafted a letter, but one thing we may have
12   missed in the conversations was actually -- and
13   this goes to Virginia's earlier item, is getting a
14   formal vote on that, that report by the ad hoc
15   committee on implementation or group structure and
16   governance.  So we would appreciate if we could
17   get a decision on that.
18                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Would you like to
19   move --
20                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  So moved that we
21   accept the July 17, 2018, Water Planning Council
22   advisory group ad hoc organizational planning
23   committee report recommended plan for the
24   organization of the state water plan
25   implementation group.
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Seconded.
 2                  Lori, did you hear that?
 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Sort of -- but, yes.
 4   I got the gist of it.
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Any
 6   discussion on that?
 7
 8                  (No response.)
 9
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?
11                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
12                  JOHN HUDAK:  Thank you.
13                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Is that all you
14   need?  Got any more?
15                  JOHN HUDAK:  I think we can go from
16   there.  We are looking at putting out kind of an
17   e-mail or letter, or solicitation out to Bruce's
18   big list, they call it.
19                  BETSEY WINGFIELD:  Bruce's big
20   list?
21                  JOHN HUDAK:  And maybe Michael will
22   know people who want to be on this state water
23   plan implementation workgroup.  So I'll make sure
24   you get one, too.
25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yeah, I do.  To
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 1   repeat it, I think we should be working very
 2   closely with Michael's group.  I think they bring
 3   a lot to the table.  Anything else on the
 4   implementation?  Anything else from the Water
 5   Planning Council advisory group?
 6                  Thank you for all your work.  I
 7   know once we get everything settled here we'll be
 8   in good shape moving forward.
 9                  Alicea?
10                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  During the public
11   comments in the last meeting the San Jose Water
12   Company acquisition of Connecticut Water Company
13   was brought up, but I think you'll probably be
14   hearing more on that during the public comment
15   hearing at the Water Planning Council.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you.
17                  Any new business?
18
19                  (No response.)
20
21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Old business.  Under
22   old business we have the environmental study for
23   change of use, New Britain Water Company land
24   discussion for the City of New Britain, a public
25   hearing and submission of a report to the
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 1   Legislature, and withdrawal of proposal.  We all
 2   know what has happened.  Our report was submitted,
 3   but at the 11th hour Mayor Stewart decided to
 4   withdraw the request for legislative intervention
 5   and the proposal was withdrawn.  But we submitted
 6   the report per statute even with that, and made a
 7   footnote to the report that the plan was
 8   withdrawn.
 9                  So I don't know if there's any
10   further discussion on that.  I just thank
11   everybody for working on the report and meeting
12   our statutory deadline.  Nobody is here from New
13   Britain today?
14
15                  (No response.)
16
17                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Hello.  Paul, I
18   thought you were going to do a Snoopy dance up
19   here for us -- or something, Paul.  I thought you
20   were going to do a dance or something.
21                  Public comment?  You're going to
22   come up in a minute -- okay.  No, one second.
23                  PAUL ZAGORSKY:  I'd just say it was
24   a bad movie with a good ending.  So thank you.
25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Drought plan,
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 1   we already discussed.
 2                  WUCC update.  Lori?
 3                  LORI MATHIEU:  Yeah, this is Lori.
 4   Jack, you've got to tell me what the Snoopy dance
 5   is?
 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I do it every time I
 7   get reappointed.
 8                  LORI MATHIEU:  Okay.  All right.
 9   So WUCC update.  Yes, a lot to update here.  The
10   complete WUCC coordinator's plan for all three
11   regions are on the Department of Public Health's
12   webpage.
13                  Per the statute and regulation we
14   have published a legal notice in a number of
15   Connecticut newspapers and we have set a 30-day
16   public comment period which ends on
17   September 28th.  So it is out right now for public
18   comment.  Written comments can be directed to my
19   department through Richard Iozzo, I-o-z-z-o,
20   within the drinking water section at the
21   Department of Public Health.
22                  All of that information is up on
23   our webpage.  So -- and a legal notice was sent
24   out and again, was published in a variety of
25   newspapers across the state between Danbury,
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 1   Hartford Courant, New Haven Register, New London
 2   Day, Norwich Bulletin and two Spanish newspapers.
 3   So with that, that's all that I have.
 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you, Lori.
 5                  Any questions for Lori?
 6
 7                  (No response.)
 8
 9                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Now we'll move on to
10   public comment.  Public comment?
11                  Margaret?  Good afternoon,
12   Margaret.
13                  MARGARET MINER:  First, thank you
14   for your Tilcon report and your very careful
15   Tilcon report, and your response on public trust.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  You're welcome,
17   Margaret.
18                  MARGARET MINER:  Here we go.  I
19   just want to address the docket and the business,
20   and the process for responding to water company
21   acquisitions and mergers.  As you know --
22                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Margaret, we have to
23   be a little bit careful here, because this is an
24   active docket which I am presiding over.  I can
25   talk to you about process.  We can't get into the
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 1   specifics of the case.  It's like a court case.
 2                  MARGARET MINER:  I don't think I'm
 3   going to get into the specifics, but I am --
 4   strike it from the record.
 5                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I'm not going to ask
 6   you to strike anything, but I see Attorney Klein
 7   back there.  He'll jump up, I'm sure, if he sees
 8   something we're not doing correctly here.
 9                  MARGARET MINER:  You know our
10   position on the Eversource/Aquarion.  You know
11   that only about three members of the public
12   actually commented on that partly because the
13   process is so difficult, and partly because people
14   didn't know.  I still run into people who are
15   Aquarion customers who don't know.  So whoa.
16   So we'll leave that at whoa -- unless you want to
17   strike it from the record.
18                  So this time we made more -- we
19   have been trying to make more of an effort to let
20   people know starting with another move by
21   Eversource.  Now there is a docket open on an
22   acquisition or a change of management control of
23   Connecticut Water.
24                  So we have been trying to keep the
25   public up to date starting in May.  And on
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 1   May 11th there was a notice of a hearing on this
 2   docket and the usual boilerplate public comments
 3   will be accepted, and they'll be saved.  There's
 4   nowhere in here, by the way, that explains whether
 5   anybody needs to read or respond to the public
 6   comments.  And I got a lot of question about that.
 7   So if we comment will anybody answer, on will they
 8   group our comments together?  Or if we're not into
 9   meters, and we're not sworn, does anybody really
10   care?  So that's the sort of lack in the process.
11                  Then there was additional notice of
12   hearing on May 24th with more boilerplate on
13   public comments.  And then there was a notice of
14   written exceptions and oral argument on -- what
15   did I say?  It was May.  That was May, also May
16   18th, and again more boilerplate on public
17   comment.
18                  Then notice June 13th, stay of
19   proceeding cancellation.  At that point the
20   Authority has issued a proposed final decision
21   that the application is no longer right.  So the
22   Authority is not going to restart the clock.  So
23   the clock stops at that point.  The Authority
24   hereby stays the docket active on the date of the
25   filing and the amended agreement press release
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 1   pending final solution of the resolution of the
 2   issue set forth in the proposed final decision.
 3                  On 5/10 -- oh, no.  I'm sorry.  Oh,
 4   wait.  I'm sorry.  So I've been reading some of
 5   the docket things.  5/10, so we're still in May.
 6   PURA prefers that documents be filed with the
 7   Authority's executive secretary in electronic form
 8   along with one paper copy.
 9                  The date and time of the filing
10   shall be the date and time the Authority first
11   receives a complete electronic version of the
12   paper version, and the required number of paper
13   copies.  Otherwise specify -- unless otherwise
14   specified, filings are due by 4:30 p.m. on or
15   before the court required date.
16                  If the complete electronic version
17   of the filing is submitted through the Authority's
18   web filing system only one paper version of the
19   filing is generally required.  Then we get -- the
20   next notice is a schedule, a notice of a hearing
21   scheduled for eight -- the docket is eight-two.
22   Right?  This is eight-one.
23                  Letters will be accepted, blah,
24   blah, more boilerplate.  Notice of hearing, a
25   notice of cancellation.  The limited -- with a new
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 1   hearing.  The limited purpose of this hearing,
 2   which I think was in September, will be to receive
 3   public comments and address any scheduling
 4   procedural or administrative matters.
 5                  The hearing previously scheduled
 6   for September 5th is hereby canceled.  The
 7   Authority will schedule additional hearing dates
 8   to review the joint application.  Letters will be
 9   accepted from the members of the public, et
10   cetera.
11                  Then PURA encourages electronic
12   filings.  More on this.  Only one paper version of
13   the filing is usually required.  Notice of request
14   for written comments.  Okay?  People are asked to
15   comment and this is -- again this is on August 1,
16   I guess.
17                  And people are invited to comment
18   and in this -- and this is somewhere in here.  In
19   this -- I think it's the one where the 4 p.m.
20   deadline is given, and I gather that that was a
21   deadline for intervening, which may be the only --
22   so that was the next to last announcement.
23                  How are people supposed to follow
24   this?  How are they supposed to know if they're
25   deadlines or they're not deadlines?  We have, you
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 1   know, a string of messages or postings that say
 2   the comment period will be open and there will be
 3   lots of hearings.  Don't worry about it.
 4                  And then before that hearing, I
 5   think it was about three weeks ago with the 4 p.m.
 6   deadline someone called me and said, oh, there's a
 7   deadline.  I have to do something.
 8                  I said, whoa.  No.  I hear from
 9   PURA that it will just go on forever.
10                  No, they said.  This is a hearing
11   on proceedings and we have to file and maybe we
12   can make it, and that deadline may have been
13   extended.  It's extremely confusing.  It's
14   difficult to know where we are in the docket.  We
15   have a water plan that addresses everything, but
16   the question of who do we want owning all our
17   utilities?  What's the pattern of ownership and
18   management that we're aiming for in Connecticut?
19   Do we want regional systems?  Do we want private
20   systems?  What do we want?
21                  We're just sort of waiting for
22   things to happen and then the public, even when
23   they're trying gets hit with notice after notice
24   after notice, and very little explanation of how
25   they can make their voices heard, really heard as
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 1   opposed to, okay.  All your letters will be filed
 2   with the secretary at PURA, at that's it.
 3                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Well, Margaret I'm
 4   going to put on my PURA hat for a second, and not
 5   Chairman of the Water Planning Council -- is that
 6   we function like a Court, as you know.  And this
 7   is a very complex case that has come before us and
 8   the reason you're seeing -- most cases that come
 9   in are pretty straightforward in terms of your
10   beginning dates, your start dates.  You have your
11   hearing.  You have your time to intervene.  We're
12   pretty flexible with interveners.
13                  I know that Connecticut Fund for
14   the Environment has been granted intervenor
15   status.  Others have been granted intervenor.  You
16   and I talked a little bit, you could have been
17   granted, but it's a lot of work when you're
18   interveners, as you know.  And you have to have
19   the resources to do that.
20                  But this has taken us a little bit
21   longer because the company was submitting a
22   different type of applications and proposals to
23   us.  So every time they do that we have to revise
24   our schedules and look at when our hearing is
25   going to be held, and that kind of thing.
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 1                  So believe me, having been around
 2   here for some time when people see that there's a
 3   hearing that they want to be involved in, as we
 4   did when we had the tree trimming docket in
 5   Hamden, Connecticut, we had 400 people there.  So
 6   they knew, and they were heard.  And anytime we
 7   have -- we have coordinators.  Laura Lupoli is
 8   assigned.
 9                  Laura, you were assigned to that.
10   Right?  Sitting right there.  She'll walk you
11   through the whole process.  And we're trying to
12   make our computer system -- Mr. Neeley, aren't we
13   trying to make our computer system more business
14   friendly, consumer friendly right now?
15                  MR. NEELEY:  Absolutely.
16                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Yes.  We're working
17   on it right now.
18                  MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  I mean, I am
19   aware of that and I have been aware of that effort
20   for the last couple of years you have been working
21   on that.  You know, the previous acquisition I
22   thought the key elements were not analyzed.  A
23   power company, a power utility has needs for
24   cooling water.  It has hydro power interests.
25                  And the actual implications of the
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 1   acquisition I don't think we discussed.  And I
 2   have to say, I haven't met anyone who thought it
 3   was a good idea, but 99 percent of the customers
 4   involved didn't know it was happening.
 5                  So as I say, we're trying in this
 6   one where we haven't taken a position, but we're
 7   trying to at least get the public involved.  And
 8   you say 400 people spoke.  Well, what weight does
 9   that have?
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  It has weight.  I
11   mean, when we have our hearings you can come to as
12   many hearings as you want and I'll put you at the
13   top of the list when you walk in.  And you can
14   talk and you can tell us what you feel about the
15   case.  I mean, you don't necessarily have to be an
16   intervener to do that.  You can come in.  So --
17                  MARGARET MINER:  Well, if it
18   operates like a court there are different levels
19   of evidence, and I'm not sure myself and I don't
20   think it's clear on the website what weight will
21   be given to different types of evidence, and does
22   it make a difference if you have 300 people on a
23   point as opposed to 3?
24                  It probably does, but that isn't,
25   you know, that's very vague under the process.  So
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 1   perhaps this can be clearer as we go along and the
 2   public -- and there might be more discussion of
 3   the implication for the water planning impact on
 4   the resource as part of the discussion of the
 5   acquisition.
 6                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Point well noted.  I
 7   mean, this case -- and again, you have three
 8   commissioners that sit and hear the evidence.  And
 9   you hear from the companies.  You hear from the
10   Office of Consumer Counsel.  You hear from the
11   Connecticut Fund For the Environment.  And you
12   hear from anybody else that has become part of the
13   proceeding.  Rob or somebody from his office will
14   be transcribing it, and based upon the evidence we
15   come up with a recommendation moving forward.  It
16   could go one way or the other.
17                  MARGARET MINER:  I can only say
18   that the last acquisition hearing did not inspire
19   confidence that the relevant issues were all going
20   to be examined and weighed and discussed.  I
21   thought -- although the comment period was open
22   forever, there were like three comments and it
23   zipped right through.
24                  And a lot of times the comments
25   that people need to look at before they can
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 1   comment.  Like you know, where are the filings?
 2   Where are the interrogatories?  They will come in
 3   the same morning as the deadline for commenting.
 4                  So the public, unless they happen
 5   to know, you know, one of the lawyers that will be
 6   sitting there going through the papers, they don't
 7   get to see the material they're supposed to be
 8   commenting on until the deadline is almost upon
 9   them.
10                  And that's fairly often, and that's
11   certainly -- I remember -- I don't think any of
12   the agencies commented in the previous Eversource
13   case, which I think is odd for a big water case,
14   but the AG's comment I think came in the final
15   morning.  So people might have benefited.  The
16   public might have benefited from being able to
17   read the State's position and the AG's position,
18   the information that was being offered, but it's
19   not available in time to comment.  So you
20   understand my complaint?
21                  THE CHAIRMAN:  I certainly do.
22                  MARGARET MINER:  Thank you.
23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Thank you very much.
24                  Any other public comment?  Yes,
25   Alicea?
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Just to be clear,
 2   I'm taking off my advisory group hat and I'm
 3   putting on the other two or three.
 4                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Okay.  Sure.
 5                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  First of all, I'd
 6   like to thank the Water Planning Council for their
 7   response on the executive order from the Governor.
 8   I think it's very important that we don't let the
 9   money and the time invested in the consensus-based
10   recommendations wait until we can get all of our
11   legislators to decide to approve our state water
12   plan.
13                  So thank you.  We're very excited
14   about the ability to actually utilize the plan and
15   the recommendations in it.
16                  And second of all, I have to echo
17   Margaret's concerns.  In the last CEQ meeting we
18   were trying to figure out what was going to happen
19   when on this acquisition, and it was very
20   difficult to tell from a lot of the notifications
21   that came out.
22                  So just for some rarity on my part
23   process-wise we have until the end of the month.
24   Correct?  To -- at this time to submit comment,
25   the public and anyone else?
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 1                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Even longer, I
 2   believe.  Nick, Laura, even longer?  They can go
 3   longer than that.  Right?
 4                  MS. LUPOLI:  Yeah.  I mean, you
 5   could file comments that go in the docket at any
 6   time.
 7                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Right to the end of
 8   it.  I mean, you can file comments right until the
 9   end, until I bang the gavel down and say, the
10   hearing is closed.  That can go on for a while.
11                  MS. LUPOLI:  We generally have
12   deadlines when we issue a notice for comment,
13   which goes out to the participants and parties.
14   That will have a specific deadline.
15                  For a public comment you can write
16   into us and it will go in the file, just like the
17   Chairman said, at any time throughout the docket.
18                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  And
19   Margaret had a lot of very good questions in the
20   comments that she submitted.  They are questions
21   that are on a lot of people's minds.  Will there
22   be an opportunity for any of that to be answered
23   before the public comment period closes?
24                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Those questions can
25   be addressed at hearings.  Yes.
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 1                  ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2                  THE CHAIRMAN:  And as I said
 3   earlier, the Connecticut Fund for the Environment
 4   is -- they're interveners and they're, I'm sure,
 5   going to be representing everyone quite well.
 6                  All right.  Anything, anyone else?
 7
 8                  (No response.)
 9
10                  THE CHAIRMAN:  If there's no one
11   else, our next meeting is October 2nd.  I will be
12   away, but I will call in.  So maybe the
13   undersecretary could chair the meeting and I'll do
14   it remotely, but we'll have the agenda.  I don't
15   want to reschedule -- as Lori did today I'll call
16   in.  Anything else to come before us?
17
18                  (No response.)
19
20                  THE CHAIRMAN:  Lori, safe travels.
21   Maybe Lori has left already.  Motion to adjourn?
22                  DAVID KALIFA:  Seconded.
23                  THE CHAIRMAN:  All those in favor?
24                  THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
25                  THE CHAIRMAN:  The meeting is
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 1   adjourned.  Thank you all very much.
 2
 3                  (Whereupon, the above proceedings
 4   were concluded at 2:51 p.m.)
 5
 6
 7
 8
 9
10
11
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                      CERTIFICATE
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